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ABSTRACT
Many sensor networks are deployed for the purpose of covering and monitoring a particular region,
and detecting the object of interest in the region. In these applications, coverage is one of the centric
problems in sensor networks. Such problem is centered around a basic question: “How well can the
sensors observe the physical world?” The concept of coverage can be interpreted as a measure of
quality of service provided by the sensing function in various ways depending on sensor devices and
applications. On the other hand, sensor nodes are usually battery-powered and subject to limitations
based on the available battery energy. It is, therefore, critical to design, deploy and operate a wireless
sensor network in an energy-efficient manner, while satisfying the coverage requirement.
In order to prolong the lifetime of a sensor network, we explore the notion of connected-k-coverage
in sensor networks. It requires the monitored region to be k-covered by a connected component of ac-
tive sensors, which is less demanding than requiring k-coverage and connectivity among all active
sensors simultaneously. We investigate the theoretical foundations about connected-k-coverage and,
by using the percolation theorem, we derive the critical conditions for connected-k-coverage for var-
ious relations between sensors’ sensing radius and communication range. In addition, we derive an
effective lower bound on the probability of connected-k-coverage, and propose a simple randomized
scheduling algorithm and select proper operational parameters to prolong the lifetime of a large-scale
sensor network.
It has been shown that sensors’ collaboration (information fusion) can improve object detection
performance and area coverage in sensor networks. The sensor coverage problem in this situation
is regarded as information coverage. Based on a probabilistic sensing model, we study the object
detection problem and develop a novel on-demand framework (decision fusion-based) for collaborative
object detection in wireless sensor networks, where inactive sensors can be triggered by nearby active
xiii
sensors to collaboratively sense and detect the object. By using this framework, we can significantly
improve the coverage performance of the sensor networks, while the network power consumption can
be reduced. Then, we proceed to study the barrier information coverage problem under the similar
assumption that neighboring sensors may collaborate with each other to form a virtual sensor which
makes the detection decision based on combined sensed readings. We propose both centralized and
distributed schemes to operate a sensor network to information-cover a barrier efficiently.
At last, we propose and study a multi-round sensor deployment strategy based on line-based sen-
sor deployment model, which can use the fewest sensors to cover a barrier. We have an interesting
discovery that the optimal two-round sensor deployment strategy yields the same barrier coverage per-
formance as other optimal strategies with more than two rounds. This result is particularly encouraging
as it implies that the best barrier coverage performance can be achieved with low extra deployment
cost by deploying sensors in two rounds. In addition, two practical solutions are presented to deal with
realistic situations when the distribution of a sensor’s residence point is not fully known.
1CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION AND RESEARCH GOALS
1.1 Introduction
Revolutionary advances in sensor design, wireless networking, and information processing have
taken place during the past few years, resulting in the emergence of small-size and low-cost wireless
sensors that can do all of the following tasks: sense the environment, process data, and report data via
wireless communications. The availability of such wireless sensors has opened up an exciting opportu-
nity to observe the physical world like never before. Sensor networks composed of a large number of
wireless sensors (static and/or mobile) have been deployed for various civilian or military applications,
including environmental monitoring, critical infrastructure protection, health care, inventory tracking,
battlefield surveillance and intrusion detection.
Coverage is a fundamental problem in wireless sensor networks. Such problem is centered around
a basic question: “How well can the sensors observe the physical world?” The coverage concept can
be interpreted as a measure of quality of service provided by the sensing function in various ways
depending on sensor devices and applications. Sensor coverage problems can be classified into three
categories: point coverage, area coverage, and barrier coverage. In point coverage problem, sensors
are deployed to cover some points of interest in the area. In this dissertation, we focus on area coverage
and barrier coverage, where the main goal of the sensor networks is to: (i) have each location in the
monitored area (often referred to as the monitored region) within the sensing range of one or more
sensors; and (ii) detect the intrusion behavior (a path from the entrance side to the destination side) to
the protected barrier; respectively.
One of the primary challenges facing the development of sensor networks, for reasons which should
be obvious, is energy conservation. Sensor nodes are usually battery-powered and subject to limitations
based on the available battery energy. It is, therefore, critical to prolong the battery operation time of
2individual sensors and consequently the sensor network lifetime. Operating each sensor node at a low
duty cycle has been recognized as an effective way to achieve this goal, where duty cycle is defined as
the fraction of time that a sensor node is actively sensing and reporting data. On the other hand, the
quality of service provided by a sensor network is usually measured in terms of how well a target area
or barrier is covered, and in order to have a sensor network function properly, it is always desirable
that the object of interest can be detected by the sensors and the sensed data can be reported to the user
whenever need arises. We have a few ways to evaluate how well a sensor network can monitor a target
area or barrier in different applications, and, in order to guarantee the respective coverage performance,
there is a minimum density or a minimum number of sensors to be deployed. In this dissertation, we
conduct extensive theoretical studies towards some fundamental and challenging coverage problems
in sensor networks. By using our analytical results, we can effectively design, deploy and operate a
wireless sensor network in an energy-efficient manner.
Next, we present some fundamental coverage problems in sensor networks, and discuss the moti-
vations of our studies.
• Connected-k-Coverage
Sensor networks are deployed to monitor the target area, and sensed information should be able to
be reported to the user whenever need arises. To achieve this, the requirement of full connectivity
among all active sensors is apparently a sufficient condition. However, such a strong requirement
may not be necessary. What really is needed is the existence of a connected component of active
sensors that is able to provide the desired coverage. Motivated by this observation, we explore
the notion of connected-k-coverage as follows. A region is said to be connected-k-covered if
it is k-covered by a connected component of active sensors. Clearly, such a requirement is less
demanding than requiring k-coverage of the sensing region and connectivity among all active
sensors at the same time, but can still guarantee proper functioning of the sensor network. As
a result, the number of required active sensors may be reduced, thus prolonging the sensor net-
work lifetime. Unfortunately, there is a lack of fundamental understanding about connected-k-
coverage such as its critical conditions, which prevents effective and efficient application of the
connected-k-coverage notion to real-world sensor networks.
3• Information Coverage
When studying the coverage problem in sensor networks, every sensor node is usually assumed
to have fixed sensing accuracy and fixed sensing radius. An event within (outside) a sensor’s
sensing radius is detected by the sensor with probability one (zero). This is often referred to as
the 0/1 disc sensing model. Under this sensing model, in order to achieve complete coverage of a
target area, all points in the area should be within the sensing radius of at least one sensor node;
hence, the sensing discs of different sensor nodes inevitably overlap with each other. Accord-
ing to [1], with the most efficient deterministic deployment which places sensors on equilateral
triangular grids, nearly 20% of the sensing region of each sensor is covered by other sensors.
Therefore, it is clear that coverage under the conventional 0/1 disc sensing model requires higher
sensor density than necessary while a large portion of the area is covered with high redundancy,
as shown in Fig. 1.1(a). Consequently, each sensor node is required to operate at a higher duty
cycle than necessary, resulting in energy waste and shorter network lifetime. Moreover, the 0/1
disc sensing model prevents users from taking advantage of collaborative information processing
among sensor nodes, which is an intrinsic property of sensor networks that set them apart from
traditional wireless networks.
In practice, the sensing accuracy is affected by noise and varies with the distance between the
sensor and the position of the event. In order to advance the fundamental understanding about
the sensing and coverage behavior in real-world sensor networks, alternative sensing models
(a) (b)
Figure 1.1 Area coverage under the 0/1 disc sensing model and probabilistic sensing model.
4have been considered, e.g., the general sensing model proposed in [2]. In this dissertation, we
consider the probabilistic sensing model where the sensing accuracy (i) decays with the distance
between the sensor and the position of the event, and (ii) is affected by noise. Under this sensing
model, even the sensor closest to the position of the event might not be able to make an accurate
estimate of the event by itself, while several sensors may collaborate to make an accurate esti-
mate of the event. Based on this sensing model, the concept of information coverage was first
brought up in [3]. The key idea of information coverage is to exploit the collaboration between
neighboring sensor nodes. With information coverage, more efficient coverage may be achieved
with less number of sensor nodes. This is because sensing discs need not overlap with each other
and the gaps between them, as shown as the shaded areas between sensor discs in Fig. 1.1(b), can
be information covered by collaborative information processing among sensor nodes. In other
words, the coverage region of a set of sensors may be larger than the union of the sensing discs
of each individual sensor. Similar observations and results can be found in the problem of barrier
coverage. Unfortunately, to the best of our knowledge, there is a lack of analytical studies on
information coverage and the effect of information coverage on the sensor network lifetime. All
these issues motivate us to conduct comprehensive and thorough studies to understand the the-
oretical foundations about information coverage and benefits/tradeoffs of applying information
coverage to real-world sensor networks.
• Multi-round Sensor Deployment for Guaranteed Barrier Coverage
Various deployment schemes have been proposed to reduce the number of sensors needed to
cover an area [4–10]. In this dissertation, we approach a similar problem for barrier coverage
via investigating sensor deployment strategies, more specifically, line-based sensor deployment
strategies. With line-based sensor deployment, sensors are deployed along a line, e.g., sensors
are airdropped by an aircraft along a deployment line, and the final residence points of the sen-
sors are distributed along the line with random offsets. Recent work in [11] shows that this is
a more realistic sensor placement model and sensor deployment strategies based on this model
can achieve more efficient barrier coverage with less sensors than those based on the Poisson
point process sensor placement model. In practice, due to wind and other environmental fac-
5tors, large placement errors often accompany sensor deployment. For example, when sensors are
airdropped into the target region from an aircraft, the final residence points of the sensors may
deviate much from the intended deployment points. To provide guaranteed barrier coverage with
the conventional single-round sensor deployment, sensors need to be deployed in a conservative
manner (i.e., with small deployment interval and hence more sensors are needed) to counter the
randomness during the sensor deployment process. In comparison, by splitting sensor deploy-
ment into multiple rounds, it is safe to be more aggressive (i.e., with larger deployment intervals)
in the earlier rounds and then deploy sensors more conservatively in the final round to fill the
coverage gaps generated in the previous rounds. As a result, a significant number of sensors may
be saved with multi-round sensor deployment. Unfortunately, there is a lack of analytical studies
on the design of sensor deployment strategy for guaranteed barrier coverage.
1.2 Overview of Existing Works
1.2.1 Area Coverage
Coverage issue in an area [2, 12–15] or connectivity issue [16–20] alone in wireless sensor net-
works has been well studied. Recently, researchers start to consider the joint coverage and connectivity
problem [1,21–27]. The authors of [21] point out that complete coverage can imply connectivity if the
communication range is at least twice the sensing range. However, such relation between these two
ranges may not always hold in practice. The authors of [1,22,25] study the joint coverage and connec-
tivity problem under the deterministic sensor deployment. The intrusion detection delay is theoretically
analyzed in [26], where a target is said to be detected only when it enters the sensing disk of any sensor
on the giant component in the network. In [27], the authors present an analytical procedure to compute
the node isolation probability in an ad hoc network in the presence of channel randomness, and show
that, under the assumption that sensing relies on the same wave propagation laws that also guide signal
propagation, the coverage probability coincides with the complement of the node isolation probability.
In [12, 28], the authors study the coverage problem with mobile sensors, and investigate the tradeoff
between sensors’ mobility and the coverage performance.
61.2.2 Barrier Coverage
The notion of barrier coverage was firstly introduced in the context of robotics sensors [29]. The
goal of barrier coverage is to detect potential intruders that attempt to cross from one side of a strip-like
area to the opposite side. In [2], the authors have studied the barrier coverage of two-dimensional strip
sensor networks using percolation theory. The barrier coverage of a two-dimensional plane network is
related to the existence of a giant sensor cluster that percolates the network. Some important theoretical
analyses on the strength of the barrier coverage, e.g., the critical condition of weak or strong k-barrier
coverage, are provided in [30, 31]. For a finite barrier, both [32] and [33] provide analytical methods
to estimate the density for achieving barrier coverage and connectivity or measure the performance of
barrier coverage. Centralized and distributed algorithms for guaranteeing barrier coverage are proposed
and evaluated in [34] and [35–37], respectively.
1.2.3 Information Coverage
Collaboration among sensors [38–43] has been considered in many wireless sensor network appli-
cations such as localization, estimation, object detection and tracking. Particularly, in [38], the authors
systematically investigate, define, design and build a sensor network-based surveillance system, which
uses collaborative signal processing to achieve better detection accuracy and noise rejection. Some fun-
damental problems on information fusion for distributed detection are studied in [44–47, 47, 48] where
the local data or decisions of individual sensors are gathered by a fusion center to make the final deci-
sion. The performance of a distributed target detection system in the presence of faulty sensors, based
on either value fusion or decision fusion, has been studied in [48]. Although decision fusion may have
lower detection accuracy (due to the compression of original information) compared with value fusion
in some cases, it is more fault-tolerant and outperforms value fusion when the number of faulty sensors
is large [48]. However, none of the above works considers the physical proximity between sensors and
the object. In practice, the detection accuracy of object decays fast with distance between sensors and
object as the signal emitted by the object decays fast with distance. Thus, readings by sensors far away
from the object are less important to decision making. Recently, in [3, 49, 50], the authors introduce
the concept of virtual sensor resulting from neighboring sensors’ collaboration based on value fusion,
7which may improve the coverage performance. In [51], the authors conduct fundamental study on
the sensor area coverage based on data fusion model, and have derived the scaling law between area
coverage, network density and signal-to-noise ratio.
1.2.4 Sensor Network Lifetime and Coverage
Extensive research efforts [14,52–54] have been made to optimize the lifetime of a wireless sensor
network with coverage requirements. In [14], the α-lifetime of a wireless sensor network is defined
as the interval during which at least α portion of the sensing region is covered by at least one sensor
node. In [52], the lifetime refers to the time it takes for the coverage – defined as the fraction of the
area covered by working sensors – to drop below a pre-defined threshold. The authors of [53] propose
a node-scheduling scheme, which can reduce the overall system energy consumption by turning off
some redundant nodes. Similarly, the authors of [54] propose an efficient method to extend the sensor
network lifetime by organizing the sensors into a maximal number of set covers that are activated suc-
cessively. Various algorithms have been proposed in [55–61] to obtain the energy-efficient connected
coverage sensor set, so as to prolong the network lifetime. However, due to the heuristic nature of these
algorithms, it is difficult to analyze the coverage and connectivity performances theoretically. The life-
time definitions in the above works are all from the deterministic point of view. Considering the fact
that deployment and dynamics of wireless sensor networks are random, in [62], the authors present a
joint study on connectivity, k-coverage, and lifetime of a large-scale wireless sensor network from a
probabilistic perspective.
1.2.5 Sensor Deployment Strategy
Controlled sensor deployment for target detection has been studied in [4–10]. In [4–8], a sen-
sor’s position can be arbitrarily controlled, i.e., the placement of each deployed sensor is not subject
to any placement error. Based on this assumption, various schemes have been proposed to determine
the optimal sensor placement strategy to cover the target region with as few sensors as possible. By
comparison, in [9, 10], sensor deployment is partially controlled, i.e., a sensor’s position is subject to
random offsets with respect to the deployment point. [11] studies the line-based sensor deployment
8strategies and provides both analytical results and interesting observations about how line-based sen-
sor deployment can improve the barrier coverage performance than two-dimensional uniform sensor
deployment.
Sensor mobility has been incorporated into sensor deployment framework [63–65], which offers
more flexibility for designing more efficient sensor deployment strategies for area coverage. Incre-
mental sensor deployment has been studied in [66, 67], where algorithms are designed to deploy extra
sensors after the initial deployment to improve the area coverage performance. The problems of sensor
deployment for other purposes, e.g., connectivity, data aggregation, or energy efficiency, have also been
investigated [1, 25, 68–70].
1.3 Main Contributions
In this dissertation, we investigate the important theoretical foundations on the coverage and con-
nectivity problems in a sensor network, which offer new observations and interesting insights and may
serve as good guidelines for efficient sensor network design. We summarize the main contributions of
our research as follows:
• We explore the notion of connected-k-coverage in sensor networks. It requires the monitored
region to be k-covered by a connected component of active sensors, which is less demanding than
requiring k-coverage and connectivity among all active sensors simultaneously. We investigate
the theoretical foundations about connected-k-coverage and, by using the percolation theorem,
we derive the critical conditions for connected-k-coverage for various relations between sensors’
sensing radius and communication range. In addition, we derive an effective asymptotic lower
bound on the probability of connected-k-coverage, and propose a simple randomized scheduling
algorithm and select proper operational parameters to prolong the lifetime of a large-scale sensor
network.
• We revisit the object detection problem under a probabilistic sensing model (in contrast to the
0/1 disc sensing model) and develop a novel on-demand framework (decision fusion-based) for
collaborative object detection in wireless sensor networks, whose effectiveness is supported by
9detailed theoretical analysis, numerical results, and simulation-based validations. In addition,
we investigate the energy-efficiency aspects of our proposed framework and offer interesting and
useful observations and insights on how to increase the network lifetime.
• Based on the probabilistic sensing model, we study the barrier coverage problem under the as-
sumption that neighboring sensors may collaborate with each other to form a virtual sensor which
makes the detection decision based on combined sensed readings. We propose both centralized
and distributed schemes to operate a sensor network to information-cover a barrier efficiently.
In-depth theoretical analysis about the barrier coverage performance for the distributed scheme
is also provided to guide an efficient sensor deployment in practice.
• We conduct extensive analytical and simulation studies on reducing the number of sensors needed
to provide guaranteed barrier coverage with line-based sensor deployment strategies. We study
the performance of multi-round sensor deployment and derive the optimal strategies that use
the fewest sensors to cover a barrier. We have an interesting discovery that the optimal two-
round sensor deployment strategy yields the same barrier coverage performance as other optimal
strategies with more than two rounds. This result is particularly encouraging as it implies that the
best barrier coverage performance can be achieved with low extra deployment cost by deploying
sensors in two rounds. In addition, two practical solutions are presented to deal with realistic
situations when the distribution of a sensor’s residence point is not fully known.
1.4 Organization of the Dissertation
The rest of the dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we investigate the theoretical
foundations about connected-k-coverage and, by applying the percolation theorem, we derive the criti-
cal conditions for connected-k-coverage. In Chapter 3, we derive an effective asymptotic lower bound
on the probability of connected-k-coverage, and propose a simple randomized scheduling algorithm
and select proper operational parameters to prolong the lifetime of a large-scale sensor network. In
Chapter 4, we study the problem of information coverage for object detection based on decision fusion
and propose an on-demand collaborative object detection framework. In Chapter 5, we study the bar-
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rier information coverage problem, and propose both centralized and distributed schemes to operate a
sensor network to information-cover a barrier efficiently. In Chapter 6, We study the performance of
multi-round sensor deployment for guaranteed barrier coverage and derive the optimal strategies that
use fewest sensors to cover a barrier. Finally, Chapter 7 concludes this dissertation with a summary of
the main contributions and the potential extensions to the conducted research.
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CHAPTER 2. CRITICAL CONDITIONS FOR CONNECTED-K-COVERAGE IN
SENSOR NETWORKS
2.1 Introduction
Coverage is one of the fundamental issues to almost all sensor network applications. A sensing
field is said to be k-covered if each point in the field is sensed (or covered) by at least k different active
sensors at any given time. There are many sensor network applications that require k-coverage (k > 1)
rather than just 1-coverage. As an example, consider intrusion detection applications. Suppose each
sensor can detect the intruder within its sensing radius with probability p. Then if each point is covered
by k sensors, the detection probability can be increased from p to 1 − (1 − p)k. In another example,
consider target tracking applications. In order to improve the accuracy of tracking, requirement of k
sensors to cover the target may improve the estimate of target location or its velocity by a factor of
√
k,
as pointed out in [71]. The ultimate goal of deploying a sensor network is to cover or monitor a region,
and in order to have a sensor network function properly, it is always desirable that sensed data can be
reported to the user whenever need arises. To achieve this, the requirement of full connectivity among
all active sensors is apparently a sufficient condition. However, such a strong requirement may not be
necessary. What really is needed is the existence of a connected component of active sensors that is
able to provide the desired coverage.
Motivated by this observation, we explore the notion of connected-k-coverage as follows. A region
is said to be connected-k-covered if it is k-covered by a connected component of active sensors. Clearly,
such a requirement is less demanding than requiring k-coverage of the sensing region and connectivity
among all active sensors at the same time, but can still guarantee proper functioning of the sensor
network. As a result, the number of required active sensors may be reduced, thus prolonging the
sensor network lifetime. Unfortunately, there is a lack of fundamental understanding about connected-
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k-coverage such as its critical conditions, which prevents effective and efficient application of the
connected-k-coverage notion to real-world sensor networks.
Critical conditions for k-coverage [13, 72] or connectivity [16, 73] alone have been well-studied.
Recently, several algorithms [21, 74, 75] have been proposed to provide connected-k-coverage in a
sensor network. However, the following fundamental problem remains unstudied: “given a randomly
deployed sensor network where sensors are active with probability p, how many sensors are needed to
achieve connected-k-coverage?”
In this chapter, we investigate the theoretical foundations about connected-k-coverage and derive
its critical conditions under various scenarios. To the best of our knowledge, this is one of the first
efforts in understanding the fundamentals about connected-k-coverage in sensor networks.
2.2 Critical Conditions for Connected-k-Coverage
2.2.1 System Models
We consider a sensor network with a total of n sensors deployed uniformly randomly and inde-
pendently to cover a unit-area convex region (D). At any given time, each of the deployed sensors is
active with probability p, independently of each other. According to [62, 76], for sufficiently large n,
the set of active sensors form a stationary Poisson point process with density np. Every sensor has fixed
sensing radius (rs) and communication range (rc), and we let α = rsrc . We denote the sensor network
as N(rs,rc,n,p), and a geometric graph G can be constructed by connecting sensors in N(rs,rc,n,p) that
are within rc to each other. In the rest of this chapter, we say that an event almost surely (a.s.) occurs if
its probability goes to 1 as n→∞. We also write g(n) = o(f(n)) iff limn→∞ g(n)f(n) = 0. Throughout
this chapter, we use φ(np) to denote a growing function that goes to infinity as n→∞.
2.2.2 Critical Condition when α 6 1
LEMMA 1. D is a.s. k-covered by N(rs,rc,n,p) if, for some growing φ(np), p and rs satisfy nppir2s >
log(np) + k log log(np) + φ(np) for sufficiently large n.
Lemma 1 is a well-known critical condition for sensor network k-coverage and has been proved
in [13]. In [16], the authors derive the sufficient condition for asymptotic connectivity in a randomly
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uniformly deployed wireless network. When np is sufficiently large, the underlying point process is
essentially a Poisson point process restricted to D with density np [76] in a convex region. Therefore,
we may have the following lemma.
LEMMA 2. N(rs,rc,n,p) is a.s. connected if, for some growing φ(np), p and rc satisfy nppir
2
c >
log(np) + φ(np) for sufficiently large n.
THEOREM 1. When α = rsrc 6 1, D is a.s. connected-k-covered by N(rs,rc,n,p) if, for some growing
φ(np), p and rs satisfy nppir2s > log(np) + k log log(np) + φ(np) for sufficiently large n.
Proof: From Lemma 1, we can directly get that D is a.s. k-covered by N(rs,rc,n,p) under the
condition in Theorem 1. On the other hand, we have
nppir2c = nppi
(rs
α
)2
> log(np) + k log log(np) + φ(np)
α2
> log(np) + φ(np), (2.1)
for sufficiently large n. So, according to Lemma 2, N(rs,rc,n,p) is also a.s. connected under the same
condition. Thus, when α 6 1, D is a.s. connected-k-covered under the condition in Theorem 1. Note
that, when α 6 0.5, k-coverage always implies connectivity [21, 74] and consequently connected-k-
coverage regardless of n. ¤
2.2.3 Critical Condition when α > 1
When α > 1, coverage does not asymptotically imply connectivity. In order to derive the critical
condition for this case, we make use of some results from the percolation theorem [77]. According to
Proposition 6.6 in [77], as the density of N(rs,rc,n,p) goes to infinity, there exists a unique dominant
connected component consisting of most sensors in N(rs,rc,n,p), which we denote as G
d, while each of
the sensors not belonging to Gd is a.s. isolated (i.e., not connected to any other sensors in N(rs,rc,n,p)).
Hence, the probability ofD being connected-k-covered (denoted as Pckc) is a.s. equal to the probability
(denoted as Pˆckc) that: (i) D is k-covered by all sensors, and (ii) there does not exist a singly-isolated
sensor whose sensing disc is not k-covered by sensors belonging to Gd. We denote the probabilities of
satisfying conditions (i) and (ii) as Pcov and Pconn, respectively. Then, Pˆckc is bounded by Pˆckc > Pcov+
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Pconn − 1. Moreover, if we use qm to denote the probability that a sensor belongs to a connected order-
m component of N(rs,rc,n,p), Proposition 6.6 in [77] can be expressed as limn→∞
1
q1
∑∞
m=2 qm = 0,
i.e.,
∑∞
m=2 qm = o(q1) = o(e
−nppir2c ). Thus, the probability (Pa) that a sensor belongs to Gd can be
written as
Pa = 1−
∞∑
m=1
qm = 1− q1 − o(q1) = 1− e−nppir2c − o
(
e−nppir
2
c
)
. (2.2)
LEMMA 3. When α = rsrc > 1, Pconn of a sensor network N(rs,rc,n,p) is a.s. equal to 1 if, for some
growing φ(np), p and rc satisfy nppir2c =
log(np)+(k+1) log log(np)
α2
+ φ(np) for sufficiently large n.
Proof: Suppose s is an arbitrary sensor in N(rs,rc,n,p). Let Pe denote the conditional probability
that, given s is isolated, s’ sensing disc is not k-covered by sensors belonging to Gd. Then, we have
Pconn = 1− P (∃ a singly-isolated sensor whose sensing disc
is not k-covered by sensors belonging to Gd)
> 1− np · P (s is isolated) · Pe = 1− np · e−nppir2c · Pe.
(2.3)
We apply Markov’s inequality and the crossing technique in [62] to calculate Pe. Let Nk denote the
number of crossings within s’ sensing disc (including the disc boundary) that are not k-covered by
sensors belonging to Gd. We have
Pe 6 P (Nk > 2
∣∣s is isolated) 6 E(Nk∣∣s is isolated)
2
<
1
2
E(number of crossings within s’ sensing disc)·
P (a crossing in s’ sensing disc is not k-covered by sensors on Gd
∣∣s is isolated)
6 (4nppir2s + 2(nppir2s)2)
(
e−nppi(r
2
s−r2c )Pa
)
×
k−1∑
i=0
(nppi(r2s − r2c )Pa)i
i!
.
(2.4)
Now we have
lim
n→∞Pe 6 3(nppiα
2r2c )
2
(
e−nppi(α
2−1)r2cPa
)
× k(nppi(α2 − 1)r2cPa)k−1. (2.5)
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By inserting (2.5) into (2.3), we have
lim
n→∞Pconn >1− Cnp
(
e−(α
2Pa−Pa+1)nppir2c
)
× (nppir2c )k+1P k−1a , (2.6)
where C = 3α4k(α2 − 1)k−1 is a positive constant. To simplify the presentation, we use p1 to denote
the second term in the right-hand side of (2.6). Then, by using (2.2) and the expression of nppir2c in the
statement of Lemma 3, we have
log p1 = log(C) + log(np)− α2nppir2c +
(
α2 − 1)nppir2ce−nppir2c
+
(
α2 − 1)nppir2co(e−nppir2c ) + (k + 1) log(nppir2c )
+ (k − 1) log
(
1− e−nppir2c − o
(
e−nppir
2
c
))
= log(C)− (k + 1) log
 α2 log(np)eα2φ(np)k+1
log(np) + (k + 1) log log(np) + α2φ(np)

+
(
α2 − 1)nppir2ce−nppir2c + (α2 − 1)nppir2co(e−nppir2c)
+ (k − 1) log
(
1− e−nppir2c − o
(
e−nppir
2
c
))
.
(2.7)
As n → ∞, φ(np) → ∞, so we have log
(
α2 log(np)e
α2φ(np)
k+1
log(np)+(k+1) log log(np)+α2φ(np)
)
→ ∞, e−nppir2c → 0,
nppir2ce
−nppir2c → 0, and nppir2co
(
e−nppir2c
)
→ 0. Accordingly, as n → ∞, log p1 → −∞, i.e.,
p1 → 0. Therefore, Pconn is a.s. equal to 1. ¤
THEOREM 2. When α = rsrc > 1, D is a.s. connected-k-covered by N(rs,rc,n,p) if, for some growing
φ(np), p and rc satisfy nppir2c >
log(np)+(k+1) log log(np)
α2
+ φ(np) for sufficiently large n.
Proof: Firstly, according to the percolation theorem, we know that Pckc is a.s. equal to Pˆckc,
which can be bounded by Pˆckc > Pcov + Pconn − 1. Secondly, the condition for k-coverage (as in
Lemma 1) can be derived directly from the condition in Theorem 2, i.e., Pcov → 1 as n→∞. Thirdly,
according to Lemma 3, given the condition in Theorem 2, Pconn → 1 as n→∞. Therefore, as n→∞,
Pˆckc → 1, and consequently Pckc → 1. ¤
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2.2.4 Summary
We summarize the results of this work as follows.
• When α 6 1 (i.e., rs 6 rc), D is a.s. connected-k-covered under the condition given in The-
orem 1. Particularly, when α 6 0.5, k-coverage always implies connectivity and consequently
connected-k-coverage regardless of n.
• When α > 1 (i.e., rs > rc), the derived critical condition for connected-k-coverage a.s. implies
k-coverage, but the network is a.s. disconnected. Compared with the critical condition for con-
nectivity in Lemma 2, the derived critical condition for connected-k-coverage is less demanding
than that for simultaneous k-coverage and connectivity.
2.3 Simulation-based Validations
We only show the simulation results for connected-k-coverage, when k is 1, whereas the similar re-
sults and trends can be observed for other k’s. We consider a unit-area square region to be monitored by
a network of n sensors. At any give time, each sensor is active with probability p = 0.1, independently
of each other. For each sensor, rs is 0.04 units, and rc varies from 0.03 to 0.04 units, which correspond
to different α. We choose the slow growing
√
log log(np) as φ(np). We divide the monitored region
into a grid of size 250×250, and approximate that connected-1-coverage is achieved if all grid points
are 1-covered by sensors on G. The torus convention [62] is employed in the simulation to avoid edge
effects.
For each combination of n and α, 10000 sensor network deployments are randomly generated. We
simulate one snapshot for each deployment, where each sensor is active with probability p = 0.1. Thus,
the probability of connected-1-coverage can be estimated as Pckc = M10000 , where M is the total number
of snapshots when all points are 1-covered by sensors on G. We also study Pboth – the probability that
both 1-coverage of the region and connectivity of active sensors are satisfied. Simulation results are
plotted in Fig. 2.1 and we have the following observations.
Firstly, when α = 1, the difference between two probability curves is too small to be visible for
any n. Similar results can be observed for other α 6 1 cases. This implies that, when α 6 1, though
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we only prove (in Theorem 1) the asymptotic implication of 1-coverage on connectivity, requiring
connected-1-coverage is indeed almost always equivalent to the requirement that both 1-coverage of
the region and connectivity among active sensors are satisfied, regardless of the size of the network.
Secondly, when α = 4/3, there is a significant gap between the two probability curves. In fact, the
gap gets larger as α increases. As shown in the figure, when Pckc is very close to 1, Pboth is still low.
This implies that, though a network of active sensors is still disconnected, it may have already been
able to achieve connected-1-coverage to the region.
At last, we calculate n∗α as follows and show it in the figure:
n∗α =
min{n : nppir
2
s > log(np) + k log log(np) + φ(np)}, if α 6 1,
min{n : nppir2c > log(np)+(k+1) log log(np)α2 + φ(np)}, if α > 1.
(2.8)
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Figure 2.1 Pckc and Pboth for different combinations of n and α.
By Theorems 1 and 2, we expect that when n > n∗α, Pckc should be close to 1. However, we see
from the figure that this prediction is not so accurate. The discrepancies are due to the asymptotic nature
of our results, and we expect them to become smaller as n grows or when a faster growing function is
chosen for φ(np), e.g., (log log(np))
2
3 . This observation also indicates that in practice a slightly higher
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value of n should be used than the one predicted by n∗α in (2.8).
2.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, we explore the notion of connected-k-coverage in sensor networks. We investigate
the theoretical foundations about connected-k-coverage and, by applying the percolation theorem, we
derive the critical conditions for connected-k-coverage under different relations between sensors’ sens-
ing radius and communication range. Simulation results show how the derived critical conditions may
be used in practice for predicting the number of active sensors required to achieve the connected-k-
coverage, given the monitored region and sensors’ sensing radius and communication range.
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CHAPTER 3. ANALYTICAL STUDY OF SENSOR NETWORK LIFETIME UNDER
CONNECTED-K-COVERAGE CONSTRAINT
3.1 Introduction
Energy conservation has always been one of the most important issues in wireless sensor net-
works [78, 79] and has continuously been drawing considerable attention. As sensors are usually
battery-powered and subject to limitations based on the available battery energy, it is critical to prolong
the battery operation time of individual sensors and hence the sensor network lifetime. Operating each
sensor in a low duty cycle has been recognized as an effective way to achieve this goal, where duty
cycle is defined as the fraction of time that a sensor is active.
A wireless sensor network is usually deployed to provide the desired coverage for a sensing field.
A sensing field is said to be k-covered if each point in the field is sensed (or covered) by at least k
different active sensors at any given time. There are many sensor network applications that require k-
coverage (k > 1) rather than just 1-coverage. As an example, consider intrusion detection applications.
Suppose each sensor can detect the intruder within its sensing radius with probability p. Then if each
point is covered by k sensors, the detection probability can be increased from p to 1 − (1 − p)k. In
another example, consider target tracking applications. In order to improve the accuracy of tracking,
requirement of k sensors to cover the target may improve the estimate of target location or its velocity
by a factor of
√
k, as pointed out in [71]. On the other hand, it is always desirable that the sensed
information can be reported back to the user whenever need arises. In order to achieve this goal,
requirement of full connectivity among all active sensors is apparently a sufficient condition, but may
not be necessary. What is really needed is the existence of a connected component of active sensors
that is able to provide the desired coverage for the sensing field. In other words, in order to guarantee
proper functioning of the sensor network, the sensing field is only required to be k-covered by active
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sensors belonging to a connected component of the sensor network. Clearly, such requirement is less
demanding than requiring k-coverage of the sensing field and full connectivity among all active sensors
at the same time [80]. For example, Fig. 3.1 shows an example that the rectangular sensing field is
connected-1-covered by a group of sensors, where not all of them are connected. In the figure, the
sensors are shown as black dots, and the circles represent sensors’ sensing disks with different radii.
Neighboring sensors who can communicate directly with each other are connected with a line segment.
We can see that though sensor s is isolated and cannot communicate with any other sensor, its sensing
disk (shown as the shaded circle) is covered by other sensors, hence the rectangular field is connected-
1-covered. As a result, less active sensors are required, thus prolonging the network lifetime.
s
sensing disk
sensing disk
Figure 3.1 An example of connected-k-coverage (k = 1) of a rectangular field.
In general, due to randomness and dynamics in sensor deployment, sensing, and communication, it
is difficult to perform a strict analysis on the lifetime of a finite-size sensor network under the above-
described constraint that the sensing field is k-covered by active sensors belonging to a connected
component of the sensor network. So we instead study a slightly different but more tractable constraint
by applying the percolation theorem [77] as follows. According to the percolation theorem, a sensor
network with a sufficiently high node density almost always has a dominant connected component
(DCC) consisting of most sensors while the rest of the sensors are isolated. Inspired by this observation,
we study the constraint of connected-k-coverage provided by the active sensors belonging to the DCC
of the sensor network.
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We study the sensor network lifetime from a probabilistic perspective, called ω-lifetime, which is
defined as the expectation of the time interval during which the probability of connected-k-coverage is
at least ω.
Lower duty cycle or shorter communication range of individual sensors may prolong the sensor
network lifetime, but at the same time, there may be a smaller number of active sensors within a sensor’s
communication neighborhood at any give time; as a result, more likely either the desired coverage for
the sensing field cannot be satisfied or the sensed information cannot be reported to the user due to the
partitioning of the network, i.e., connected-k-coverage of the sensing field cannot be guaranteed. So
there are inherent tradeoffs which we exploit thoroughly in this chapter. To the best of our knowledge,
few analytical studies have been reported on this issue. The key contribution of this chapter is that
we apply coverage process techniques and percolation theorem to study connected-k-coverage, and
derive an effective asymptotic lower bound on the probability of connected-k-coverage. By using the
analytical results, we propose a simple randomized scheduling algorithm and select proper operational
parameters to prolong the ω-lifetime of a large-scale sensor network.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 gives our models, definitions, and the
problem statement. In Section 3.3, we present detailed theoretical analysis whose results are used in
Section 3.4 to derive the lower bound on the probability of connected-k-coverage. Section 3.4 also
describes the details of the proposed ω-lifetime as well as the selection of operational parameters for
the PIS scheduling scheme. Section 3.5 presents and evaluates the simulation results and, finally, the
chapter concludes in Section 3.6.
3.2 Models, Definitions and Problem Statement
3.2.1 Models and Definitions
Consider a wireless sensor network with n sensors deployed independently and uniformly in a
unit-area square field D. In order to extend the network lifetime, an appropriate duty cycle and a
well-designed sleeping schedule are required, and we study the following Pre-planned Independent
Sleeping (PIS) scheme [80] for this purpose: time is divided into rounds, and at the beginning of
a round, each alive sensor becomes active with probability p or inactive (sleeping) with probability
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(1−p), independently from others; the value of p and active sensors’ transmit power may vary with
the round, and their variation patterns are pre-determined according to the performance metric to be
optimized. Here, alive sensors refer to the sensors with enough energy to operate. The PIS scheme
is based on the Randomized Independent Sleeping (RIS) scheme proposed in [81] and the details of
PIS will be discussed in Section 3.4. Note that, in general, RIS-like schemes are lightweight and
easy to implement because each sensor determines its own sleeping schedule independently without
interacting with others. In comparison, the Neighborhood Cooperative Sleeping (NCS) schemes [52,
82–84] allow neighboring sensors to collaborate with each other to determine their sleeping schedules,
thus improving the coverage performance but with increased complexity. Design and analysis of NCS
schemes are out of the scope of this chapter.
3.2.1.1 Sensing Model
To reflect the sensing radius irregularity in the real environment, we consider a random sensing
radius model where (i) each active sensor has a sensing radius of rs; (ii) any object within a disk of
radius rs centered at an active sensor can be reliably detected by the sensor; and (iii) rs’s are i.i.d.
(independently identically distributed) random variables with lower bound rL, mean r0 and variance
σ2sr
2
0; the underlying distribution of rs is assumed unknown. A point in the sensing fieldD is said to be
k-covered if it is within the sensing radii of at least k active sensors. The fieldD is said to be k-covered
if every point in D is k-covered. In practice, the area covered by a sensor may not be a perfect disk.
In that case, we may still use a disk with reduced radius, which is a subset of the real covered area, to
approximately represent the sensor’s covered area.
3.2.1.2 Communication Model
A common communication model assumes that two active sensors can communicate directly with
each other (or are connected to each other) if and only if they are within a certain distance from each
other, which is referred to as the communication range. However, in the real environment, commu-
nication between sensors is often susceptible to obstruction by obstacles, interference, etc., hence the
communication range may vary with the sensor location in the field. To reflect such communication
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irregularity statistically, we consider a simple random communication link model, where the maximum
distance (denoted by L) for communication between any two active sensors is an i.i.d. random variable
with mean L¯ and variance σ2c L¯2, i.e., two active sensors need to be within the distance of L in order
to communicate with each other. Note that the described communication link model takes account of
the randomness of a symmetric communication link between two sensors. In other words, two active
sensors can have a symmetric communication link with a probability (q), which is a function of the
distance (d) between them, i.e., q ≡ fL(d). Thus, fL(d) is the same as the complementary cdf of L,
whose underlying distribution is assumed unknown. We also assume that there is an upper bound (LU )
on L due to the limitation of transmit power. That is, if the distance between two active sensors is larger
than LU , they will not be able to communicate with each other. Naturally, L¯, σc and LU all vary with
the transmit power Pc, and the underlying relation among them can be found by experiments or analy-
sis. In this chapter, without loss of generality, we assume that σc is a constant and LU = αL¯ (α > 1).
Note that any other relation among L¯, σc and LU can also be incorporated into our analytical study
without much difficulty. Moreover, for simplicity, we assume that at each round of the PIS scheme,
all active sensors use the same transmit power; consequently, L between any two neighboring sensors
generally follows the same distribution hence has the same statistics such as L¯, σ2c L¯2 and LU . Finally,
we assume torus convention (also known as the toroidal model) [85], i.e., each disk (communication or
sensing) that protrudes one side of the field D enters D again from the opposite side. This eliminates
the edge effect and simplifies the problem.
3.2.1.3 Connected-k-Coverage
We consider a sensor network with n sensors deployed independently and uniformly in a unit-area
square fieldD, and these sensors essentially form a Poisson point process with density n [85] as n goes
to infinity. Note that, in this chapter, we assume sensors are deployed in the fixed field D, while both
rs and L decrease with the increase in n. This assumption is different from that in [85], where the
radius of covered disk is fixed and the size of D goes to infinity. However, those two point coverage
processes are the same after scaling. On the other hand, according to the percolation theorem [77],
given a Poisson point process with sufficiently high density, there almost always exists a dominant
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connected component (DCC) consisting of most points while the rest of the points are isolated. We
define connected-k-coverage of a sensing field as follows. A sensing field is said to be connected-k-
covered if the field is k-covered by the active sensors belonging to the DCC of the sensor network.
3.2.1.4 ω-lifetime
Due to randomness and dynamics in sensor deployment and sleeping schedule, it is impossible to
guarantee connected-k-coverage with probability one with finite number of sensors, unless the com-
munication disk and sensing disk of each active sensor can cover the entire field. However, physical
limitations prohibit such large communication range and sensing range. In other words, there is no
deterministic guarantee of connected-k-coverage for randomly-deployed wireless sensor networks in
practice. Such facts motivate us to study the network lifetime from a probabilistic perspective. More
specifically, we define ω-lifetime of a randomly-deployed wireless sensor network as the expectation of
the time interval during which the probability of connected-k-coverage of field D is at least ω, where
0 < ω < 1. For example, suppose that the PIS scheduling scheme is employed, then the network
ω-lifetime is Tω = E
[∑M
i=1 Ti
]
, where Ti is the duration of the i-th round, and M is the maximum
number of rounds during which the network can function properly. In other words, for any round
i (i 6 M ), the probability of connected-k-coverage, denoted by Pckc, is at least ω, but for round
(M + 1), Pckc is smaller than ω.
3.2.2 Problem Statement
The kernel problem we study in this chapter is to find proper operational parameters (p and L¯) for
the PIS scheme to prolong the ω-lifetime of a wireless sensor network. This is an interesting problem
and results may serve as good guidelines in deploying finite-size wireless sensor networks. Let Ecov
denote the event that the entire field is k-covered by all active sensors, and let Ecom denote the event that
the sensing disks of sensors isolated from the DCC are all k-covered by sensors belonging to the DCC.
So the probability that the entire field is connected-k-covered is Pckc = P (Ecov ∧ Ecom). Since it is
difficult to derive Pckc for a finite-size network directly, we first analyze the following two probabilities:
Pcov = P (Ecov) and Pcom = P (Ecom), as n goes to infinity.
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3.3 Analytical Study of Pcov and Pcom
In this section, we derive the lower bounds on Pcov and Pcom under the random sensing radius model
and the random communication link model described in Sections 3.2.1.1 and 3.2.1.2, respectively.
Similar to [14, 86], we apply the coverage process techniques introduced in [85] and the results in the
percolation theorem [77] for our study.
3.3.1 Asymptotic Lower Bound (PLcov) on Pcov
LEMMA 4. Let n points distributed independently and uniformly in a unit-area convex field D within
R2, then as n goes to +∞, these points form a stationary Poisson point process with density n.
Lemma 4 is a well-known result and its proof is given in [85] (Chapter 1.7, Page 39). Let P ≡
{ξi, i > 1} denote the set of active sensors. It is shown in Lemma 5 that P is also a stationary Poisson
point process with density np for infinitely large n. Note that, we consider the point coverage process
in fixed deployment field D in this chapter, which might look a little different from that in [85], where
the radius of covered disk is fixed and the size ofD goes to infinity. However, those two point coverage
processes are essentially equivalent after scaling.
LEMMA 5. Let n points distributed independently and uniformly in a unit-area convex field D within
R2. Each point is marked independently as an active point with probability p, where 0 < p 6 1. Then
the set of active points, P = {ξi, i > 1}, form a stationary Poisson point process with density np as n
goes to +∞.
Let Si denote a random disk with radius rs,i centered at the origin of R2, which is defined as
Si ≡ {x ∈ R2 : |x| 6 rs,i}, where rs,i is the sensing radius of the i-th active sensor ξi. Here, we
assume that all sensing radii are i.i.d. random variables following an unknown distribution F (r), with
known mean r0 and variance σ2sr
2
0, i.e., all Si’s are distributed as S ≡ {x ∈ R2 : |x| 6 r, r ∼
F (r)}. Then, the sensing disk (abbreviated as disk) centered at active sensor ξi can be defined as
Di ≡ ξi + Si = {ξi + y : y ∈ Si}. The set of {Di, i > 1} forms a stationary coverage process. For
such a coverage process, Lemma 6 gives the distribution of the number of disks with certain properties.
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LEMMA 6. LetQ = {ξi+Si, i > 1} denote a stationary coverage process, where {ξi} is a stationary
Poisson point process with density λ within D, and Si’s are distributed as S defined above. For a given
deterministic condition C, let Y denote the number of disks in Q that satisfy the condition C. Then,
Y is Poisson-distributed with mean µ = λ · E
[
‖{x : IC(x + S) = 1}‖
]
, where IC(·) is the indicator
function of whether a disk satisfies the condition C, and ‖ · ‖ denotes the area.
Proofs of Lemmas 5 and 6 are included in [87]. Using Lemmas 4, 5, and 6, we can derive a lower
bound (PLcov) on Pcov. A similar bound has been given in [14] for the case of deterministic sensing
radius model and non-sleeping sensor networks. Theorem 3 is a generalization of the results in [14] for
the random sensing radius model.
THEOREM 3. For 0 < p 6 1 and as ≡ E
[‖S‖] = pir20(1 + σ2s) < 1, as n goes to +∞, we have
Pcov > P
L
cov ≡ 1− 2e−npas
(
1 +
(
n2p2a′s + 2npr0
) k−1∑
i=0
(npas)i
i!
)
, (3.1)
where a′s ≡ pir20(1 + σ2s/2).
The proof of Theorem 3 is included in [80].
3.3.2 Asymptotic Lower Bound (PLcom) on Pcom
LEMMA 7. Given the network described in Section 3.2.1, the number of a sensor’s communication
neighbors (i.e., a communication link exists between two nearby sensors) is Poisson-distributed with
mean µ = nac where ac ≡ piL¯2(σ2c + 1).
The proof of Lemma 7 is included in [87].
THEOREM 4. For 0 < p 6 1, as ≡ E
[‖S‖] = pir20(1 + σ2s) < 1, and ac ≡ piL¯2(σ2c + 1) < 1, as n
goes to +∞, we have Pcom > PLcom ≡ 1− npe−npac · h(n, L¯), where
h(n, L¯) =

min
{
1, 12 · (8npa′s + 4n2p2a′sas) · e−λc
∑k−1
j=0
(λc)j
j!
}
if rL > LU ,
1 if rL 6 LU ,
(3.2)
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and
λc = np(as − L2Upi)(1− (np)2e−2npac). (3.3)
Proof: According to Theorem 6.3 and Propositions 6.4-6.6 in Chapter 6.5 of [77], in a Poisson
point process under the random-connection model (the same as the random communication link model
described in Section 3.2.1.2), there is at most one unbounded connected component and the size of any
other finite component converges to one, as the number of points goes to infinity. This implies that, in
a randomly-deployed sensor network, there exists a dominant connected component (DCC) consisting
of most sensors while the rest of the sensors are individually isolated (i.e., not connected to any other
sensor), as n goes to infinity. Therefore, Pcom is equal to the probability that there does not exist an
isolated sensor whose sensing disk is not k-covered by sensors belonging to the DCC. Recall that Pcom
is the probability that the sensing disks of sensors isolated from the DCC are all k-covered by sensors
belonging to the DCC in an infinite-size sensor network.
Pcom = 1− P (∃ an isolated single active sensor s whose sensing disk is not k-covered
by sensors belonging to the DCC)
> 1− np · P (s is isolated and its sensing disk is not k-covered by sensors belonging to the DCC)
= 1− np · P (s is isolated) · Pv = 1− np · e−npac · Pv,
(3.4)
where Pv denotes the conditional probability that the sensing disk of s (denoted by Φs) is not k-covered
by sensors belonging to the DCC, given that s is isolated.
The key step in obtaining PLcom is to find an appropriate upper bound for Pv. Applying the similar
coverage process techniques as those used in the proof of Theorem 3 (see [80] for details), suppose
M ′k is the number of crossings within Φs (including the boundary) that are not k-covered by sensors
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belonging to the DCC, we have
Pv 6 P (M ′k > 2|s is isolated) 6
1
2
· E(M ′k|s is isolated)
=
1
2
· E(number of crossings within Φs|s is isolated)
· P (a crossing within Φs is not k-covered by sensors belonging to the DCC|s is isolated)
<
1
2
· E(number of crossings within Φs)
· P (a crossing within Φs is not k-covered by sensors belonging to the DCC|s is isolated).
There are two types of crossings within Φs: the crossings on Φs’s boundary and the crossings inside
Φs’s boundary. Applying the similar calculation as that in the proof of Theorem 3 (see [80] for details),
we can get the expression of the expected number of crossings within Φs as below:
E(number of crossings within Φs) =
1
2
(8npa′s + 4n
2p2a′sas). (3.5)
Now, combining (3.5) with the results in [87] about the conditional probability that a crossing within
Φs is not k-covered by sensors belonging to the DCC given that sensor s is isolated, we can derive the
upper bound of Pv as follows:
Pv 6

min
{
1, 12 · (8npa′s + 4n2p2a′sas) · e−λc
∑k−1
j=0
(λc)j
j!
}
if rL > LU ,
1 if rL 6 LU ,
(3.6)
where λc = np(as − L2Upi)(1 − (np)2e−2npac). Recall that rL is the lower bound of the sensing
radius rs. By inserting Pv’s upper bound expression into (3.4), we complete the proof. ¤
Note that when rL 6 LU , it is very difficult to derive an effective upper bound for Pv based only on
the mean and variance of rs and L. So we simply use 1 as Pv’s upper bound and hence have the lower
bound of Pcom equal to (1−np ·e−npac). Further study and analysis will be included in the future work
to derive a tigher lower bound on Pcom when rL 6 LU .
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3.4 ω-lifetime of a Finite-Size Wireless Sensor Network
In this section, we address the problem of finding proper operational parameters for the PIS scheme
to maximize the ω-lifetime of a finite-size wireless sensor network. Recall that Ecov denotes the event
that the entire field is k-covered, and Ecom denotes the event that the sensing disks of sensors isolated
from the DCC are all k-covered by sensors belonging to the DCC. Then, we have derived the asymptotic
probability lower bounds on Pcov = P (Ecov) and Pcom = P (Ecom). In practice, it is impossible to
deploy a sensor network with infinite number of sensors. Instead, when designing a fairly large sensor
network, we may use our derived lower bounds on Pcov and Pcom to approximate the probabilities of
Ecov and Ecom.
DEFINITION 1. ω-lifetime, denoted by Tω, of a sensor network is defined as the expectation of the
time interval during which the probability of connected-k-coverage of field D is at least ω, i.e., Pckc >
ω, where 0 < ω < 1.
In order to study ω-lifetime, we first introduce the energy consumption model of a wireless sen-
sor. We assume that inactive sensors do not consume energy and the communication traffic is evenly
distributed across the network. The energy consumption of an active sensor consists of two parts:
communication and sensing. Thus, the power consumption P0 of an active sensor can be modeled as
P0 = Q · (1/L¯) · L¯β +∆, (3.7)
where
• L¯β is proportional to the communication energy consumption per bit, and the typical value of β
varies between 3 and 4 for different propagation models [88];
• 1/L¯ is proportional to the average traffic rate of active sensors. We assume that all active sensors
have the same traffic rate, following the assumption of evenly distributed traffic. As L¯ decreases,
the average number of hops required for packets transmitted from one point to another increases
inversely. For this reason, we incorporate the factor of 1/L¯ into the average traffic rate expres-
sion;
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• ∆ is the power consumption for continuous sensing and listening;
• Q > 0 is a constant.
We also assume that all active sensors use the same transmit power, which results in the same individual
lifetime:
T0(L¯) = E
′
0
P0
=
E0
L¯β−1 + η , (3.8)
where E′0 is the initial energy of each active sensor, E0 =
E′0
Q , and η =
∆
Q . This assumption is
commonly used when analyzing the sensor network lifetime, e.g., in [14] and [89].
Next, we formally describe the PIS scheme which may be used to prolong the ω-lifetime of a
wireless sensor network. Suppose that time is divided into rounds. At the beginning of the i-th round,
there are n(i) alive sensors, and each alive sensor decides independently whether to become active
(with probability p(i)) or remain sleeping (with probability 1 − p(i)). Both p(i) and L¯(i) are chosen to
make sure that Pckc > ω, and all active sensors will operate continuously until batteries die out. Since
we assume that all active sensors have the same individual lifetime, they will die out at the same time
instant, which is defined as the end of this round. The same procedure is repeated for the next rounds
until there are not enough alive sensors to satisfy the “Pckc > ω” requirement, regardless of the choices
of p and L¯.
The major differences between PIS and RIS in [81] are as follows. In PIS, p and L¯ are chosen for
each round to satisfy the connected-k-coverage requirement, and they may vary from round to round.
The round duration is the same as an individual sensor’s lifetime. In comparison, the round duration in
the RIS scheme is set to be sufficiently small, and the values of p and L¯ in RIS are fixed throughout the
network operation, where p is chosen to satisfy the k-coverage requirement but with no optimization
on L¯. This way, batteries of all sensors die out at approximately the same time at the end of the sensor
network lifetime. In the rest of this section, we study the ω-lifetime with the PIS scheme and try to find
proper operational parameters for PIS to maximize the sensor network ω-lifetime.
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3.4.1 ω-lifetime Study
Suppose that n sensors are deployed independently and uniformly in a unit-area field D, and the
network can operate M rounds following the PIS scheduling scheme. Then, the ω-lifetime of the
wireless sensor network is
Tω = E
[
M∑
i=1
T0(L¯(i))
]
= E
[
M∑
i=1
E0(L¯(i))β−1 + η
]
, (3.9)
subject to the connected-k-coverage constraint, and the expectation is with respect to M . Define n(i)eff =
n(i)p(i), which is the expected number of active sensors in the i-th round. It is easy to verify that the
probability mass function (pmf) of M is
P (M = m) =
∑
· · ·
∑
n=n(1)>n(2)>···>n(m)
n(i)>n(i)eff , i=1,...,m
n
(m+1)
eff −1∑
n(m+1)=0
m∏
i=1
(
n(i)
n(i+1)
)(
1− p(i)
)n(i+1) (
p(i)
)n(i)−n(i+1)
.
Thus, the problem of maximizing the network ω-lifetime can be expressed as
Tmaxω = max
L¯(i),n(i)eff
Tω = max
L¯(i),n(i)eff
E
[
M∑
i=1
E0(L¯(i))β−1 + η
]
, (3.10)
subject to Pckc = P (Ecov ∧ Ecom) > ω for each round. (3.11)
Using the lower bounds derived in Theorems 3 and 4, we have
Pckc = P (Ecov ∧ Ecom) > P (Ecov) + P (Ecom)− 1 = Pcov + Pcom − 1 > PLcov + PLcom − 1. (3.12)
Since it is hard to analyze Pckc directly, we next focus on finding a lower bound on Tmaxω .
Restricting the constraint in (3.11) by replacing it with the lower bound in (3.12), and assuming
that all n(i)eff and L¯(i)’s are the same for each round, we can obtain a lower bound on Tmaxω by solving
the following optimization problem:
max
neff,L¯,²
E[M ] · E0L¯β−1 + η , (3.13)
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subject to PLcov > ω + ², PLcom > 1− ² for 0 < ² < 1− ω. (3.14)
The above optimization problem is very complex and here we provide some observations to simplify
the problem. First, PLcov should be greater than ω, because ² is positive. According to (3.1), we have
PLcov ≡ 1− g(neff) = 1− 2e−npas
(
1 +
(
n2p2a′s + 2npr0
) k−1∑
i=0
(npas)i
i!
)
. (3.15)
Thus, we can find noeff as the unique root to the equation 1 − g(neff) = ω, which makes the inequality
PLcov > ω hold when neff > n
o
eff. Then, according to the derived P
L
com in Theorem 4, P
L
com > 1 − ² is
equivalent to (given that L¯ > 0)
L¯ >
√
ln((neffh(neff, L¯))/²)
pineff(σ2c + 1)
. (3.16)
Given neff and ², the right hand side of (3.16) is positive and upper-bounded by a constant
√
ln(neff/²)
pineff(σ2c+1)
,
while the left hand side of (3.16) goes to ∞ as L¯ → ∞. Therefore, there exists an L¯o, which is
the largest solution to the implicit equation L¯ =
√
ln((neffh(neff,L¯))/²)
pineff(σ2c+1)
, and (3.16) always holds when
L¯ > L¯o. Since L¯o is actually determined by neff and ², we denote L¯o as a function of neff and ²,
i.e., L¯o = f(neff, ²). On the other hand, the right hand side of (3.16) decreases strictly with increase
in ², given neff and L¯. Thus, given neff, the largest ² will result in the smallest L¯o. Using the above
observations, we can rewrite the constraints in (3.14) as
neff > n
o
eff, L¯ > L¯o ≡ f(neff, ²) for 0 < ² 6 1− ω − g(neff). (3.17)
Let Xi denote the number of active sensors in the i-th round, then n(m) = n −
∑m−1
i=1 Xi. Con-
ditional on n(i), Xi is Binomial-distributed as BIN
(
n(i), p(i)
)
. Next, we use the expectation of n(i) to
obtain an approximation to p(i) as
p(i) =
neff
n(i)
≈ neff
n− (i− 1)neff =
1
M0 + 1− i , (3.18)
where M0 ≡ n/neff. Using (3.18) and the central limit theorem, we can approximate n(m) as a Gaus-
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sian random variable with mean n− (m− 1)neff and variance A(m)neff, where A(m) =
∑m−1
i=1 (1−
p(i)). Then, we have
P (M 6 m) = P (n(m+1) < neff) = Q
(
n− (m+ 1)neff√
A(m+ 1)neff
)
,
P (M > m) = P (n(m) > neff) = Q
(
mneff − n√
A(m)neff
)
,
where Q(·) is the complementary cumulative distribution function of Gaussian distribution. Thus,
P (M 6 bM0c − 2) = Q
(
n− (bM0c − 1)neff√
A(bM0c − 1)neff
)
6 Q
(√
neff
A(M0 − 1)
)
,
and
P (M > bM0c+ 2) = Q
(
(bM0c+ 2)neff − n√
A(bM0c+ 2)neff
)
6 Q
(√
neff
A(M0 + 1)
)
,
where the floor function bxc denotes the largest integer that is equal to or smaller than x. For m <
M0 + 2, A(m) can be upper-bounded as
A(m) 6 (m− 1)−
∫ M0
M0+2−m
1
x
dx = (m− 1)− ln M0
M0+2−m
.
Then, for n and neff in the range of our interests, we have
P (M > bM0c+ 2) 6 Q
(√
neff
A(M0+1)
)
6 Q
(√
neff
M0−lnM0
)
≈ 0.
Similarly, we have P (M 6 bM0c−2) ≈ 0. Thus, the pmf of M is mostly concentrated at three points:⌊
n
neff
⌋−1, ⌊ nneff ⌋, and ⌊ nneff ⌋+1. Monte Carlo simulation results also verify this conclusion. Therefore,
we have the lower bound on E[M ] as
E[M ] >
⌊n− neff
neff
⌋
. (3.19)
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Since E0/(L¯β−1 + η) and L¯o = f(neff, ²) decrease with increase in L¯ and ², using (3.15), (3.17), and
(3.19), we obtain a lower bound on Tmaxω as
TLω = max
neff, L¯
T1(neff, L¯) ≡ max
neff, L¯
⌊
n− neff
neff
⌋
· E0(
1
pineff(σ2c+1)
ln neffh(neff,L¯)1−ω−g(neff)
)(β−1)/2
+ η
,
subject to neff > noeff and L¯ = L¯o ≡ f(neff, 1− ω − g(neff)).
(3.20)
This joint optimization problem is much simpler than the original one due to the largely-reduced search-
ing space. Now the objective becomes to find the effective pair (n∗eff and L¯∗) that maximizes TLω . By
temporarily removing the floor function b·c, we have the following optimization problem (given β > 3):
max
neff, L¯
E0(n− neff)
neff
(
1
pineff(σ2c+1)
ln neffh(neff,L¯)1−ω−g(neff)
)(β−1)/2
+ η · neff
,
subject to neff > noeff and L¯ = L¯o ≡ f(neff, 1− ω − g(neff)).
(3.21)
The optimization problem defined in (3.21) can be solved easily by numerical methods. Note that a
larger neff usually yields a smaller L¯, i.e., lower power consumption for communication. However, the
proper n∗eff cannot be arbitrarily large, because the overall power consumption for continuous sensing
and listening will become dominant when neff is large. Suppose that the solution to such problem is
n∗eff and L¯∗, then
TLω = max
{
T1(n′eff, L¯∗), T1(n′′eff, L¯∗)
}
,
where n′eff = n
/⌊
n
n∗eff
⌋
, n′′eff = n
/⌈
n
n∗eff
⌉
, and dxe denotes the smallest integer that is equal to or
greater than x. We use nLeff and L¯L to denote
nLeff = argmax
n′eff,n
′′
eff
T1(neff, L¯∗) and L¯L = L¯∗, (3.22)
which will be used in PIS scheme design as following. We propose to choose the operational parameters
for the PIS scheme according to the derived lower bound on the proper ω-lifetime, i.e., choosing p(i)
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and L¯(i) for the i-th round as
p(i) = min
{
nLeff
/
n(i), 1
}
, L¯(i) = L¯L, (3.23)
where n(i) is the number of alive sensors at the beginning of the i-th round (i > 1), and nLeff and L¯L are
given in (3.22). Obviously, (3.23) provides a centralized solution because n(i) is a global information.
At the beginning of each round, such information is required for each alive sensor to calculate p(i)
online.
3.5 Simulation Results of ω-lifetime Study
3.5.1 Simulation Setup
In this section, we use simulation results to demonstrate the performance of the PIS scheduling
scheme with different operational parameters. The performance criterion is the network ω-lifetime.
Since it is difficult, if not impossible, to simulate ω-lifetime for an infinitely large network, we focus
on validating our study for a fairly large network (large n). The PIS schemes that select operational
parameters according to guidelines specified in Section 3.4.1 are called PIS-ckc schemes. As a compar-
ison, we show the results of a PIS scheme that uses the operational parameters derived in [80]. We call
this scheme PIS-origin. We also show the results of a naive PIS scheme that simply fixes L¯ to be twice
the mean of the sensing radius (L¯ = 2r0), and p(i) to be nAeff
/
n(i). Here, nAeff is obtained by solving the
following equation: PLcov = ω where P
L
cov is given in (3.1). We call this scheme PIS-naive.
We simulate a unit-area square sensing field D in which n sensors are deployed independently and
uniformly. The torus convention is also employed in simulation to avoid the edge effect. The sensing
radius rs is assumed to be a uniformly-distributed random variable on [0.047, 0.053]. The parameter L
is also assumed to follow a uniform distribution on [L¯ − √3L¯σc, L¯ +
√
3L¯σc], where σc = 0.024. L¯
varies with the transmit power as described in Section 3.4, and the upper bound of L is LU = 1.05L¯
(i.e., α = 1.05). Let E0 = 1, β = 3.5, η = 0.0001, ω = 0.9, and k = 2, i.e., we consider 2-coverage
as an example. With this network setup, the PIS-ckc schemes select p(i) and L¯(i) according to (3.23).
Since it is infeasible to evaluate whether every single point in the sensing field D is k-covered, we
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design the following method to measure the system performance in terms of connected-k-coverage.
We divide D into a grid of size 1250×1250. Hence, the probability of connected-k-coverage (Pckc) is
bounded as P lowerckc 6 Pckc 6 P
upper
ckc , where P
upper
ckc is the probability that all grid points are k-covered by
sensors belonging to the DCC with their actual sensing radius, and P lowerckc is the probability that all grid
points are k-covered by sensors belonging to the DCC with reduced sensing radius – actual sensing
radius minus half the diagonal of the grid square (i.e., 1
1250
√
2
). In order to evaluate the tightness of
these bounds, we plot P upperckc and P
lower
ckc against different n with p set to one (i.e., all sensors are active)
in Fig. 3.2. For each n, 10000 sensor network deployments are generated randomly. P upperckc and P
lower
ckc
are then measured as P upperckc =
Ψupper
10000 and P
lower
ckc =
Ψlower
10000 , where Ψ
upper and Ψlower are the number of
deployments where all grid points are k-covered by sensors belonging to the DCC with actual sensing
radius and reduced sensing radius, respectively. As shown in the figure, P upperckc and P
lower
ckc are very
close to each other for all simulated scenarios, which implies that either one of them could serve as a
good approximation to Pckc. In the following simulations, we choose P lowerckc to approximate Pckc.
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Figure 3.2 Lower bound (P lowerckc ) and upper bound (P
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ckc ) for Pckc: P
lower
ckc 6 Pckc 6 P
upper
ckc .
3.5.2 Simulation Results
Firstly, we compare the network ω-lifetime with n = 20000 and simulation results are shown in
Fig. 3.3. Pckc is estimated as follows. Given a sensor network deployment, the network is operated
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according to a particular scheduling scheme until the batteries of all sensors die out. Repeat such
experiment for 10000 randomly-generated sensor network deployments. For the i-th round of the
network operation during the experiment for the j-th sensor network deployment, define δi,j = 1 if all
grid points in D are k-covered by sensors belonging to the DCC with reduced sensing radius; δi,j = 0
otherwise. Then, Pckc at the i-th round is estimated as Pckc(i) ' P lowerckc (i) = 110000
∑10000
j=1 δi,j .
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Figure 3.3 Comparison of network ω-lifetime under the connected-2-coverage constraint for PIS-ori-
gin, PIS-naive, and PIS-ckc scheduling schemes.
Fig. 3.3 shows three snapshots of the network operation using PIS-origin, PIS-naive, and PIS-ckc
schemes, respectively. It can be seen that all scheduling schemes guarantee that the network satisfies
the connected-k-coverage requirement as long as the expected number of active sensors is at least nLeff.
Since the PIS-origin scheme demands a much stronger k-coverage and connectivity requirement, it
usually needs more active sensors operating in the field or larger L, hence the network ω-lifetime is
shortened as shown in the figure. Moreover, since L¯ and p(i) for the PIS-naive scheme are not properly
selected, the network ω-lifetime is very short compared with others.
Secondly, we compare the network ω-lifetime using different scheduling schemes with n varying
from 20000 to 60000, and simulation results are plotted in Fig. 3.4. Fig. 3.4 also plots the derived lower
bound (TLω ) on the maximum network ω-lifetime when the centralized PIS-ckc scheme is used. The
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Figure 3.4 Comparison of network ω-lifetime under the connected-2-coverage constraint using vari-
ous scheduling schemes.
estimate of the ω-lifetime is calculated as:
T̂net =
1
N
N∑
j=1
Mj · T0(L¯), (3.24)
where N is the number of Monte Carlo realizations (we set N to 10000 in this simulation), T0(L¯) is
the duration of each round defined in (3.8), and Mj is the number of rounds the network can operate
properly at the j-th Monte Carlo realization. At each Monte Carlo realization, the network is said to
operate properly at the i-th round if the expected number of active sensors at the i-th round is greater
than nLeff, i.e., n
(i)p(i) > nLeff. We observe that for the PIS-ckc scheme, simulation results are close
to the theoretical lower bound (TLω ) which was derived in Section 3.4. By comparing the PIS-ckc
schemes with PIS-origin, we clearly see that the ω-lifetime of PIS-ckc schemes is much longer than
that of PIS-origin, and the differences become larger with more deployed sensors.
3.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, we theoretically analyze the fundamental limits of the sensor network lifetime under
the connected-k-coverage constraint. Specifically, a sensing field D is said to be connected-k-covered
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if D is k-covered by the active sensors belonging to the dominant connected component (DCC) of the
network. Based on the random sensing radius and communication link models, and by applying the
coverage process techniques and the percolation theorem, we derive the lower bound on the probability
of connected-k-coverage of D for an infinite-size sensor network. Then, we study the lifetime of a
wireless sensor network from a probabilistic perspective and introduce a concept called ω-lifetime,
which is defined as the expectation of the time interval during which the probability of connected-k-
coverage is at least ω. Based on the analytical results, we study the PIS (Pre-planned Independent
Sleeping) scheduling scheme and propose to select proper operational parameters for it in order to
prolong the ω-lifetime of a finite-size wireless sensor network. Finally, we validate the analytical
results by simulation.
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CHAPTER 4. DECISION FUSION-BASED INFORMATION COVERAGE IN
SENSOR NETWORKS
4.1 Introduction
Object detection is a major category of applications in wireless sensor networks. The goal of such
an application is to determine whether the object of interest is present in the monitored region. Two
sensing models have been widely used when investigating the object detection problem: the 0/1 disc
sensing model [1, 26, 90] and the probabilistic sensing model [2, 3, 8, 48, 91]. Particularly, the latter
one assumes that sensor measurements are affected by noise and the detection probability varies with
the distance between the sensor and the object. Thus, two basic system metrics are considered: the
probability of detecting an object and the probability of reporting a false detection. Based on the
probabilistic sensing model, a number of research efforts [44–48,92–94] have been made to exploit the
benefit of collaborative signal processing for object detection in wireless sensor networks. However,
the corresponding coverage problem has not been well studied.
In this chapter, based on the probabilistic sensing model, we define point information coverage and
based on that we define ρ-coverage as a measure of the coverage performance for a randomly-deployed
wireless sensor network. More specifically, a point t in the region is said to be information-covered
if the detection probability of an object is no less than a pre-determined value PminD when the object
is present at point t, while the system’s false detection probability is no greater than a pre-determined
value PmaxFD . Accordingly, we say that the region is ρ-covered if at least ρ portion of all points in the
region are information-covered. Throughout the chapter, we analyze the coverage and object detection
performances of various decision fusion-based [48] collaborative mechanisms for object detection in
wireless sensor networks, and validate our analytical results with simulation.
Intuitively, collaboration among sensors is expected to produce better coverage than schemes with-
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out collaboration. However, upon detailed analytical study, we find that simple decision fusion-based
collaborations among active sensors indeed degrade the coverage performance due to the requirement
of maintaining the target false detection probability. This counterintuitive result motivates us to develop
an on-demand collaborative framework for object detection.
The idea of our framework is that it no longer mandates active sensors to collaborate only with each
other; instead, upon sensing a measurement higher than the decision threshold, an active sensor trig-
gers its neighboring inactive sensors to collaboratively sense the environment. This way, by leveraging
on the inactive sensors we could achieve the same low false detection probability while increasing the
probability of detection because the density of inactive sensors is usually much higher than that of active
sensors. The effectiveness of the proposed framework is supported by detailed theoretical analysis as
well as simulation-based validation. Moreover, since decision fusion incurs extra energy consumption
in aggregating collaborative messages, we further investigate the energy efficiency performance of the
proposed framework, and offer some interesting observations and insights on how to select proper sys-
tem parameters to maximize the network lifetime while maintaining the target coverage performance.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. We give system models and formulate the problem
in Section 4.2. Section 4.3 studies several simple decision fusion-based collaborative mechanisms for
object detection, and Section 4.4 describes our proposed framework along with detailed theoretical
analysis and simulation-based validation. Energy efficiency performance of the proposed framework is
studied in Section 4.5. Finally, we conclude this chapter in Section 4.6.
4.2 Models and Problem Formulation
4.2.1 System Model
We consider a sensor network consisting of (Na + N i) wireless sensors randomly uniformly and
independently deployed in a unit-area convex region R, where Na is the number of active sensors and
N i is the number of inactive sensors. Each active sensor senses at a certain sampling frequency fs. We
assume that sensors make object detection decisions based on snapshot readings. We do not require
sensors to know their own locations.
In this chapter, active sensors are called sentry nodes and inactive sensors are called inert nodes.
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There can be different models for the functioning of inert nodes. In one model, called message-based
model, inert nodes are only listening but not performing any sensing task. A sentry node can trigger its
nearby inert nodes to start performing the sensing tasks by flooding a message carrying the triggering
command. In another model, called circuit-based model, inert nodes are sleeping and doing nothing.
Under such a model, the sensors are provisioned with a special circuit for being triggered when need
arises [95], and the triggering signal is transmitted at a different frequency channel from that being
used for regular data communications. Sensors consume different levels of power at different states.
Psentry is the power consumed by sentry nodes. Ptrigger is the power required to trigger an inert node
and Pinert denotes the power consumed by inert nodes. Both Ptrigger and Pinert vary with the inert
node model.
4.2.2 Source Model
We study the objects which emit physical signals like electromagnetic waves. The strength of the
signal (in the unit of mW) emitted by the object decays according to power law, meaning that the signal
strength measured at distance d away from the object is: [3, 48]
ω =

Ω, d < d0,
Ω
(d/d0)α
, d > d0,
(4.1)
where Ω is the signal amplitude (in the unit of mW) of the object, d0 is a small constant, and α is a
known decay exponent. Since our analysis below may be applied to any decay exponent, we let α = 2
in this chapter without loss of generality.
Assume that there is a single object in the region, which at any given time is either present or
absent at a random location in the region according to certain probability distribution. Each active
sensor collects its sensed reading of x. Depending on the hypothesis of whether the object is present
(H1) or not (H0), and the distance (d) between the object and the sensor if the object is present, sensed
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Figure 4.1 Probability of genuine alarm: pa = P (x > T |H1) and probability of false alarm:
pfa = P (x > T |H0) = 1− FN (T ).
readings are:
H0 : x = n,
H1 : x = ω + n,
(4.2)
where ω is the received signal strength given by (4.1) and n is the background noise. In this chapter,
we use FN (n) to denote the cumulative distribution function of noise, and assume that it is identical
and independent for all sensors.
4.2.3 Sensing and Alarm Models
In contrast to the 0/1 disc sensing model, we consider the probabilistic sensing model where (i) the
sensor measurements are affected by noise; (ii) based on a pre-determined decision threshold, a sensor
detects an object with a probability, which varies with distance between the sensor and the object.
Assuming that a sensor is raising an alarm based on its own measurement (x) and decision threshold
(T ), the probability of genuine alarm (pa) and false alarm (pfa) raised by the sensor are shown as areas
of shaded regions in Figs. 4.1(a) and (b), respectively.
4.2.4 Collaborative Information Coverage for Object Detection
There are two types of fusion algorithms for collaborative object detection [48] in wireless sensor
networks: value fusion and decision fusion. In this chapter, we investigate and analyze decision fusion-
based collaborative object detection. That is, an object detection is claimed if at least K sensors out of
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a designated group (e.g., K sensors within certain distance from each other) report alarms where K is
a design parameter. We have the following definition.
DEFINITION 1 (Point Information Coverage). Given the decision fusion-based collaborative object
detection described above, we say that a point t in the region is information-covered, if the detection
probability of an object is no less than a pre-determined value (PminD ) when the object is present at
point t, while the system’s false detection probability is no greater than a pre-determined value (PmaxFD ).
Note that point information coverage is characterized by two probabilities PminD and P
max
FD , which is
inherently different from the conventional point coverage under the 0/1 disc sensing model. Moreover,
due to random sensor deployment, full coverage of the region cannot be guaranteed and in some sce-
narios, full coverage may be too expensive or even unnecessary [96]. Instead, we study partial coverage
of the region in this chapter and have the following definition.
DEFINITION 2 (ρ-Coverage). Given the point information coverage defined above, we say that a
region is ρ-covered, if at least ρ portion (ρ ∈ (0, 1)) of all points in the region are information-covered.
When the size of the sensor network is sufficiently large (hence the edge effect may be neglected),
and according to the above definitions of point information coverage and ρ-coverage, we have
ρ =
∫∫
R
E{I(x, y)}dxdy = P (t is information-covered) = P (PD > PminD ), (4.3)
where t is an arbitrary point in the region R and
I(x, y) =

1 point (x, y) is information-covered,
0 otherwise.
(4.4)
Our goal is to develop an energy-efficient collaborative mechanism to achieve ρ∗-coverage of the
region, where the target ρ∗ is given. Since it requires extensive statistical information (such as the pdf
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of PD) to derive ρ directly, we apply Markov’s inequality to ρ:
ρ = P (PD > PminD ) = 1− P (PD 6 PminD ) = 1− P
(
(1− PD) > (1− PminD )
)
> 1− E(1− PD)
1− PminD
= 1− 1− E(PD)
1− PminD
=
E(PD)− PminD
1− PminD
,
(4.5)
and then study how to develop such a mechanism to make sure that (i) the system’s false detection
probability is no greater than PmaxFD , and (ii) E(PD) > ρ∗ + (1 − ρ∗)PminD , which implies that the
achieved ρ is always higher than the target ρ∗ according to (4.5), while simultaneously maximizing the
network lifetime. Note that we now only need information about E(PD) instead of its pdf.
4.3 Issues with Simple Collaborative Mechanisms for Object Detection
We first investigate several simple decision fusion-based collaborative mechanisms for object de-
tection, and, then, discuss issues with them.
4.3.1 A Naive Collaborative Mechanism
There are two types of object detection mechanisms in sensor networks: without collaboration and
with collaboration among sensors. If without collaboration, a single sentry node reports a detection to
the sink when its measurement is higher than the decision threshold. We use T1 to denote the sentry
node’s decision threshold where subscript ‘1’ indicates that the decision is solely based on its own
measurement.
The first simple collaborative mechanism we investigate is a naive one based on [48] as follows.
An object detection is reported if at least K sentry nodes sense a measurement higher than decision
threshold TK , where K is called the collaboration degree. Note that TK < T1 because, in order to
maintain the same false detection probability, decision threshold decreases as K increases. The false
detection probability can be calculated by:
PFD(K,Na) = 1−
K−1∑
m=0
(
Na
m
)
(pfa)m(1− pfa)Na−m, (4.6)
where pfa is the probability that an individual sensor raises a false alarm and equals (1 − FN (TK)),
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as shown in Fig. 4.1(b). Next, we calculate the expected detection probability E(PD), which will be
denoted as P¯D in the rest of this chapter. To obtain P¯D, we first need to calculate p¯a, the probability
that an individual sensor senses a reading higher than TK , given that the object is present in the region.
When the size of the sensor network is sufficiently large, we can neglect the edge effect and assume
that the object is at center (0, 0) of R without loss of generality. Thus, p¯a can be calculated by:
p¯a =
∫∫
R
(
1− FN
(
TK − Ωd
2
0
x2 + y2
))
dxdy. (4.7)
Because sensors are randomly independently distributed in the region and their readings are also inde-
pendent from each other, we have
P¯D(K,Na) = 1−
K−1∑
m=0
(
Na
m
)
(p¯a)m(1− p¯a)Na−m. (4.8)
Now given the target false detection probability (P ∗FD), we observe through numerical studies that
the expected detection probability (P¯D) goes down as the degree of collaboration (K) increases (as
illustrated in Fig. 4.2). This is because, with a larger K, the increase in detection probability offered
by a lower decision threshold (TK) is offset by the decrease in detection probability due to a larger
number of sentry nodes required to raise an alarm at the same time. In Fig. 4.2, the target false detection
probability is set to P ∗FD = 0.001. The dashed line for K = 2 shows the naive scheme where any K
sentry nodes can collaborate.
4.3.2 An Enhancement to the Naive Collaborative Mechanism
In the above mechanism, since there is no constraint on which sentry nodes may collaborate, sentry
nodes that are even far away from each other can collaborate to report a detection, thus resulting in a
high PFD. To improve upon this mechanism, we consider an enhancement as follows. Once a sentry
node senses a reading higher than TK ,1 it queries nearby active sensors within its neighborhood called
1For simplicity, we use the same notation TK to represent the decision threshold for collaboration degree of K when we
describe different collaborative mechanisms in Sections 4.3.1, 4.3.2, and 4.4, though the actual value of TK varies with the
mechanism. This is because the group of K sensors participating in collaboration is different in different schemes. Similarly,
we reuse the notations pa, pfa, PFA, P¯A, PFD , P¯D , and Rf .
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Figure 4.2 Expected detection probability (P¯D) vs. number of sentry nodes (Na) for different simple
collaborative mechanisms.
fusion range, which is a circle with radius of Rf centered at the sentry node. Then, a detection is
reported if and only if the sentry node receives at least (K − 1) alarms from active sensors within its
fusion range. Thus, the system’s false detection probability for this scheme can be calculated by:
PFD(K,Na) = 1− (1− PFA)Na , (4.9)
where PFA is the probability that any sentry node reports a false detection after applying the localized
decision fusion described above. Note that we treat distinct sentry nodes reporting false detections
as independent events. This is reasonable because, due to the low false detection probability usually
required by the system, sentry nodes that report false detection are likely far away from each other,
hence their fusion ranges seldom overlap.
Next, we apply a general result from the theory of probability [97] to obtain PFA. According to the
theory of probability, if the probability of an event A occurring in a single experiment is q, and if the
number of independent experiments follows a Poisson distribution with parameter λ, the probability of
event A occurring at least K times in the series of experiments is:
P = 1−
K−1∑
m=0
e−qλ
(qλ)m
m!
. (4.10)
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When Na is sufficiently large and the region is convex, the number of active sensors within the fusion
range can be approximated by a Poisson distribution [76] with parameter NapiR2f . Also, we know that
the probability that a sensor raises a false alarm is pfa. Thus, by applying the above general result from
the theory of probability, we have:
PFA = pfa
1− K−2∑
m=0
e−pfaN
apiR2f
(
pfaN
apiR2f
)m
m!
 . (4.11)
Substituting the above result about PFA into (4.9), we complete the calculation of PFD.
On the other hand, we know that, as long as there are at least K active sensors raising alarms within
Rf
2 distance to the object, a detection will always be reported according to the localized decision fusion
mechanism described above. Let P¯A denote the expected probability that an active sensor, within
Rf
2
to the object, raises an alarm; we have:
P¯A =
∫ Rf
2
0
1
pi
(
Rf
2
)2 · 2pir · (1− FN (TK − Ωd20r2
))
dr. (4.12)
Similarly, by applying the general result from the theory of probability, the expected detection proba-
bility P¯D(K,Na) is then given by:
P¯D(K,Na) > 1−
K−1∑
m=0
e
−P¯ANapi
“
Rf
2
”2 (
P¯AN
api
(
Rf
2
)2)m
m!
. (4.13)
Though this enhancement improves upon the naive one still it gives inferior performance to the
simple mechanism without collaboration (as shown in Fig. 4.2), regardless of the size of the fusion
range (Rf ). Fig. 4.2 plots the analytical and simulation results with Rf set to 0.1 units. To better
understand the rationale, Fig. 4.3 shows the coverage region (according to our definition of point infor-
mation coverage) of two neighboring active sensors in different scenarios. Comparing Fig. 4.3(a) with
Figs. 4.3(b) and 4.3(c), we can see that the coverage region shrinks when two sensors collaborate with
each other. In addition, we find that collaboration is beneficial only when two sensors are very close to
each other.
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Figure 4.3 Coverage region (shown as shaded area) of two active sensors (apart by 0.02 units) in
different collaboration scenarios.
At last, we study a 1-OR-2 collaborative scheme (K = 1 or 2) where an object detection is reported
if at least one sentry node has sensed a reading higher than T ′1 or at least two sentry nodes have mea-
surements larger than T ′2 (T ′2 < T ′1). The calculations of PFD and P¯D are similar to the analysis above.
Note that, due to the ‘OR’ operation, T ′1 and T ′2 are different from T1 and T2. Moreover, there is a fixed
relation between T ′1 and T ′2 in order to achieve the target false detection probability. We exploit differ-
ent combinations of T ′1 and T ′2 and through numerical studies, we observe that this scheme also yields
worse performance than the simple scheme without collaboration (i.e., K = 1) regardless of the choices
for T ′1 and T ′2. This is because, the increase in detection probability by introducing collaboration is
offset by the decrease in detection probability due to use of higher T ′1 and T ′2 to maintain the same
target false detection probability. Fig. 4.2 plots the results with an arbitrary combination of T ′1 and T ′2
and Fig. 4.3(d) shows the coverage region of two neighboring sensors with the 1-OR-2 collaborative
scheme. Similarly, performances of other combination schemes (e.g., 2-OR-3, 1-OR-2-OR-3, etc) are
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also worse than that of the simple scheme without collaboration.
4.3.3 Simulation-based Validation
The analytical studies in Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 are validated by simulation results shown in
Fig. 4.2. In the simulation, the object’s source model is characterized byΩ = 2100mW and d0 = 0.001
units, and the background noise follows a normal distribution N (0, σ2) with σ = √2 mW. The target
P ∗FD is 0.001. We test 100 different deployments. In each deployment, sensors are randomly deployed
in a 1 × 1 unit area; we randomly select 100 locations for the object, and simulation is repeated 1000
times for each location. All simulation results match the analytical results very well.
Through above analytical and simulation studies, we note that the naive collaboration mechanism
and its enhancements do not help improve the object detection performance. On the other hand,
we suspect that better detection performance may be achieved if the collaboration among sensors is
planned carefully. This motivates us to develop an on-demand framework for decision fusion-based
collaborative object detection.
4.4 The Proposed On-demand Collaborative Framework
4.4.1 Overview of the Proposed Framework
Formally, our proposed framework is described as follows. Upon sensing a measurement higher
than the decision threshold (TK) where K is the collaboration degree, a sentry node triggers the neigh-
boring inert nodes within its fusion range (a disc centered at the sentry node with radius of Rf ) to
collaboratively sense the environment. A collaboration degree of K means that, in order to report a de-
tection of the object, a sentry node which initiates the detection process needs at least (K − 1) positive
alarms from sensors within its fusion range. The decision threshold TK varies with K, NaK (number of
sentry nodes), and N iK (number of inert nodes). Our framework consists of the following three phases:
initialization, bounded flooding, and selective bouncing.
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4.4.1.1 Phase 1: Initialization
Upon sensing a measurement higher than the decision threshold, a sentry node initiates the collab-
orative detection process. If inert nodes function according to the message-based inert node model,
the sentry node will enter Phase 2 immediately after initialization. Otherwise, with the circuit-based
inert node model, the sentry node will wait for an appropriate triggering time for the inert nodes within
its fusion range to be triggered and then it enters Phase 2. The triggering time varies with the size
of the fusion range (Rf ) as well as the strength of the triggering signal. For example, with one of the
radio-triggered circuits described in [95] to work with MICA2 motes, if the triggering signal strength is
10 dBm, it takes about 5 ms [95] to trigger the inert nodes within the fusion range of radiusRf = 30 feet.
Thus, depending on the inert node model, after a certain time, the sentry node enters Phase 2 to start
the flooding-and-bouncing protocol to collect alarms from its neighboring inert nodes.
4.4.1.2 Phase 2: Bounded Flooding
The objective of this phase is to form a tree rooted at the sentry node, which will be used in Phase 3
to collect positive alarms from sensors within the sentry node’s fusion range. This is accomplished via
flooding of f msg and ack msg messages. The flooding of f msg messages is bounded within the fusion
range of the sentry node by a TTL field carried in the f msg message header. The initial TTL value is
determined by the radius of the fusion range (Rf ) and the average distance between neighboring nodes
in the network. Upon reception of the first f msg message with a positive TTL value, an inert node
attaches itself to the tree by replying with an ack msg message, then refreshes its sensed reading, if
necessary, and records it in a local variable iNodej .Reading.
After Algorithm 1 has been executed2 for sentry node x, almost all the inert nodes within its fu-
sion range are attached to the tree. Each on-tree node (iNodej) maintains the IDs of its parent node
(iNodej .x.PID), children nodes (iNodej .x.ChildrenList), and a Boolean variable (iNodej .x.BranchAlarm)
which indicates whether any of the nodes between itself and the sentry node has sensed a measurement
higher than the decision threshold.
Fig. 4.4 gives an example of the proposed framework. Fig. 4.4(a) shows a sentry node and inert
2The detailed algorithm description is in the end of Chapter 4.
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Figure 4.4 The proposed on-demand collaborative framework.
nodes within its fusion range before flooding-and-bouncing. The formed tree after execution of Al-
gorithm 1 is shown in Fig. 4.4(b), where black/white dots represent inert nodes with sensed readings
higher/lower than the decision threshold, and cross dots represent inert nodes whose own readings are
lower than the decision threshold but lie along the branches on which at least one node has sensed a
reading higher than the decision threshold.
4.4.1.3 Phase 3: Selective Bouncing
The objective of this phase is to collect positive alarms from relevant sensor nodes and propagate
them to the sentry node. This is accomplished via b msg messages. As shown in Algorithm 2, in
the end of Chapter 4, only leaf nodes who either have sensed a measurement higher than the decision
threshold or belong to a branch on which at least one node has sensed a measurement higher than the
decision threshold can initiate the bouncing process. For example, the bouncing process in Fig. 4.4(b)
is initiated by the leaf nodes inside the dash-curve-bounded region. An inert node relays the bouncing
message after hearing from all of its children, and indicates in the message the total number of positive
alarms raised by nodes belonging to the subtree rooted at itself: b msg.nAlarm = iNodej .x.sumAlarm.
Such bouncing process is expedited when an inert node has collected adequate (i.e., > K − 1) positive
alarms for the sentry node to report a detection. Each inert node also maintains the latest sumAlarm
values reported by its children. This enables the node to update its sumAlarm values in case one of its
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children nodes reports multiple times. This situation may occur because, if the tree is unbalanced, it is
possible (though not likely) that the leaf nodes along the shorter branches have already started bouncing
while the formation of the longer branches has not yet completed.
Not shown in Algorithms 1 and 2 are how a sentry node responds to the f msg messages from
other sentry nodes and how it participates in selective bouncing. In such situations, the sentry node
acts exactly like an inert node except that it uses its most recently-sensed reading to participate in the
decision process, instead of performing an additional sensing upon reception of the f msg message.
4.4.2 Theoretical Analysis
4.4.2.1 False Detection Probability
When there is no object in the monitored region, a sensor’s reading is only affected by noise. The
false detection probability PFD is the probability that at least one sentry node reports a false detection:
PFD(K,NaK , N
i
K) = P (detection|H0) = 1− (1− PFA)N
a
K , (4.14)
where PFA is the probability that a sentry node reports a false detection for a collaboration degree of
K. NaK is the number of sentry nodes. Clearly, when K = 1, PFA = pfa = 1 − FN (T1), where T1
is the corresponding decision threshold, as shown in Fig. 4.1(b). For K > 1, sensors collaborate and
PFA is given by:
PFA = pfa · P (at least K − 1 sensors within fusion range raise alarms) = pfa · (1− Pb), (4.15)
where
Pb = P (at most K − 2 sensors raise alarms)
=
N iK+N
a
K−1∑
m=0
(λ · ‖D.Z.‖)m · e(−λ·‖D.Z.‖)
m!
×
min(K−2,m)∑
n=0
(
m
n
)
(pfa)n(1− pfa)m−n
 , (4.16)
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where λ = N iK + N
a
K is the node density. (4.16) is obtained based on the assumption that when
the total number of sensors is large and the region is convex, the number of sensors in a sub-region
follows a Poisson distribution [76]. Similar to previous analysis in Section 4.3.2, we make a reasonable
assumption that distinct sentry nodes reporting false detections are independent events.
4.4.2.2 Expected Detection Probability
The calculations of P¯D and PFD are related since both vary with K,TK , NaK and N
i
K . Next we
describe the calculation details for P¯D(K,NaK , N
i
K) when PFD is given and equals the target P
∗
FD.
The probability of detection is the conditional probability that given the object is present, at least one
sentry node reports a detection. Recall that the probability that a sentry node outside D.Z. recording a
detection is very low. Therefore, we have:
P¯D(K,NaK , N
i
K) = P (detection
∣∣H1)
'
NaK+N
i
K∑
n=K
P (n sensors inside D.Z.)×
n∑
m=K
P (m sensors raising alarms upon triggered by a sentry node inside D.Z.)
=
NaK+N
i
K∑
n=K
(λ · ‖D.Z.‖)n.e(−λ·‖D.Z.‖)
n!
×
n∑
m=K
((
n
m
)
(P¯A)m(1− P¯A)n−m
)(
1−
(
N iK
NaK +N
i
K
)m)
,
(4.17)
where λ = NaK +N
i
K is the node density in the network. P¯A is the expected probability that a sensor
within D.Z. has a measurement higher than TK :
P¯A =
∫ Rf
2
0
1
pi
(
Rf
2
)2 · 2pir · (1− FN (TK − Ωd20r2
))
dr. (4.18)
4.4.3 Simulation-based Validation
In this section, we conduct numerical and simulation studies to support the above theoretical anal-
ysis. First, we study the performance of our proposed framework in terms of detection probability with
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Figure 4.5 Expected detection probability (P¯D) vs. number of sentry nodes (NaK).
respect to NaK , N
i
K , and TK for various K. For a fixed N
a
K + N
i
K (i.e., the total number of sensors
deployed) and a target false detection probability P ∗FD = 0.001, Fig. 4.5 shows P¯D for differentK with
respect to varying NaK , while N
a
K +N
i
K = 4000. We observe that for a fixed N
a
K , P¯D increases with
K. P¯D also increases with increase in NaK . However, for a fixed N
a
K , the performance improvement is
not significant for higher degree of collaboration, e.g., K increasing from 3 to 4.
We also study the variation of P¯D with respect to varying N iK while keeping N
a
K fixed. The results
are shown in Fig. 4.6, where P ∗FD = 0.001 and N
a
K = 1000. When N
i
K is low, we observe that the
performance at a larger K is worse. This is as expected because having a smaller number of inert
nodes implies that most of the sensors involved in collaboration will be sentry nodes. Consequently,
the performance is similar to that observed in Section 4.3 where collaboration is considered among
sentry nodes only (see Fig. 4.2). However, as N iK increases, the performance for higher degree of
collaboration increases because more inert nodes can participate in collaboration.
Fig. 4.7 shows the variation of decision threshold TK (normalized with respect to Ω, signal ampli-
tude of the object) and fusion range Rf with K for fixed PFD = 0.001, NaK = 1000 and N
i
K = 3000.
Corroborating our analysis, we observe that TK decreases with increase in K, while Rf increases with
increase in K. This means that, with a higher collaboration degree, each sentry node will have a larger
detection zone, and therefore would trigger more inert nodes for collaboration.
To verify the validity of our numerical analysis on P¯D and PFD we simulate our proposed frame-
work with the following setup. First, the source model and the noise model (Ω = 2100 mW, and
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Figure 4.6 Expected detection probability (P¯D) vs. number of inert nodes (N iK).
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Figure 4.7 Normalized decision threshold (TK) and fusion range (Rf ) vs. collaboration degree K.
d0 = 0.001 units) are the same as those in Section 4.3.3. Then, we deploy 4000 nodes randomly
in a unit area, out of which 1000 sentry nodes regularly sense the environment. We test 10 different
deployments for evaluating the detection probability and false detection probability. For simulating
the detection probability, we randomly choose 1000 different locations for the object and simulation is
repeated 100 times for each object location. We evaluate the false detection probability based on 10000
different trials. Results plotted in Fig. 4.8 show a close correspondence between our numerical results
and simulation results.
We also evaluate the coverage performance for different collaboration degrees and results are plot-
ted in Fig. 4.9. We randomly deploy 4000 nodes in a unit area, and N iK and N
a
K are set to satisfy
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Figure 4.8 Numerical and simulation results of P¯D and PFD.
the following requirements: PmaxFD = 0.001, P
min
D = 0.99, and the target ρ
∗ is 90%. We test 10 dif-
ferent deployments. In each deployment, we randomly select 1000 different locations for the object,
and simulation is repeated 100 times for each object location. As shown in the figure, the target ρ∗ of
90% is achieved with all simulated collaboration degrees. The small discrepancy between the achieved
coverage and ρ∗ is due to application of the Markov’s inequality in (4.5).
4.5 Energy efficiency Study of the Proposed On-demand Collaborative Framework
In this section, we investigate the network energy efficiency performance of the proposed frame-
work.
4.5.1 Design Objective
Let P(K,NaK , N iK) denote the power consumption for a wireless sensor network operating with
our proposed framework, where K is the collaboration degree, NaK is the number of sentry nodes and
N iK is the number of inert nodes. The objective is to find the optimal pair (Nˆ
a
K , Nˆ
i
K) for a given
K, which minimizes the network power consumption while guaranteeing a target C∗-coverage of the
region. Here, we treat K as a given design preference, for example, when locating or tracking objects,
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Figure 4.9 Simulation results of coverage performance for different K.
a large K may be preferred for accurate results3. By using the results in Section 4.2.4, the requirement
of C∗-coverage can be translated into the requirements of PFD and P¯D:
PFD(K,NaK , N
i
K) 6 P ∗FD and P¯D(K,NaK , N iK) > P ∗D, (4.19)
where P ∗FD = P
max
FD and P
∗
D =
(
C∗ + (1− C∗)PminD
)
. Recall that PmaxFD and P
min
D are the maximum
false detection probability and the minimum detection probability which are used to define point infor-
mation coverage and C-coverage in Section 4.2.4. Formally, this design problem is stated as follows.
Given K, P ∗FD, and P ∗D, determine:
(NˆaK , Nˆ
i
K) = arg min
PFD(K,N
a
K
,Ni
K
)6P∗
FD
P¯D(K,N
a
K
,Ni
K
)>P∗
D
P(K,NaK , N iK). (4.20)
Hence,
P∗(K) = P(K, NˆaK , Nˆ iK). (4.21)
The calculation of P(K,NaK , N iK) will be discussed in Section 4.5.3. In this chapter, we only consider
the power consumption for sensing, collaborative decision making and sensor’s regular operation e.g.
CPU and radio. The power consumed for a sentry node to report its detection to the sink is not consid-
ered as it varies with the routing and aggregation methods used. Once the methods are known, they can
3In practice, if no preference is given forK, we could instead treat it as a tunable parameter in the design problem specified
in (4.20). In this case, we can find the optimal K∗, which can result in the lowest network power consumption among all
K’s.
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be incorporated into our power consumption analysis without much difficulty.
4.5.2 Observations and Simplification
The problem stated above is very complex and here we present some interesting observations that
help simplify the problem.
• For a given collaboration degreeK, let N˜aK denote the minimum number of sentry nodes required
to meet the system probability constraints. Therefore,
N˜aK = arg min
PFD(K,N
a
K
,Ni
K
)6P∗
FD
P¯D(K,N
a
K
,Ni
K
)>P∗
D
NaK , ∀K > 1. (4.22)
• For a given collaboration degree K and number of sentry nodes NaK > N˜aK , let Nˇ iK denote the
minimum number of inert nodes required to meet the system probability constraints. Therefore,
Given K and NaK , where K > 1 and NaK > N˜aK ,
Nˇ iK(N
a
K) = arg min
PFD(K,N
a
K
,Ni
K
)6P∗
FD
P¯D(K,N
a
K
,Ni
K
)>P∗
D
N iK
= arg min
PFD(K,N
a
K
,Ni
K
)6P∗
FD
P¯D(K,N
a
K
,Ni
K
)>P∗
D
P(K,NaK , N iK).
(4.23)
The second equality in (4.23) is based on the fact that given the number of sentry nodes and K,
less inert nodes result in lower network power consumption. Further, whenNaK = Nˆ
a
K , Nˇ
i
K(Nˆ
a
K)
= Nˆ iK .
With the help of above observations we are able to simplify our design problem and make the search
space for optimal (NˆaK , Nˆ
i
K) significantly smaller. The original problem given by (4.20) can now be
restated as:
(NˆaK , Nˆ
i
K) = arg min
Na
K
>N˜a
K
Ni
K
=Nˇi
K
(Na
K
)
P(K,NaK , N iK). (4.24)
4.5.3 Calculation of Network Power Consumption
In Table 4.1, we summarize the notations to be used in Sections 4.5.3 and 4.5.4. Please note that
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Table 4.1 Notations for calculating network power consumption
Notation Remarks
Psense Power consumption for sensing task by each sensor.
Pactive Power consumption, except sensing, for each active sensor.
Psleep Power consumption for a sensor in sleeping state.
fs Sensing frequency for sentry node.
Ef (K) Average energy consumption for executing one triggering process.
Emsg Energy consumption for transmitting one message.
P (H1) Probability that object is present in the network.
Pn Probability that a sentry node is in D.Z. Pn = (Rf/2)2pi.
P¯A Prob. that a sensor in D.Z. has measurement > TK . See (4.18).
τ Time required to acquire a single sensor reading.
Psentry is equal to (Psense + Pactive), while Pinert = Pactive for message-based inert node model and
Pinert = Psleep for circuit-based inert node model. For the message-based inert node model, the power
consumption for the network can be easily derived as:
P(K,NaK , N iK) =

PsentryNa1 , K = 1,
PsentryNaK + PinertN iK + ((1− P (H1))(1− FN (TK))+
P (H1)PnP¯A + P (H1)(1− Pn)(1− FN (TK)))
×NaK
(
Ef (K) +N iKR
2
fpiPsenseτ
)
fs, K > 1.
(4.25)
For the circuit-based inert node model, the power consumption can be calculated by (4.25) after the cal-
culation of Ef (K) is properly adjusted. Since the inert nodes are already awake in the message-based
model, no energy is required to wake them up and Ef (K) is simply the energy required for decision
fusions. However, in the circuit-based model, in addition to the energy consumed for decision fusions,
the sentry nodes consume extra energy for triggering the inert nodes within its fusion range [95].
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Figure 4.10 Normalized network power consumption (P(5, Na5 , N i5)) vs. number of sentry nodes
(Na5 ), with N
a
5 varying from 620 (N˜
a
5 ) to 1114 (Nˆ
a
1 ).
Table 4.2 System Parameters used in Numerical and Simulation studies
Parameter Value Remarks
Ω 2100 mW Signal amplitude of the object.
d0 0.001 unit Constant in (4.1).
Noise - N (0, σ2) where σ = √2 mW.
fs 1 Hz Sensing frequency for sentry node.
Emsg 2.23 mJ Energy consumed to transmit one message.
P (H1) 0.9 Probability that object is present.
τ 30 ms Time required to acquire a single sensor reading.
4.5.4 Numerical Study and Simulation-based Validation
First, through numerical studies we offer some interesting insights on how the network energy effi-
ciency performance varies with the inert node model, the collaboration degree and various parameters
discussed in Sections 4.4 and 4.5. Table 4.2 lists the system parameters used for this study.
Using these parameters, for K = 1 we obtain Nˆa1 = 1114 and the corresponding power consump-
tion P∗(1) is 3.453×105 mW. In the remaining of this section, all power consumptions are normalized
over P∗(1). The solution to the optimization problem defined in (4.24) determines the optimal pair
(NˆaK , Nˆ
i
K) for a given K. Particularly, Fig. 4.10 shows the variation of network power consumption,
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Figure 4.11 Normalized optimal network power consumption P∗(K) for different collaboration de-
gree K and inert node models.
whenK is 5, with the number of sentry nodes varying from N˜a5 to Nˆ
a
1 . The results are shown for a fixed
ratio of Psense/Pactive = 4 (Psense = 248 mW, Pactive = 62 mW). We see that, for the message-based
inert node model, Nˆa5 = 655 yields the lowest network power consumption of P∗(5) = 0.936, and the
corresponding Nˆ i5 is 1800. Further, we see that N˜
a
5 = 620 < 655 = Nˆ
a
5 . This is because when N
a
K
decreases, N iK increases to satisfy the system probability constraints; since inert nodes consume a con-
siderable amount of power in the message-based inert node model, a smaller NaK may not necessarily
result in lower network power consumption.
However, for the circuit-based inert node model, we find the lowest power consumption is achieved
when Nˆa5 = N˜
a
5 and, interestingly, the power consumption increases almost linearly with N
a
5 , which is
totally different from that for the message-based model. This is because, although a lower Na5 requires
a larger N i5, sleeping inert nodes consume much less power than sentry nodes. So, using the smallest
number of sentry nodes always yields the lowest network power consumption. The results for other
K’s are similar with the above case.
We further simulate the optimal power consumption under various collaboration degrees for valida-
tion purpose. We simulate 10 different deployments, where NaK = Nˆ
a
K and N
i
K = Nˆ
i
K for each K. We
simulate the message-based and circuit-based models for 1000 sensing cycles each with P (H1) = 0.9.
Simulation results are normalized and plotted in Fig. 4.11, which are very close to the analytical results.
Although we leave the decision of choosing a proper K to the system designer, to give an insight
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Figure 4.12 Normalized optimal network power consumption P∗(K) vs. Psense/Pactive for mes-
sage-based inert node model.
Table 4.3 P∗(K) and N˜aK for various K when PsensePactive = 40
K 1 2 3 4 5 6
N˜aK 1114 840 735 665 620 610
P∗(K) 1 0.7594 0.6684 0.6125 0.5806 0.5803
on how K affects the optimal power consumption in our proposed framework, we conduct a numer-
ical study of network power consumption with variation in the ratio Psense/Pactive for various K.
Figs. 4.12 and 4.13 show the trends for message-based and circuit-based inert node models respec-
tively. Suppose the collaboration degree yielding the lowest power consumption is K∗. It is observed
that K∗ varies with the ratio Psense/Pactive. For the message-based model, if the ratio is below 1,
we find that K∗ is always 1 because inert nodes consume a considerable amount of energy for regular
operation. However, when the ratio goes beyond 2, schemes with higher degree of collaboration start
performing comparably to or even better than the non-collaboration scheme. This happens because
the power consumption for regular sensing becomes dominant and schemes with higher degree of col-
laboration are able to work with a smaller number of sentry nodes compared to the non-collaboration
scheme. This also explains why when the ratio is large enough, optimal network power consumption
for different K is almost proportional to N˜aK (see Table 4.3).
For the circuit-based model, we also find that, in general, the network power consumption for
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Figure 4.13 Normalized optimal network power consumption P∗(K) vs. Psense/Pactive for cir-
cuit-based inert node model.
collaborative schemes (K > 1) decreases with the ratio Psense/Pactive. However, since the time
required to trigger an inert node with respect to distance increases according to power law, sentry nodes
consume much more energy for triggering the inert nodes than that for sensing and operation when the
fusion range is large. As higher degree of collaboration usually results in a larger fusion range, this
makes the overall network power consumption very large. In Fig. 4.13, we can see that for our setup,
when the ratio Psense/Pactive is low, power consumption for high-degree collaborations K = 4, 5, 6 is
even higher than that for K = 3. However, when the ratio is large enough, the sensing power becomes
the dominant factor and the curves follow the same trend as for the message-based model.
We also conduct numerical and simulation studies for different P (H1) but the results do not vary
much. This seems counterintuitive at the first sight but can be explained as follows. Since we consider
the presence of only one object in the network and due to the low PmaxFD in our setup, D.Z. of an object
is very small compared to the network size. So the portion of sensors affected by presence of an object
is only a very small fraction and hence, the contribution of P (H1) to the network power consumption
is small. Please note that this observation does not always hold; e.g., when the network size is small,
the impact of P (H1) may be more significant.
4.5.5 Summary
We summarize the key observations for the proposed on-demand collaborative framework below:
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• The circuit-based inert node model usually renders better network energy efficiency than the
message-based model.
• For a given K, the smallest number of sentry nodes and inert nodes required to guarantee ρ∗-
coverage may not result in the lowest network power consumption.
• With both inert node models, higher K does not always yield lower network power consumption.
• Collaboration among sensors is preferred when Psense is high compared to Pactive.
4.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, we conduct analytical and simulation studies on information coverage and object
detection performances of several decision fusion-based collaborative mechanisms in wireless sensor
networks, including our proposed on-demand collaborative framework. Our studies are based on the
probabilistic sensing model, and a point is said to be information-covered if and only if the detection
probability is no less than PminD when the object is present at that point, and the system’s false detec-
tion probability is no greater than PmaxFD . We first investigate a few simple collaborative mechanisms
for object detection and discover that simple collaborations among active sensors in fact degrade the
coverage performance. This motivates us to design an on-demand collaborative framework, where in-
active sensors can be triggered by nearby active sensors to collaboratively sense and detect the object.
The effectiveness of our proposed framework and its energy efficiency performance are analyzed and
validated by simulation.
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Algorithm 1 Bounded Flooding
For each sentry node sNodei (with node ID i)
Initialization:
1: Determine TTL based on K, NaK and N
i
K
Upon sensing a reading higher than decision threshold TK :
1: Start timerc(i) with interval τ /∗ τ is a system parameter ∗/
2: sNodei.ChildrenList ← ∅
3: sNodei.sumAlarm ← 1 /∗ to be used during Selective Bouncing ∗/
4: sNodei.ReportList ← ∅ /∗ to be used during Selective Bouncing ∗/
5: Broadcast a flooding message: f msg〈SID = i,NID = i, TTL, bAlarm = 0〉
Upon receiving an acknowledgment message ack msg〈SID,PID,NID〉:
1: if (ack msg.SID == i) AND (ack msg.PID == i) then
2: sNodei.ChildrenList ← sNodei.ChildrenList ∪ ack msg.NID
3: end if
Upon timerc(i) is fired:
1: Clear sNodei data structure
For each inert node iNodej (with node ID j)
Initialization:
1: iNodej .SentryList ← ∅
2: iNodej .Need2Sense = 1
Upon receiving a flooding message f msg〈SID,NID, TTL, bAlarm〉:
1: x← f msg.SID
2: if (x /∈ iNodej .SentryList) then
3: Start timerb(x) with interval δ /∗ δ is a system parameter ∗/
4: Start timerc(x) with interval τ /∗ τ is a system parameter ∗/
5: iNodej .SentryList ← iNodej .SentryList ∪ x
6: iNodej .x.ReportList ← ∅ /∗ to be used during Selective Bouncing ∗/
7: iNodej .x.BounceDone ← 0 /∗ to be used during Selective Bouncing ∗/
8: iNodej .x.PID ← f msg.NID
9: iNodej .x.ChildrenList ← ∅
10: iNodej .x.LocalAlarm ← 0
11: iNodej .x.BranchAlarm ← f msg.bAlarm
12: if (iNodej .Need2Sense == 1) then
13: Sense and store its own reading at iNodej .Reading
14: iNodej .Need2Sense = 0
15: end if
16: if (iNodej .Reading > Tk) then
17: iNodej .x.LocalAlarm ← 1
18: iNodej .x.BranchAlarm ← 1
19: end if
20: iNodej .x.sumAlarm ← iNodej .x.LocalAlarm /∗ to be used during Selective Bouncing ∗/
21: Broadcast an acknowledgment message: ack msg〈SID = x, PID = iNodej .x.PID,NID = j〉
22: if (f msg.TTL > 1) then
23: Broadcast a flooding message: f msg〈SID = x,NID = j, TTL = f msg.TTL− 1, bAlarm = iNodej .x.BranchAlarm〉
24: else
25: Execute Algorithm 2: Selective Bouncing
26: end if
27: end if
Upon receiving an acknowledgment message ack msg〈SID,PID,NID〉:
1: x← ack msg.SID
2: if (x ∈ iNodej .SentryList) AND (ack msg.PID == j) then
3: iNodej .x.ChildrenList ← iNodej .x.ChildrenList ∪ ack msg.NID
4: end if
Upon timerb(x) is fired:
1: Execute Algorithm 2: Selective Bouncing
Upon timerc(x) is fired:
1: iNodej .SentryList ← iNodej .SentryList− x
2: iNodej .Need2Sense = 1
3: Clear iNodej .x data structure
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Algorithm 2 Selective Bouncing
For each inert node iNodej (with node ID j)
Initialization:
1: for (Each sentry node x ∈ iNodej .SentryList) do
2: if (iNodej .x.ChildrenList == ∅) AND (iNodej .x.BranchAlarm == 1) then
3: Broadcast a bouncing message: b msg〈SID = x,PID = iNodej .x.PID, NID = j, nAlarm = iNodej .x.sumAlarm〉
4: if (iNodej .x.sumAlarm > K) then
5: iNodej .x.BounceDone ← 1
6: end if
7: end if
8: end for
Upon receiving a bouncing message b msg〈SID,PID,NID, nAlarm〉:
1: x← b msg.SID
2: y ← b msg.NID
3: if (x ∈ iNodej .SentryList) AND (iNodej .x.BounceDone == 0)
AND (b msg.PID == j) then
4: if (y /∈ iNodej .x.ReportList) then
5: iNodej .x.ReportList ← iNodej .x.ReportList ∪ y
6: iNodej .x.sumAlarm ← iNodej .x.sumAlarm + b msg.nAlarm
7: iNodej .x.nAlarmy ← b msg.nAlarm
8: else
9: if (iNodej .x.nAlarmy < b msg.nAlarm) then
10: iNodej .x.sumAlarm ← iNodej .x.sumAlarm− iNodej .x.nAlarmy +b msg.nAlarm
11: iNodej .x.nAlarmy ← b msg.nAlarm
12: end if
13: end if
14: if (iNodej .x.ReportList == iNodej .x.ChildrenList)
OR (iNodej .x.sumAlarm > K) then
15: Broadcast a bouncing message: b msg〈SID = x, PID = iNodej .x.PID,NID = j, nAlarm = iNodej .x.sumAlarm〉
16: if (iNodej .x.sumAlarm > K) then
17: iNodej .x.BounceDone ← 1
18: end if
19: end if
20: end if
For each sentry node sNodei (with node ID i)
Upon receiving a bouncing message b msg〈SID,PID,NID, nAlarm〉:
1: y ← b msg.NID
2: if (b msg.SID == i) AND (b msg.PID == i) then
3: if (y /∈ sNodei.ReportList) then
4: sNodei.ReportList ← sNodei.ReportList ∪ y
5: sNodei.sumAlarm ← sNodei.sumAlarm + b msg.nAlarm
6: sNodei.nAlarmy ← b msg.nAlarm
7: else
8: if (sNodei.nAlarmy < b msg.nAlarm) then
9: sNodei.sumAlarm ← sNodei.sumAlarm− sNodei.nAlarmy + b msg.nAlarm
10: sNodei.nAlarmy ← b msg.nAlarm
11: end if
12: end if
13: if (sNodei.sumAlarm > K) then
14: Report a detection
15: return true
16: end if
17: end if
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CHAPTER 5. BARRIER INFORMATION COVERAGE WITH WIRELESS
SENSORS
5.1 Introduction
Applications such as intrusion detection and border surveillance [98] constitute a compelling ap-
plication category for wireless sensor networks. The main goal of these applications is to detect targets
as they cross a barrier, which is usually a long belt region. Sensors are deployed in the barrier to
prevent targets from crossing the barrier undetected. This is often referred to as the barrier coverage
problem [2, 30].
In this chapter, based on the probabilistic sensing model, we study the barrier coverage problem
under the assumption that neighboring sensors may collaborate with each other to form a virtual sensor
which makes the detection decision based on combined sensed readings. This is also known as the
barrier information coverage problem. Specifically, a point t is said to be information-covered if,
when a target is present at point t, it can be detected by at least one sensor with a probability larger than
or equal to a pre-determined value (PminD ), while the system’s false detection probability is smaller than
or equal to a pre-determined value (PmaxFD ). We assume that the sensor locations are unknown to the
target which follows a perpendicular crossing path to cross the barrier so as to minimize the probability
of being detected. A barrier is said to be information-covered if, for any perpendicular crossing path,
there exists at least one point along the path that is information-covered. We study how to operate a
sensor network to information-cover a barrier efficiently.
The goal is to information-cover a barrier with as few active sensors as possible. This is different
from the barrier coverage problem under the conventional 0/1 disc sensing model because the size and
shape of the coverage region of a virtual sensor vary with the decision threshold and the positions of
collaborating sensors. Note that the size and shape of sensors’ coverage regions affect the number of
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sensors needed to provide the coverage to the barrier, which in turn determines the decision threshold.
Such mutual correlation makes this problem non-trivial and challenging.
To address this problem, we (i) map the barrier coverage problem to the line coverage problem by
projecting sensors’ coverage regions on the destination side of the barrier, (ii) derive an effective lower
bound to approximate the projection length of a virtual sensor’s coverage region, and (iii) based on the
derived lower bound, we propose both centralized and distributed schemes to operate a sensor network
to information-cover a barrier efficiently. In-depth simulation study demonstrates the effectiveness
of information-coverage and sensor collaboration in reducing the number of active sensors needed to
cover a barrier and the effectiveness of our proposed solutions in finding a proper barrier information
coverage set and increasing the barrier coverage percentage.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. We give the system models and the problem
statement in Section 5.2. Section 5.3 studies the coverage region of a virtual sensor and its effect on
the coverage performance and derives a lower bound for its projection length. Section 5.4 describes
our proposed solution to find a BICS. Section 5.5 presents a distributed sensor paring algorithm to
improve the barrier coverage percentage. Section 5.6 presents the performance evaluation results and
Section 5.7 concludes the chapter.
5.2 Models and Problem Statement
5.2.1 System and Source Models
We consider a network of N wireless sensors deployed to monitor a barrier which is a long belt
region with two parallel sides: entrance side and destination side. Let B denote the barrier with the size
of ` (length) by h (width). We assume that sensors know their locations in B and the sensor network
is always connected. In this chapter, we study the targets that emit or cause physical signals such as
electromagnetic waves. The strength of the signal (in the unit of mW) emitted or caused by the target
decays according to power law, meaning that if the target is at point t, the signal strength measured by
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sensor si is: [3, 48]
ωi(t) =

Ω, di < d0,
Ω
(d(si,t)/d0)α
, di > d0,
(5.1)
whereΩ is the signal amplitude (in the unit of mW) at the target, d0 is a small constant, and α is a known
decay exponent. Here, we use d(·, ·) to denote the distance between two points. While the analysis and
algorithm in this chapter may be applied to any decay exponent, we are particularly interested in α =
1 or 2. This is because, in typical barrier coverage applications such as border surveillance, human
activity generates vibrations that propagate away from the source as seismic waves, whose energy is
distributed in both Rayleigh waves (70%) and body waves (30%) [99, 100]; the signal strength decay
exponents for these two waves are 1 and 2, respectively.
At each sensing cycle, every active sensor si collects its sensed reading of xi. We assume that
a detection decision is made based on snapshot readings. Depending on the hypothesis of whether a
target is present in the barrier (H1) or not (H0), and the position of the target (t), the sensed reading is: H0 : xi = n,H1 : xi = ωi(t) + n, (5.2)
where ωi(t) is the received signal strength given by (5.1) and n is the background noise. In this chapter,
we use FN (n) to denote the cumulative distribution function of noise, and assume that it is identical
and independent for all sensors.
5.2.2 Detection Model
A sensor can make a detection decision solely based on its own sensed reading, or collaborate with
nearby sensors to make a decision based on combined sensed readings. There are two types of fusion
algorithms for collaborative target detection [48] in wireless sensor networks: value fusion and decision
fusion. In this chapter, we investigate and analyze the value fusion-based collaborative target detection
and define a virtual sensor as follows. We assume the “SUM” rule for a virtual sensor to combine
sensed readings.
DEFINITION 3 (Virtual Sensor). A virtual sensor vj is an entity that incorporates the sensed readings
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of a designated group of collaborating sensors (sj1 , · · · , sjk ) and makes a decision based on the com-
bined sensed readings, where k is the collaboration degree of the virtual sensor. A target detection is
claimed if the sum of sensed readings is larger than or equal to a pre-determined decision threshold,
Tk:  H0, if
∑k
m=1 xjm < Tk;
H1, if
∑k
m=1 xjm > Tk.
(5.3)
Note that when k = 1, a virtual sensor is equivalent to a non-collaborating physical sensor (or noColl
sensor for short).
A previous study [3] has shown that the performance improvement by raising the collaboration de-
gree from two to three or higher is limited while the implementation complexity increases significantly.
Therefore, we focus on the situation when the collaboration degree of a virtual sensor is at most two.
In other words, we study a sensor network consisting of either virtual sensors with only two associated
physical sensors or noColl sensors that do not collaborate with others.
DEFINITION 4 (Sensing Intensity). The sensing intensity of a virtual sensor vj at point t can be calcu-
lated as Ij(d(sj1 , t), · · · , d(sjk , t)) =
∑k
m=1 ωjm(t), where ωjm(t) is the signal strength measured by
sensor sjm – the m-th physical sensor associated with the virtual sensor vj . For a noColl sensor si that
does not collaborate with other sensors, its sensing intensity at point t is simply Ii(d(si, t)) = ωi(t).
In this chapter, in contrast to the 0/1 disc sensing model, we consider the probabilistic sensing
model where (i) the sensed readings are affected by noise, as shown in (5.2); and (ii) based on a pre-
determined decision threshold, a target is detected by a virtual or noColl sensor with certain probability,
which varies with the sensing intensity at the target’s position. Fig. 5.1 illustrates the probability of
detection (Pd) and false detection (Pf ) by a sensor. We can see that Pd increases with the sensing
intensity I . For a virtual sensor with the collaboration degree of two, x is the sum of sensed readings
by its two associated physical sensors, T = T2 is the decision threshold, and Pf = 1− F2N (T2). Note
that F2N (·) is the cumulative distribution function of the sum of two independent noises. For a noColl
sensor, x is its own sensed reading, T = T1 is the decision threshold, and Pf = 1− FN (T1).
Once a sensor makes a local detection decision, it sends the decision (a Boolean value) to the sink.
Since the system has no information about where the target may appear, we adopt the “OR” rule to
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Figure 5.1 (a) Probability of detection: Pd = P (x > T |H1) and (b) probability of false detection:
Pf = P (x > T |H0).
make the decision fusion, i.e., we claim that the target is present in the barrier if any virtual or noColl
sensor reports a detection. Therefore, the system’s false detection probability is
PFD = 1−
M∏
i=1
(1− Pfi) , (5.4)
where Pfi is 1 − F2N (T2) for virtual sensors and 1 − FN (T1) for noColl sensors, and M is the total
number of virtual or noColl sensors in B.
5.2.3 Coverage Region and Barrier Information Coverage
DEFINITION 5 (Point Information Coverage). Given the value fusion-based collaborative target de-
tection described in the previous section, we say that a point t is information-covered if, when a target
is present at point t, it can be detected by at least one sensor with a probability larger than or equal to a
pre-determined value (PminD ), while the system’s false detection probability is smaller than or equal to
a pre-determined value (PmaxFD ).
From this definition, we know that a point t is information-covered by a noColl sensor si if the
sensing intensity of si at point t is larger than or equal to a certain threshold, denoted as Ithreshold 1:
Pd = 1− FN (T1 − Ii(d(si, t))) > PminD
=⇒ Ii(d(si, t)) > T1 − F−1N (1− PminD ) , Ithreshold 1.
(5.5)
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Accordingly, we can determine the coverage region for si:
Ai ≡
{
t
∣∣Ii(d(si, t)) > Ithreshold 1} = {t∣∣ωi(t) > Ithreshold 1}
=
{
t
∣∣∣d(si, t) 6 d0 α√ Ω
Ithreshold 1
}
.
(5.6)
Similarly, we can determine the coverage region for a virtual sensor vj with collaboration degree of
two as follows. A point t is information-covered by vj if the sensing intensity of vj at point t is larger
than or equal to a certain threshold, denoted as Ithreshold 2:
Pd = 1− F2N (T2 − Ij(d(sj1 , t), d(sj2 , t))) > PminD
=⇒ Ij(d(sj1 , t), d(sj2 , t))) > T2 − F−12N (1− PminD ) , Ithreshold 2.
(5.7)
Then, the coverage region for vj is
Aj ≡
{
t
∣∣Ij(d(sj1 , t), d(sj2 , t))) > Ithreshold 2}
=
{
t
∣∣∣ 2∑
m=1
ωjm(t) > Ithreshold 2
}
=
{
t
∣∣∣ 2∑
m=1
Ω
(djm/d0)α
> Ithreshold 2
}
.
It is interesting to see that the size and shape of the coverage region of a virtual sensor vary with the
positions of the collaborating sensors, even when the source and noise models are fixed, unlike the
coverage region of a noColl sensor, which is a disc with a fixed radius.
DEFINITION 6 (Crossing Path). A path in B is said to be a crossing path if it crosses the complete
width of B, i.e., starts from any point on the entrance side of B and ends at any point on the destination
side of B. A crossing path is perpendicular if its length equals the barrier width.
DEFINITION 7 (Information Coverage of a Path). A path is said to be information-covered if there
exists at least one point on the path that is information-covered.
In this chapter, we assume that sensor locations are unknown to the target. Previous studies [2, 30]
have shown that, in order to minimize the probability of being detected by the sensor network in this
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situation, the target should follow a perpendicular crossing path to cross the barrier. We study how to
operate a sensor network to prevent such targets from crossing the barrier without being detected. This
is often referred to as the weak barrier coverage problem. By contrast, strong barrier coverage refers
to the problem of deploying a sensor network to protect the barrier against targets that may follow any
possible crossing path. Strong barrier coverage is a more challenging problem and will be studied in
the future.
DEFINITION 8 (Barrier Information Coverage). A barrier is said to be barrier-information-covered if
all perpendicular crossing paths are information-covered.
DEFINITION 9 (Barrier Information Coverage Set (BICS)). A BICS is a set of active sensors that can
information-cover the barrier.
DEFINITION 10 (Barrier Coverage Percentage). We choose barrier coverage percentage as the metric
to measure the barrier coverage performance quantitatively, which is defined as the percentage of all
perpendicular crossing paths that are information-covered by the sensor network.
5.2.4 Problem Statement
Given a network of wireless sensors deployed in a barrier, and given the target probability of detec-
tion by a virtual or noColl sensor (PminD ) and the system’s target false detection probability (P
max
FD ), our
goal is to develop a centralized scheme to find a BICS that consists of as few active sensors as possible,
so as to prolong the sensor network lifetime.
A centralized scheme will require all sensors’ location information. When such condition can not
be satisfied, a distributed solution is needed in order to guide sensors’ collaborations, so that, based on
randomly deployed sensors, the barrier coverage percentage can be increased as much as possible.
5.3 Theoretical Analysis
To achieve our design goal, we first study the coverage region of a virtual sensor and its effect on
the barrier coverage.
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5.3.1 Mapping Barrier Coverage to Line Coverage
DEFINITION 11 (Barrier Projection). The barrier projection of a set of points in the barrier is the set
of the projections of these points on the destination side of the barrier.
Given Definition 8 on barrier information coverage and Definition 11 on barrier projection, it is
straightforward to prove that a barrier is information-covered if and only if the barrier projections of
the coverage regions of active sensors can cover the entire destination side of the barrier, as illustrated
in Fig. 5.2. In the figure, the destination side of the barrier is the line segment e1e2. In Fig. 5.2(a),
without sensor collaborations, the barrier is not covered. In Fig. 5.2(b), without well-planned sensor
collaborations, the barrier is not covered. In Fig. 5.2(c), barrier is information-covered with well-
planned sensor collaborations.
e1 e2
e1 e2
e1 e2
Figure 5.2 Illustration of barrier information coverage.
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5.3.2 Coverage Region of a Virtual Sensor
Fig. 5.3 plots the coverage regions of virtual sensors with their associated physical sensors at dif-
ferent positions. Let L and θ denote the distance between two sensors and the angle between the line
segment connecting two sensors and the destination side of the barrier, respectively. In the figure, the
X-axis is in parallel to the destination side of the barrier, and the relative positions of two sensors are
as follows: (a) L = 1.14 units, θ = 0; (b) L = 2 units, θ = 0; (c) L = 1.14 units, θ = pi2 ; and
(d) L = 1.14 units, θ = pi4 . We assume the noise follows a normal distribution with zero mean and
standard deviation of
√
2
2 mW. The decision threshold for a noColl sensor and a virtual sensor is 1.65
mW and 2.06 mW, respectively. This is to make sure that Pf = 0.01 for both noColl and virtual sen-
sors. The radius of a noColl sensor’s coverage region is 0.39 units. We have a couple of observations.
Firstly, the size and shape of the coverage region of a virtual sensor vary with the positions of its two
collaborating sensors, which can be characterized by L and θ. This conforms to our earlier discussion
in Section 5.2.3. Secondly, a virtual sensor consisting of two collaborating physical sensors may not al-
ways improve the barrier coverage performance than these two noColl sensors operating independently
without collaborating with each other. For example, while the virtual sensor in Fig. 5.3(a) improves
the barrier coverage performance than the non-collaborative case, the virtual sensor in Fig. 5.3(b) in-
deed degrades the barrier coverage performance, while the performance gain by using virtual sensors
in Figs. 5.3(c) and (d) is minimal. So it is important to have a good understanding about the effect of L
and θ on the coverage region of a virtual sensor.
In general, it is difficult to express the coverage region of a virtual sensor (denoted as A) and
consequently the length of the barrier projection of the coverage region (denoted as |PA|) as closed-
form functions of θ, L, and α. Instead, we use some simple geometry graphs to construct Asub, a
subset of A, and use the length of the barrier projection of Asub (denoted as |PAsub |) to approximate
|PA|. Without loss of generality, we first studyA andAsub by fixing θ to 0 in Section 5.3.3, because the
size and shape of A do not vary with θ. Then in Section 5.3.4, we study |PAsub | for different θ values.
Finally in Section 5.3.5, we use numerical study to evaluate the analytical results and the tightness of
|PAsub | as a lower bound to |PA|.
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Figure 5.3 Illustration of coverage regions of virtual sensors with their associated physical sensors at
different positions.
5.3.3 Finding Asub
We study A and Asub of a virtual sensor with the collaboration degree of two. In [101], we show
that the coverage region of such a virtual sensor can be either connected or disconnected (with two
disconnected symmetric components) depending on the distance between its two collaborating physical
sensors. In other words, there exists a critical distance, Lcritical, and when the distance between two
physical sensors is smaller or larger than Lcritical, the coverage region of the virtual sensor is connected
or disconnected. Given the source model, Lcritical decreases with the decision threshold. We place
the two collaborating physical sensors (s1 and s2) of a virtual sensor along the X-axis of a Cartesian
coordinate system (as shown in Fig. 5.4) with the mid point of the line segment s1s2 at the origin of the
system.
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5.3.3.1 When A is connected
When the distance between two collaborating sensors is less than Lcritical,A is connected, as shown
in Fig. 5.4(a). We know that all the points on the boundary ofA have the same sensing intensity, which
we denote as Ithreshold 2. Any point inside or outside A has the sensing intensity larger or smaller than
Ithreshold 2. Let c1 and c2 denote the leftmost and rightmost point of A, respectively. It is easy to show
(see [101] for proof details) that both c1 and c2 are along the X-axis and d(c1, s1) = d(c2, s2) , Rsub.
The sensing intensity at c1 and c2 is
Ithreshold 2 = I(d(c1, s1), d(c1, s2)) = I(d(c2, s1), d(c2, s2)). (5.8)
Let ¯s1 and ¯s2 denote the disc centered at sensor s1 and s2, respectively, with a radius of Rsub. We
have the following lemmas.
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(a) when L 6 Lcritical (b) when L > Lcritical
Figure 5.4 Illustration of A and Asub of a virtual sensor. A is shown as the shaded region and Asub is
constituted of discs and line segments.
LEMMA 8. Both ¯s1 and ¯s2 are subsets of A.
Proof: Consider any point b inside or on the boundary of disc ¯s1 . We have d(b, s1) 6 Rsub =
d(c1, s1) and d(b, s2) 6 d(b, s1) + d(s1, s2) 6 d(c1, s1) + d(s1, s2) = d(c1, s2). From the definition
of sensing intensity in Section 5.2.2, we know
I(d(b, s1), d(b, s2)) > I(d(c1, s1), d(c1, s2)) = Ithreshold 2. (5.9)
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This means that b is covered by the virtual sensor. As a result, the entire disc of ¯s1 is covered by the
virtual sensor. Similarly, we can prove that the entire disc of ¯s2 also is covered by the virtual sensor.
¤
LEMMA 9. When A is connected, the line segment s1s2 is a subset of A.
Proof: We prove this lemma by contradiction as follows. Assume there exists a point b on the
line segment s1s2 that is not covered by the virtual sensor, i.e.,
I(d(b, s1), d(b, s2)) < Ithreshold 2. (5.10)
Consider any other point t on the line that is perpendicular to and intersects with s1s2 at point b. Since
d(t, s1) > d(b, s1) and d(t, s2) > d(b, s2), the sensing intensity at t is
I(d(t, s1), d(t, s2)) 6 I(d(b, s1), d(b, s2)) < Ithreshold 2. (5.11)
This means that t also is not covered by the virtual sensor. As a result, none of the points on the line
that is perpendicular to and intersects with s1s2 is covered. Thus, A is disconnected, which contradicts
with the assumption that A is connected. ¤
THEOREM 5. When A is connected, Asub = s1s2 ∪ ¯s1 ∪ ¯s2 is a subset of A.
The proof of this theorem is straightforward by applying Lemmas 8 and 9.
5.3.3.2 When A is disconnected
When the distance between two collaborating sensors is larger than Lcritical, A becomes discon-
nected, as shown in Fig. 5.4(b). Note that Lemma 8 still holds in this situation. Let c3 and c4 denote
the rightmost point in the left component and the leftmost point in the right component of A, respec-
tively. Again, it is easy to show (see [101] for details) that both c3 and c4 are along the X-axis and
d(c3, s1) = d(c4, s2) , Q. The sensing intensity at c3 and c4 is equal to Ithreshold 2 since both c3 and c4
are on the boundary of A. We have the following lemma.
LEMMA 10. When A is disconnected, line segments s1c3 and c4s2 are subsets of A.
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Proof: Consider any point b on the line segment s1c3 other than s1 and c3. We have d(b, s1) <
d(c3, s1) < d(c3, s2) < d(b, s2). From the definition of sensing intensity in Section 5.2.2, we know
that the sensing intensity at b is
I(d(b, s1), d(b, s2)) =
(
1
d(b, s1)α
+
1
d(b, s2)α
)
· Φ, (5.12)
where Φ = Ωdα0 is a constant. Because when α > 0 and z > 0, the following always holds:
(
1
(x− z)α −
1
xα
)′∣∣∣∣
x>z
< 0, (5.13)
we have:
1
(d(c3, s1)− d(c3, b))α −
1
d(c3, s1)α
>
1
d(c3, s2)α
− 1
(d(c3, s2) + d(c3, b))α
=⇒ 1
d(b, s1)α
− 1
d(c3, s1)α
>
1
d(c3, s2)α
− 1
d(b, s2)α
=⇒ 1
d(b, s1)α
+
1
d(b, s2)α
>
1
d(c3, s1)α
+
1
d(c3, s2)α
=⇒ I(d(b, s1), d(b, s2)) > Ithreshold 2.
(5.14)
We also know that points s1 and c3 are covered by the virtual sensor. This means that the entire line
segment of s1c3 is covered by the virtual sensor. Similarly, we can prove that the entire line segment
of c4s2 also is covered. ¤
THEOREM 6. When A is disconnected, Asub = s1c3 ∪ c4s2 ∪ ¯s1 ∪ ¯s2 is a subset of A.
The proof of this theorem is straightforward by applying Lemmas 8 and 10.
Note that the above theorems about Asub always hold regardless of the values of L and α, while
Rsub and Q vary with them. Since we are particularly interested in α = 1 or 2 in this chapter, we give
the corresponding results below:
• when α = 1, Rsub =
2Φ+
√
4Φ2+L2I2threshold
2Ithreshold
− L2 , and Q = L2 −
√
L2
4 − LΦIthreshold , and
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• when α = 2, Rsub = 12
√
4Φ+L2Ithreshold+4
√
ΦIthresholdL2+Φ2
Ithreshold
− L2 , and
Q = L2 − 12
√
4Φ+L2Ithreshold−4
√
ΦIthresholdL2+Φ2
Ithreshold
,
where Φ = Ωdα0 is a constant.
5.3.4 Determining |PAsub |
LEMMA 11. The barrier projection of A’s subset is a subset of the barrier projection of A.
Therefore, PAsub is a subset of PA and |PAsub | is a lower bound for |PA|. Assume that the coordi-
nates of s1 and s2 are (x1, y1) and (x2, y2), respectively. We have the following results.
5.3.4.1 When A is connected
When A is connected, Asub also is connected, and hence PAsub is a single line segment. The X-
coordinates of the left and right end points of PAsub are: x` =
x1+x2
2 −Rsub − L2
∣∣ cos θ∣∣,
xr = x1+x22 +Rsub +
L
2
∣∣ cos θ∣∣, (5.15)
where  L =
√
(x1 − x2)2 + (y1 − y2)2,
θ = arctan
(
y1−y2
x1−x2
)
,
(5.16)
and Rsub varies with α and is given in the previous section. Therefore, we have
|PAsub | = xr − x` = 2Rsub + L| cos θ|. (5.17)
5.3.4.2 When A is disconnected
When A is disconnected, Asub has two disconnected symmetric components, denoted as Asub1
(containing s1) andAsub2 (containing s2). However, PAsub may be connected or disconnected, depend-
ing on the value of θ. This means that the barrier projections of Asub1 and Asub2 may or may not
overlap.
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When −pi2 6 θ 6 pi2 , the X-coordinates of the left and right end points of the barrier projections of
Asub1 and Asub2 are:

x`1 =
x1+x2
2 − L2 cos θ −Rsub,
xr1 = x1+x22 − L2 cos θ +max {Q cos θ,Rsub} ,
x`2 =
x1+x2
2 +
L
2 cos θ −max {Q cos θ,Rsub} ,
xr2 = x1+x22 +
L
2 cos θ +Rsub,
(5.18)
where Rsub and Q vary with α and are given in the previous section. We can see that when cos θ 6
2Rsub
L , the barrier projections of Asub1 and Asub2 overlap and PAsub becomes a single line segment.
Therefore, we have
|PAsub | =

xr2 − x`1 = 2Rsub + L cos θ if cos θ 6 2RsubL ,
xr2 − x`2 + xr1 − x`1
= 2Rsub + 2max {Q cos θ,Rsub} else.
(5.19)
Similar calculations can be done for θ > pi2 or θ < −pi2 .
5.3.5 Numerical Results
We propose to use |PAsub | to approximate |PA|. Now we use numerical study to evaluate the
accuracy of such approximation, i.e., to evaluate the tightness of |PAsub | as a lower bound for |PA|. In
this section and the rest of this chapter, we will only show the results for α = 1 since the results for
α = 2 show similar trends.
We plot |PA| and |PAsub | for differentL and θ in Figs. 5.5(a) and (b), respectively. We have a couple
of observations. Firstly, results show that |PA| and |PAsub | are close to each other for different L and θ,
meaning that |PAsub | is a tight lower bound for |PA| and can approximate it well. Secondly, the length
of the barrier projection of the coverage region of a virtual sensor reaches the maximum when the
distance between its two collaborating physical sensors is about Lcritical and when the two collaborating
sensors are along a line that is in parallel to the destination side of the barrier (i.e., θ = 0).
Fig. 5.6 gives a more comprehensive view of the tradeoff between the length of the barrier projec-
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Figure 5.5 The comparison between |PA| and |PAsub | for different L and θ. Note that when θ = 0,
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Figure 5.6 Comparison of |PA| and |PAsub | for different sensor positions.
tion of the coverage region and the sensor positions. In this figure, the first collaborating sensor sits at
(0, 0) on the X-Y plane at the bottom, where the X-axis is parallel to the destination side of the barrier.
The second sensor sits at (x, y). Let |PN| denote the length of the barrier projection of the coverage
region of these two sensors when they are not collaborating with each other. Fig. 5.6(a) plots the ratio
of |PA| to |PN| when the second sensor sits at different positions. The contour curve at the bottom
shows when the ratio is one. In other words, only when the second sensor sits inside the contour curve,
the collaboration between these two sensors results in a longer length of the barrier projection of the
coverage region, thus improving the barrier coverage performance. Fig. 5.6(b) plots the ratio of |PAsub |
to |PN| and we can see that the shape of the surface is similar to that in Fig. 5.6(a) and the contour
curve approximates well the contour curve in Fig. 5.6(a).
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5.4 A Centralized Solution to Find a Barrier Information Coverage Set (BICS)
In this section, we describe a practical solution to find a set of active sensors to information-cover
a barrier, i.e., a Barrier Information Coverage Set (BICS). The goal is to find a BICS consisting of as
few active sensors as possible, thus prolonging the sensor network lifetime.
The problem of finding a BICS is more challenging than finding a conventional barrier coverage set
under the 0/1 disc sensing model. Under the 0/1 disc sensing model, the coverage radius of an active
sensor is usually fixed. By contrast, when considering information coverage under the probabilistic
sensing model, the detection thresholds and consequently the sensors’ coverage regions depend on
the number of virtual and noColl sensors participating in the information coverage. In the case of
virtual sensors, their coverage regions also depend on the relative positions of collaborating sensors.
Moreover, the number of active sensors needed to constitute a BICS and the collaboration patterns for
the virtual sensors are not predictable in practice. Thus, the underlying coverage graph is not known
and it is very difficult, if not impossible, to enumerate all possible scenarios and find the optimal BICS
that consists of minimum number of active sensors. For this reason, we propose a heuristic algorithm
to find an appropriate BICS. Simulation results in Section 5.6 show that the proposed algorithm can
reduce the number of active sensors needed to cover the barrier and prolong the sensor network lifetime
effectively.
5.4.1 The Proposed Algorithm
Our proposed algorithm to find a BICS requires the location information about all sensors and the
barrier. The system’s target false detection threshold and the target detection probability by a virtual or
noColl sensor are also known. The pseudo-code of the algorithm is shown in Algorithm 3, in the end
of Chapter 5.
As shown in the pseudo-code, the algorithm operates by rounds and uses a variable called Quota,
initially set to one and increased by one at each round, to denote the maximum number of virtual and
noColl sensors to be considered at a round. Thus, at each round, based on the specified Quota, we
can determine the detection thresholds for virtual and noColl sensors and consequently the coverage
radius (Rs) of a noColl sensor and the coverage region of a virtual sensor. Note that only the virtual
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sensors whose coverage region has a barrier projection longer than 4Rs (i.e., twice that of a noColl
sensor) may be part of a BICS. This is because a virtual sensor consists of two physical sensors and the
collaboration between them consumes extra energy.
We use Partner to denote the set of selected virtual and noColl sensors and use Cov to denote the
portion of the destination side of the barrier that has been covered by the barrier projections of the
coverage regions of the selected sensors. At the beginning of each round, both Partner and Cov are
set to empty. Then, under the Quota specified for the round, we search for a BICS in a greedy manner
as follows. We always select a virtual or noColl sensor whose coverage region may increase Cov the
most, and add it to Partner. A round ends when one of the following three events occurs:
• If Cov covers the entire destination side of the barrier, the algorithm halts and the Partner is
output as a BICS.
• If Cov does not cover the destination side of the barrier, and if the number of selected virtual or
noColl sensors is equal to the Quota specified for the round, while one of the remaining sensors
may improve Cov further, we know that the current Quota is not large enough. Thus, Quota is
increased by one and the algorithm continues.
• If Cov does not cover the destination side of the barrier, while none of the remaining sensors can
increase Cov further, the algorithm halts and we claim that a BICS cannot be found.
Note that this algorithm may also be used to find the conventional barrier coverage set for non-
collaborative sensors with little modification that only noColl sensors are considered when updating
Partner.
5.4.2 Energy Consumption for Sensor Collaborations
After finding a BICS using the proposed algorithm, the sensor network uses the sensors selected in
the BICS to information-cover the barrier. These sensors operate continuously until batteries die out.
Then, a new BICS will be selected using the proposed algorithm and the sensors selected in the new
BICS will be used to information-cover the barrier. The process continues until the barrier cannot be
information-covered by the remaining sensors in the network.
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To operate as a virtual sensor, two physical sensors collaborate with each other by exchanging the
sensed readings. If the sum of the sensed readings is larger than the detection threshold (T2), a detection
decision is made. This also means that virtual sensors may improve the barrier coverage performance
but at the expense of extra energy consumption for exchanging information between collaborating
sensors. We propose a scheme to suppress the message exchanges between collaborating sensors as
follows. If a physical sensor is to collaborate with another physical sensor to operate as a virtual
sensor, it sends its sensed reading (x) to its collaborator sensor only when x > T22 . This makes sense
because if a virtual sensor makes a detection decision based on the sum of the sensed readings of two
collaborating sensors, at least one of the readings should be larger than or equal to T22 . This way,
the energy consumed for exchanging sensed readings between collaborating sensors may be reduced
significantly. Next, we use an example to support the above explanation.
Consider a BICS consisting 12 virtual sensors and 17 noColl sensors to information-cover a barrier
with the size of 20 × 2 units, as shown in Fig. 5.9(c). Assume that virtual and noColl sensors have the
same false detection probability (Pf ). If the system’s target false detection probability is PmaxFD = 0.05
and the background noise follows a normal distribution with zero mean and standard deviation of
√
2
2
mW, we can determine that the maximum false detection probability for each virtual or noColl sensor
is Pmaxf = 0.0018. Hence, according to (5.4), the decision threshold for each virtual sensor is T2 =
2.915 mW. Using the above message suppression scheme, a physical sensor only needs to send out its
sensed reading when it exceeds T22 = 1.4575 mW. This means that when there is no target in the barrier,
a physical sensor will send its reading with a probability of 12 · erfc
(
T2
2
) ≈ 0.02 at each sensing cycle,
where erfc(·) is the complementary Gauss error function. Suppose the sensing frequency is 25 Hz.
According to [102], the data rate of a MICA2 mote is 38.4 kbps, a packet with maximum payload has
the size of 34 bytes, and maximum transmit power is 81 mW. Then, energy consumption for sending
a message is at most 34×8×8138400 = 0.574 mJ and average power consumption for sending messages for
collaborations is less than 34×8×81×0.02×2538400 = 0.287 mW. Such a small power consumption is almost
negligible comparing to the power consumption (about 54 mW) by other components of a MICA2
mote, including processor, radio receiver and sensor board.
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5.5 The Proposed Distributed Sensor Pairing Algorithm (SPA)
In this paper, we propose a simple sensor pairing algorithm (SPA) for each sensor to determine
whether and how to collaborate with one of its neighbors so that the barrier coverage performance can
be improved. We choose barrier coverage percentage as the metric to measure the barrier coverage
performance quantitatively, which is defined as the percentage of all perpendicular crossing paths that
are information-covered by the sensor network. As shown in Fig. 5.7, when the distance between s
and t is larger than dcritical, we refer to B, C and G as the outer projection length, inner projection
length and middle coverage gap of the virtual sensor, respectively. By following a similar analysis as
in Section 5.2, we can calculate B, C and G for each pair of collaborating sensors in the network.
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B C G C
s t
s t
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Figure 5.7 An example virtual sensor with two collaborating sensors s and t. Points xs and xt (x′s and
x′t) are their projections on the entrance (destination) side of the barrier.
SPA is a simple distributed algorithm that is executed by each sensor locally. The basic idea is that,
every sensor in the network initiates a collaboration effort in a leader role by checking all the neighbors
to its right and then determining whether and how to select one of them as the collaboration partner to
form a virtual sensor. If it decides not to collaborate with any of its right-side neighbors, it becomes a
noColl sensor. Clearly, the rightmost sensor in the barrier always becomes a noColl sensor as it does
not have any neighbor to its right. With SPA, the total number of active sensors (noColl or virtual) is
the same as the total number of physical sensors deployed in the barrier, i.e., Nactive = Ntotal. Note that,
although a sensor may decide not to lead a collaboration with any of its right-side neighbors, it still
may be selected by one of its left-side neighbors to be part of a virtual sensor in a partner role, because
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these are two independent collaboration efforts initiated by different leader sensors.
The details of SPA are given in Fig. 5.8. As shown in the figure, a sensor always tries to collaborate
with a partner sensor such that the resulting virtual sensor has minimum middle coverage gap and
maximum overall coverage projection. With Nactive = Ntotal, we can calculate B, C and G for each
pair of sensors in the network, which is required in the execution of SPA.
Case I: becomes a 
noColl sensor
Is there any sensor 
to its right?
Is there a 
right-side neighbor with which 
the resulting virtual sensor has a 
connected coverage 
region?
YesNo
Case II: among these right-side 
neighbors, collaborates with the one 
with which the resulting virtual 
sensor has the largest coverage 
projection length, i.e., (2B+D)
Yes
Is there a right-side 
neighbor with which the resulting 
virtual sensor has an inner projection 
length C R?
Case IV: becomes a 
noColl sensor
Case III: among these right-
side neighbors, collaborates
with the one with which the 
resulting virtual sensor has 
the smallest G
No
No Yes
SPA:
executed by every sensor 
in the network
Figure 5.8 The proposed SPA (Sensor Pairing Algorithm).
5.5.1 Performance Analysis
We now analyze the performance of the proposed SPA in terms of barrier coverage percentage. To
do so, the key is to estimate the expected coverage gap (G) to the right of a sensor in the network.
Suppose s is the sensor under consideration and let t denote the closest right-side neighbor of s along
the X-axis:
t = argmin{φ ∈ all right-side neighbors of s}|xφ − xs|. (5.20)
Therefore, we have
G 6
∞∫
0
h∫
0
h∫
0
1
h2
G
(
ys, yt, D(s, t)
)
dys dyt · fexp(D(s, t))dD(s, t), (5.21)
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where G is the middle coverage gap between s and t assuming that they collaborate with each other
to form a virtual sensor. fexp(D) is an exponential probability distribution function with a parameter
of Ntotal/`. This is because when Ntotal is large and sensors are uniformly randomly deployed, sensor
locations can be closely approximated by a Poisson point process [76]. As a result, the X-coordinates
of all sensors follow a Poisson process. The inequality in (5.21) holds because t is not necessarily the
collaboration partner determined for s by SPA, which is designed to minimize the middle coverage gap
of the virtual sensor. Furthermore, we know that
G
(
ys, yt, D(s, t)
)
6 G′
(
ys, yt, D(s, t)
)
≡

0, Case II in SPA: d(s, t) 6 dcritical,
max{D(s, t)− 2C(s, t), 0}, Case III in SPA:
d(s, t) > dcritical and C(s, t) > R,
max{D(s, t)−R−Bmin, 0}, Case IV in SPA:
d(s, t) > dcritical and C(s, t) < R,
(5.22)
where Cases II, III and IV are the three SPA cases shown in Fig. 5.8. In Case II, the coverage region is
connected and there is no coverage gap between s and t. In Case III, the coverage region is disconnected
and the inner projection length may cover only part of the gap. In Case IV, s becomes a noColl sensor
in a leader role, and its coverage radius is R. Bmin represents the lower bound of the outer projection
length among all potential collaborations led by t, which covers part of the gap as well. Bmin can be
calculated by assuming that t collaborates with a sensor that is infinitely far away. Consequently, we
have
G 6 Gupper ≡
∞∫
0
h∫
0
h∫
0
1
h2
G′
(
ys, yt, D(s, t)
)
dys dyt · fexp(D(s, t))dD(s, t). (5.23)
Note that there may exist coverage gaps between the leftmost/rightmost sensor and the left/right
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boundary of the barrier, which are bounded by
GLupper ≡
∫ ∞
Bmin
(D −Bmin) · fexp(D)dD, (5.24)
and
GRupper ≡
∫ ∞
R
(D −R) · fexp(D)dD, (5.25)
respectively. Thus, we have the following performance lower bound of the proposed SPA in terms of
barrier coverage percentage:
P > Plower = 1−
(Ntotal − 1) · Gupper + GRupper + GLupper
`
. (5.26)
5.6 Performance Evaluation
We develop a custom simulator based on MATLAB and use it to evaluate the performance of our
proposed algorithm. In the simulation, we randomly deploy N sensors in a rectangular barrier with a
length of 20 units and a width of 2 units, as shown in Fig. 5.9(a). Note that our algorithm works for
any sensor distribution as long as the sensor locations after deployment are known. The system’s target
false detection probability is PmaxFD = 0.05 and the target probability of detection by a virtual or noColl
sensor is PminD = 0.9. The signal amplitude of the target is Ω = 100 mW and the small constant d0 in
the source model is set to 0.01 units. Assume that the background noise follows a normal distribution
with zero mean and a standard deviation of
√
2
2 mW. We only show the simulation results for the decay
exponent of α = 1 because the results for α = 2 show similar trends.
5.6.1 Centralized Algorithm
5.6.1.1 Coverage Snapshots
Before discussing the simulation results in detail, we first present in Fig. 5.9 the coverage snap-
shots when our proposed algorithm is used to find BICS for a particular sensor network deployment.
Fig. 5.9(a) shows 200 sensors deployed in a rectangular barrier with the size of 20× 2 units. Fig. 5.9(b)
shows that, without using virtual sensors, 54 noColl sensors are needed to cover the barrier. In contrast,
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with the help of sensor collaborations and virtual sensors, 12 virtual sensors (each of them consists of
two collaborating physical sensors) and 17 noColl sensors are needed to cover the barrier. This means
that only a total of 41 physical sensors need to be active to provide the desired barrier coverage. This
example scenario clearly demonstrates (i) the effectiveness of information-coverage and sensor collab-
orations in reducing the number of active sensors needed to cover the barrier and (ii) the effectiveness
of our proposed algorithm in finding a proper BICS. Similar observations are made throughout our
simulation study.
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(a) 200 physical sensors are deployed to cover a barrier.
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(b) A BICS consisting of noColl sensors only.
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(c) A BICS consisting of both virtual and noColl sensors.
Figure 5.9 Coverage snapshots for a given sensor network deployment.
Next, we present the simulation results for different scenarios, which are averaged over 200 dif-
ferent sensor network deployments unless specified otherwise. We compare two different coverage
schemes: (i) Non-Collaborative – barrier coverage with noColl sensors only; and (ii) Collaborative –
barrier coverage with both virtual and noColl sensors.
5.6.1.2 Comparison of PBICS
Due to randomness in sensor deployment, it is impossible to guarantee that the barrier is covered
with probability one with finite number of sensors, unless each active sensor can cover the entire barrier.
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However, physical limitations prohibit such large coverage region. This motivates us to study the barrier
information coverage from a probabilistic perspective. Let PBICS denote the probability that a BICS
can be found using our proposed algorithm. Note that, in the distributed algorithm, every sensor, except
the rightmost sensor, will find another sensor to collaborate with. Fig. 5.10(a) plots PBICS for different
number of sensors deployed in the barrier.
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Figure 5.10 Comparison of PBICS. (a) PBICS vs. # of deployed sensors (N ); and (b) PBICS vs. width
of the barrier, given that N is fixed to 140.
As shown in Fig. 5.10(a), PBICS increases monotonously with the number of deployed sensors for
all schemes. In general, with fewer sensors deployed in the barrier, it is more difficult to find a BICS.
Introduction of virtual sensors helps improve the barrier coverage performance. For example, when
there are 140 sensors in the barrier, PBICS for non-collaborative and centralized collaborative schemes
is about 12% and 57%, respectively.
In Fig. 5.10(b), the number of deployed sensors to fixed to 140 and we vary the width of the barrier
from 2 to 90 units and correspondingly the sensor network density from 3.5 to 0.078 per square unit.
We can see that for the non-collaborative scheme, PBICS is almost invariant with the barrier width.
This is because a noColl sensor does not collaborate with others. As a result, the barrier coverage
performance of the non-collaborative scheme does not depend on the area density of the noColl sensors
in the two-dimensional barrier, but the line density of the noColl sensors projected on the destination
side of the barrier, which does not change with the barrier width. In comparison, for the collaborative
scheme, PBICS decreases with the barrier width. This is because as the sensor network gets more sparse,
it becomes more difficult for a sensor to find a proper collaborating partner to increase the coverage
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region. In the extreme cases when the barrier width is larger than about 64 units, sensors are too far
away from each other to form any beneficial collaborations between them. Hence, no virtual sensors
will be part of the BICS and the collaborative scheme becomes equivalent to the non-collaborative
scheme.
5.6.1.3 Comparison of Network Lifetime
From Fig. 5.10(a), we know that in order to guarantee barrier coverage with a very high probability,
a sufficiently large number of active sensors are needed. For the barrier simulated in our study, at least
250 active sensors are needed. Next, we vary the number of deployed sensors from 250 to 1000 and
plot the number of disjoint BICS’s for both schemes in Fig. 5.11(a). Clearly, comparing with the non-
collaborative scheme, the collaborative scheme uses fewer physical sensors to cover the barrier with
the help of virtual sensors and increases the number of disjoint BICS’s by about 50% on average.
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Figure 5.11 Comparison of sensor network lifetime. (a) # of disjoint BICS’s vs. # of deployed sen-
sors (N ); and (b) Normalized network lifetime vs. energy consumption for sending one
message.
The number of disjoint BICS’s is in direct relation to the sensor network lifetime. We define
the network lifetime as the time when the remaining sensors in the network cannot cover the barrier
any more. We assume that the lifetime of a BICS equals the lifetime of a virtual sensor because the
physical sensors associated with a virtual sensor consumes more power than noColl sensors due to
collaboration. Since each BICS can cover the barrier, the network lifetime is the sum of the lifetimes of
successive BICS’s selected by our algorithm. In this study, we only consider the energy consumption
for sensing, collaborative decision making and sensor’s regular operations e.g. CPU and radio. The
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energy consumed for a sensor to report its detection to the sink is not considered as it varies with the
routing and aggregation methods used. Once the methods are known, they can be incorporated into our
energy consumption study without much difficulty.
We assume that the power consumption for sensing, processing and receiving is 54 mW [102].
To illustrate the overhead of extra energy consumption for sensor collaboration, we assume that the
target rarely appears in the barrier. Fig. 5.11(b) compares the network lifetime for different energy
consumption for sending a message (Emsg) from 0.1 to 1000 mJ and for different sensing frequen-
cies (fs) from 1 to 25 Hz. Each point in the figure is normalized to the network lifetime with the
non-collaborative scheme. The collaboration cost for using virtual sensors increases as Emsg and/or
fs increase. As shown in the figure, when Emsg is low, the collaborative scheme always outperforms
the non-collaborative scheme regardless of fs. On the other hand, the network lifetime with the col-
laborative scheme drops below the non-collaborative scheme as Emsg increases and the drop occurs
at a smaller Emsg value when fs is higher. This implies that the collaborative scheme works the best
for sensor networks with small energy consumption for sending a message and low sensing frequency.
Recall that in the example given in Section 5.4.2, Emsg is at most 0.574 mJ for a MICA2 mote to send a
message. Fig. 5.11(b) reads that the collaborative scheme can improve the lifetime of a MICA2-based
sensor network deployed for barrier coverage by about 40% even at a relatively high sensing frequency
of 25 Hz, which is consistent with our discussion in the example.
5.6.2 Distributed Algorithm
To evaluate the performance of SPA, in the simulation, we randomly deploy N sensors in a rect-
angular barrier with a length of 20 units and a width of 0.3 units. We vary N from 10 to 300. To
estimate the barrier coverage percentage, we inspect 1000 perpendicular crossing paths that are evenly
distributed along the barrier, and record the percentage of the crossing paths that are covered.
We compare the performance of SPA with (i) an scheme where all sensors act individually without
collaborating with others; (ii) the analyzed performance lower bound of SPA, given in (5.26); and (iii)
a performance upper bound which is given by assuming an ideal collaboration between sensors, which,
for any crossing path, checks all sensors individually (as noColl sensors) as well as collaboratively (as
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Figure 5.12 Performance comparison of testing schemes and performance bounds.
virtual sensors) and then claims that the path is covered if one of the noColl or virtually sensors can
cover the path. Simulation results are plotted in Fig. 5.12(a) and we have the following observations.
Firstly, by taking advantage of collaborations between sensors, even with a simple collaboration
scheme like SPA and a simple collaboration pattern (collaboration degree of at most two), we are able
to improve the barrier coverage percentage significantly. For example, to achieve the same performance
of covering 98% of the barrier, SPA requires only 92 physical sensors, which is 26% less than the 125
physical sensors needed when no collaboration is considered. Secondly, the performance of SPA is
very close to the performance upper bound, which in turn supports the effectiveness of SPA. Thirdly,
the analyzed performance lower bound of SPA is fairly tight. For example, to cover 98% of the barrier,
the prediction based on the lower bounds says that it would be adequate to deploy 105 physical sensors
in the area, which is slightly higher than the 92 sensors actually needed for SPA.
At last, we also compare the performance of SPA with that of the centralized algorithm proposed
in Section 5.4. The results are shown in Fig. 5.12(b). Interestingly, we find the performance (in terms
of barrier coverage percentage) of centralized algorithm is slightly worse than that of SPA. However,
when we deploy sufficient sensors and want to select a number of BICS’s to cover the barrier in turn,
we can only use the centralized algorithm to achieve that.
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5.7 Conclusions
In this chapter, we conduct extensive analytical and simulation studies on exploring sensors’ collab-
orations and information fusion to improve the barrier coverage and extend the sensor network lifetime.
We study the coverage region of a virtual sensor and its effect on the coverage performance. We derive
an effective lower bound to approximate the projection length of the coverage region on the destination
side of the barrier, based on which we propose a practical algorithm to operate the sensor network
to information-cover the barrier with fewer active sensors, thus prolonging the network lifetime. We
also propose a distributed sensor pairing algorithm to help a sensor find a good partner to increase the
barrier coverage percentage. The effectiveness of our solution is supported by numerical and simula-
tion results. Future work includes design of a distributed algorithm for finding the barrier information
coverage set and extension of the study to strong barrier coverage.
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Algorithm 3 Find the Barrier Information Coverage Set (BICS)
Input
1: All sensors’ locations: (si.x, si.y) for 1 6 i 6 N
2: System’s target false detection probability: PmaxFD
3: Target detection probability by a virtual or noColl sensor: PminD
4: Destination side of the barrier: D
Initialization
1: Quota = 1; Cov = ∅
2: si.Neighbor = sensor si’s communication neighbors
3: PAsub(si,sj) = ∅ for 1 6 i, j 6 N
Main Loop
1: while 0 < Quota < N do
2: Calculate T1 and T2 so that 1−
`
1− Pf
´Quota
= PmaxFD
3: Calculate the coverage radius (Rs) of a noColl sensor
4: for i, j = 1 to N do
5: if (sj /∈ si.Neighbor) | (|PAsub(si,sj)| 6 4Rs) then
6: PAsub(si,sj) = ∅
7: end if
8: if i == j then
9: PAsub(si,si) = [si.x−Rs, si.x+Rs]
10: end if
11: end for
12: k = 0; Cov = ∅; Partner = ∅
13: Ψ = {< si, sj >} for 1 6 i, j 6 N
14: while (D * Cov) & (max<si,sj>∈Ψ
˛˛˛
PAsub(si,sj) ∩ Cov
˛˛˛
> 0) & (k < Quota) do
15: < s∗i , s∗j >= argmax<si,sj>∈Ψ
˛˛˛
PAsub(si,sj) ∩ Cov
˛˛˛
16: Cov = Cov ∪ PAsub(s∗i ,s∗j )
17: Partner = Partner ∪ < s∗i , s∗j >; Ψ = Ψ− < s∗i , s∗j >
18: k = k + 1
19: end while
20: if D ⊆ Cov then
21: Quota = 0 /∗ BICS found ∗/
22: else if max<si,sj>∈Ψ
˛˛˛
PAsub(si,sj) ∩ Cov
˛˛˛
> 0 then
23: Quota = Quota + 1 /∗ not enough Quota ∗/
24: else
25: Quota = 0; Partner = ∅ /∗ BICS not found ∗/
26: end if
27: end while
Output
1: If Partner 6= ∅, use the sensors in Partner to information-cover the barrier
2: If Partner = ∅, the barrier cannot be information-covered
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CHAPTER 6. MULTI-ROUND SENSOR DEPLOYMENT FOR GUARANTEED
BARRIER COVERAGE
6.1 Introduction
Recently, barrier coverage [30] with wireless sensor networks has received great attention. The goal
is to deploy a chain of wireless sensors in the barrier, which usually is a long belt region, to prevent
mobile objects from crossing the barrier undetected. Applications of barrier coverage include intrusion
detection and border surveillance [98]. In this chapter, we study the problem of guaranteed barrier
coverage and the goal is to guarantee that a barrier is covered with probability one using as few sensors
as possible.
Various schemes have been proposed to reduce the number of sensors needed to cover a barrier,
such as information barrier coverage which exploits the collaboration and information fusion between
nearby sensors [103]. We approach this problem from a different angle via investigating sensor de-
ployment strategies, more specifically, line-based sensor deployment strategies. With line-based sensor
deployment, sensors are deployed along a line, e.g., sensors are airdropped by an aircraft along a de-
ployment line, and the final residence points of the sensors are distributed along the line with random
offsets. Recent work in [11] shows that this is a more realistic sensor placement model and sensor de-
ployment strategies based on this model can achieve more efficient barrier coverage with less sensors
than those based on the Poisson point process sensor placement model.
In practice, due to wind and other environmental factors, large placement errors often accompany
sensor deployment. For example, when sensors are airdropped into the target region from an aircraft,
the final residence points of the sensors may deviate much from the intended deployment points. To
provide guaranteed barrier coverage with the conventional single-round sensor deployment, sensors
need to be deployed in a conservative manner (i.e., with small deployment interval and hence more
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sensors are needed) to counter the randomness during the sensor deployment process. In comparison,
by splitting sensor deployment into multiple rounds, it is safe to be more aggressive (i.e., with larger
deployment intervals) in the earlier rounds and then deploy sensors more conservatively in the final
round to fill the coverage gaps generated in the previous rounds. As a result, a significant number of
sensors may be saved with multi-round sensor deployment.
Splitting sensor deployment into multiple rounds may incur higher deployment cost, e.g., an aircraft
needs to fly along the deployment line multiple times to accomplish the task. From the analytical and
simulation studies, we have an interesting discovery that the optimal two-round sensor deployment
strategy yields the same barrier coverage performance as other optimal strategies with more than two
rounds. This result is particularly encouraging as it implies that the best barrier coverage performance
can be achieved with low extra deployment cost by deploying sensors in two rounds.
Furthermore, we propose two practical solutions, the two-round minimax solution and the pilot
deployment solution, to deal with realistic situations when the knowledge about the deviation of sen-
sors’ residence points with respect to their intended deployment points is not fully available. The pilot
deployment solution performs particularly well and the idea is to introduce an additional pilot round
which deploys a small number of sensors to estimate the distribution of sensors’ residence points and
then use this information to aid the following rounds of sensor deployment.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Then, we give the system models and the problem
statement in Section 6.2. In Section 6.3, we analyze multi-round sensor deployment in detail. Sec-
tion 6.4 describes the two-round minimax solution and the pilot deployment solution. Numerical and
simulation results are shown in Section 6.5. Section 6.6 concludes the chapter.
6.2 Models and Problem Statement
6.2.1 Sensing and Coverage Models
We consider a network of wireless sensors deployed to monitor a barrier which is a long belt region
of length ` with two parallel sides: entrance side and destination side (as shown in Fig. 6.1). An
object (or intruder) may cross the barrier via an intruding path starting at the entrance side and ending
at the destination side. We assume that sensors are aware of their locations. We also assume that
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sensors’ communication range is reasonably large so that network is connected and sensors can report
their location information to the sink. For simplicity, we assume an ideal 0/1 disc sensing model to
demonstrate how a well-designed multi-round sensor deployment scheme may help reduce the number
of sensors needed to guarantee barrier coverage. Specifically, we assume that each sensor has a sensing
disc with a radius of Rs. An object within (outside) a sensor’s sensing disc is detected by the sensor
with probability one (zero).
L
entrance side 
destination side 
tleft tright
Figure 6.1 Illustration of barrier coverage and sensor deployment.
DEFINITION 12 (Coverage of a Path). A path across a barrier is covered if there exists a point along
the path that is within at least one sensor’s sensing disc.
DEFINITION 13 (Barrier Coverage). A barrier is covered if all possible paths across the barrier are
covered. This is also known as strong barrier coverage.
DEFINITION 14 (Barrier Coverage Set). A barrier coverage set is a set of sensors that can together
cover the barrier.
DEFINITION 15 (Linkage). We say that two sensors a and b have linkage if there exist a series of
line segments connecting a and b, and every point on the line segments is within at least one sensor’s
sensing disc. Particularly, we say that a and b have direct linkage if every point on the line segment
connecting them is within the sensing disc of either a or b.
6.2.2 Deployment Model
We assume that sensors are static once they are deployed. We assume that sensors are deployed
along a deployment line (L) which is parallel to the destination side of the barrier. The assumption of
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a straight deployment line is due to practical considerations. For example, when using an aircraft to
airdrop sensors, it is more plausible that the aircraft flies along a straight line rather than a zigzag route.
We define deployment point as the point location where a sensor is to be deployed. In practice,
due to environmental factors and terrain characteristics, the deployment point likely is not the location
where the sensor finally resides. The sensor may reside at points around the deployment point accord-
ing to a certain probability density function (pdf). We define residence point as the point location where
a sensor finally resides. Fig. 6.1 shows an example of deployment line, deployment points and resi-
dence points. In the figure, sensors are deployed along the deployment line L which is parallel to the
destination side of the barrier. Deployment points are along L and shown as small squares. Residence
points of the sensors are shown as small dots and they deviate from the deployment points. These sen-
sors form a barrier coverage set because no intruding path can cross the barrier without being sensed
by one of the sensors. Two special points, tleft and tright, will be explained in Theorem 8.
Let (xi, yi) denote the coordinates of the deployment point ti. Assume that the residence point of a
sensor (whose deployment point is ti) follows the pdf f(x′i, y
′
i|ti) = ferr(x′ − xi, y′i − yi). We assume
that ferr has a finite closed support which is a disc with a radius of Rerr and circular-symmetric with
respect to (xi, yi). An example of ferr is a truncated two-dimensional Gaussian distribution. For the
clarity of presentation, we put the deployment line L along the X-axis of a Cartesian coordinate system
with its left end sitting at the origin. Thus, for each deployment point ti, we have yi = 0.
THEOREM 7. If Rerr is smaller than the sensing radius Rs, two sensors are guaranteed (with probabil-
ity one) to have direct linkage between them when their deployment points are less than (2Rs − 2Rerr)
apart. On the other hand, if Rerr > Rs, direct linkage between two sensors cannot be guaranteed
regardless of the distance between their deployment points.
It is interesting to see that, if ferr does not have a finite closed support (i.e., Rerr = ∞), direct
linkage between sensors cannot be guaranteed and, consequently, guaranteed barrier coverage cannot
be achieved. Similarly, we have the following theorem.
THEOREM 8. If Rerr < Rs, a sensor is guaranteed to cover the left (right) boundary of the barrier if
its deployment point is tleft (tright), which is (Rs−Rerr) away from the left (right) end of the deployment
line. tleft and tright are shown in Fig. 6.1. If Rerr > Rs, such guarantee cannot be achieved.
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6.2.3 Problem Statement
Given that sensors can be deployed in multiple (>2) rounds, our goal is to design a proper multi-
round sensor deployment scheme to provide guaranteed barrier coverage with as few sensors as possi-
ble. More specifically, we aim to strategically decide the deployment points of sensors at each round
so that the total number of sensors needed to form a barrier coverage set is minimized.
6.3 Multi-Round Sensor Deployment
In this section, we first study the two-round sensor deployment problem, where sensors are de-
ployed in two rounds to cover a barrier. Then, we extend our analysis and solution to the general
m-round (m > 2) sensor deployment problem. We assume that the pdf of a sensor’s residence point
with respect to its deployment point (ferr) is known a priori. In Section 6.4, we will loose this assump-
tion and study the problem under practical considerations where ferr is only partially known.
6.3.1 Overview of Two-Round Sensor Deployment
There are infinite number of ways to deploy sensors in two rounds to cover a barrier. For example,
we may choose to deploy different numbers of sensors in each round, and there are infinite number
of possible deployment points to choose for each sensor. In general, it is difficult to enumerate all
the possibilities. In this chapter, we study a specific set of two-round sensor deployment strategies
described below.
DEFINITION 16 (Gap Distance). Gap distance (denoted as h) between two adjacent sensors is defined
as the distance between the leftmost and rightmost deployment points of the sensors deployed to fill
the gap between them.
DEFINITION 17 (Two-Round Sensor Deployment Strategy). We consider a special set of two-round
sensor deployment strategies that distribute sensors evenly in each gap. Specifically, it operates as
follows:
• In the first round, the entire barrier is a single big gap. According to Theorem 8, the leftmost
and rightmost deployment points of the sensors deployed to fill the gap must be tleft and tright,
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respectively. We use a special symbol h` to denote the corresponding gap distance which is
h` = ` − 2(Rs − Rerr). Let N(h`, 2, 1) denote the number of sensors deployed in the first
round. If N(h`, 2, 1) = 1, either tleft or tright shall be selected as the deployment point. If
N(h`, 2, 1) > 2, the deployment points shall be evenly distributed between tleft and tright with a
distance of I(h`, 2, 1) = h`N(h`,2,1)−1 apart.
• There are three possible outcomes after the first round of deployment:
– If N(h`, 2, 1) = 0, since no sensors are deployed in the first round, the entire barrier
needs to be filled in the second round. This in fact is equivalent to single-round sensor
deployment.
– If N(h`, 2, 1) = 1, only a single gap is generated to the right (left) of the deployed sensor
if the deployment point of the sensor is at tleft (tright). This is because the sensor with de-
ployment point at tleft (tright) is guaranteed to cover the left (right) boundary of the barrier.
– If N(h`, 2, 1) > 2, multiple gaps may be generated.
• In the second round, for each gap generated in the first round, deploy a minimum number of
evenly distributed sensors to guarantee that it is covered.
Note that the key assumption in this type of strategies is that sensors are evenly distributed in each
gap while different deployment intervals may be used to deploy sensors in different gaps. We choose
this specific strategy because it is quite common in realistic scenarios.
Let N¯total(h`, 2, N(h`, 2, 1)) denote the expected total number of sensors needed to cover the barrier
when a two-round sensor deployment strategy described above is used. Clearly, when N(h`, 2, 1) is
small, fewer sensors are deployed in the first round but larger coverage gaps may be generated. On the
other hand, when N(h`, 2, 1) is large, more sensors are deployed in the first round but smaller gaps are
to be covered in the second round. So there is a tradeoff. Our goal is to find the optimal N(h`, 2, 1) so
that N¯total(h`, 2, N(h`, 2, 1)) is minimized:
N∗(h`, 2, 1) = arg min
N(h`,2,1)
N¯total
(
h`, 2, N(h`, 2, 1)
)
=⇒ N¯ ∗total
(
h`, 2
)
= N¯total
(
h`, 2, N∗(h`, 2, 1)
)
.
(6.1)
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Figure 6.2 Two adjacent sensors a and b are deployed in the first round and there may be a coverage
gap between them.
6.3.2 Theoretical Analysis of Two-Round Sensor Deployment
We now investigate the relation between N(h`, 2, 1) and N¯total(h`, 2, N(h`, 2, 1)). We first study
the case when N(h`, 2, 1) > 2. Consider two adjacent sensors a and b deployed in the first round, as
shown in Fig. 6.2. In the figure, tL and tR are the leftmost and rightmost deployment points of the
sensors that are deployed in the second round to fill the gap. Let sa and sb denote their residence points
with coordinates of (x′a, y′a) and (x′b, y
′
b), respectively, and there may be a coverage gap between them.
To fill the gap, additional sensors need to be deployed in the second round. According to Theorem 7,
the leftmost and rightmost deployment points (denoted as tL and tR) of these additional sensors must
be at a distance of (2Rs − Rerr) to sa and sb, respectively. The distance between tL and tR is the
corresponding gap distance (denoted as h). Note that, when the left or right boundary of a gap is the
left or right boundary of the barrier, tL ≡ tleft or tR ≡ tright.
We analyze the following terms: (i) Pzero(I(h`, 2, 1)) – the probability that there is no coverage gap
between sensors a and b, i.e., there exists a direct linkage between them; (ii) fH(I(h`,2,1))(h) – the pdf
of the gap distance between a and b; (iii) Pone(I(h`, 2, 1)) – the probability that the gap between a and
b can be filled by deploying at most one additional sensor in the second round.
6.3.2.1 Pzero(I(h`, 2, 1))
Let ta and tb denote the deployment points of sensors a and b, and the coordinates of ta and tb are
(xa, 0) and (xa + I(h`, 2, 1), 0), respectively. The residence points sa and sb are independently and
identically distributed according to the pdf of ferr(x′a − xa, y′a) and ferr(x′b − (xa + I(h`, 2, 1)), y′b),
respectively. To guarantee a direct linkage between two sensors, sb must be within the circle centered
at sa with a radius of 2Rs, as shown in Fig. 6.3. In the figure, ta and tb are the deployment points, and
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sa and sb are the residence points. Let A1(x′a, y′a, I(h`, 2, 1)) denote the intersection region between
the circle centered at sa with a radius of 2Rs and the circle centered at tb with a radius of Rerr, which
is shown as the shaded area in the figure. Then we have:
Pzero(I(h`, 2, 1)) =
∫∫
ferr
(
x′a − xa, y′a
) · ∫∫
A1(x′a,y′a,I(h`,2,1))
ferr
(
x′b − (xa + I(h`, 2, 1)), y′b
)
dx′b dy
′
b
 dx′a dy′a. (6.2)
a  ( a, a)
s
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Figure 6.3 To guarantee a direct linkage between two adjacent sensors a and b deployed in the first
round, sb must be inside the shaded area.
6.3.2.2 fH(I(h`,2,1))(h)
As shown in Fig. 6.4, tR is the intersection point of the deployment line (L) and the circle centered
at sb with a radius of (2Rs −Rerr). Let zL and zR denote the distance between ta and tL, and between
tb and tR, respectively. Then we have h = I(h`, 2, 1) − zL − zR. Draw a circle with tL at the center
and a radius of (2Rs − Rerr). Let u and v denote the intersection points of this circle and the circle
centered at ta with a radius of Rerr. Note that tL remains the same as long as sa falls on the arc ûv.
Therefore, the pdf of zL is a line integral:
fZ(zL) =
∫∫
(x′a,y′a)∈cuv(zL)
ferr
(
x′a − xa, y′a
)
dx′a dy
′
a. (6.3)
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Figure 6.4 When the number of sensors deployed in the first round is small, some big coverage gaps
(with h > 0) may be generated.
Since the relation between tb and tR is the same as that between ta and tL, zR and zL have the same
pdf. Therefore, the pdf of h is
fH(I(h`,2,1))(h) = fH(I(h`,2,1))(I(h`, 2, 1)− zL − zR)
=
∞∫
−∞
fZ(z) · fZ(I(h`, 2, 1)− h− z) dz.
(6.4)
6.3.2.3 Pone(I(h`, 2, 1))
Based on the result of fH(I(h`,2,1))(h), we can obtain Pone(I(h`, 2, 1)) without much difficulty. We
know that, when h 6 0, a linkage between them can be guaranteed by deploying at most one additional
sensor at either tL or tR. On the other hand, such guarantee cannot be achieved if h > 0. Therefore,
we have:
Pone(I(h`, 2, 1)) =
0∫
−∞
fH(I(h`,2,1))(h) dh. (6.5)
Note that (Pone(I(h`, 2, 1)) − Pzero(I(h`, 2, 1))) is the probability that there exists a coverage gap
between two adjacent sensors deployed in first round and the gap can be filled by deploying exactly
one additional sensor in the second round.
6.3.2.4 Calculation of N¯total(h`, 2, N(h`, 2, 1)
Now we are ready to analyze the relation between N¯total(h`, 2, N(h`, 2, 1) and N(h`, 2, 1). Let
N¯2(I(h`, 2, 1)) denote the average number of additional sensors needed to guarantee a linkage between
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two adjacent sensors, say a and b, deployed in the first round. We have the following cases:
• When h 6 0, we need at most one additional sensor to guarantee a linkage between a and b.
There are two sub-cases:
– with probability Pzero(I(h`, 2, 1)), there already is a direct linkage between a and b and no
additional sensor is needed;
– with probability Pone(I(h`, 2, 1))− Pzero(I(h`, 2, 1)), one additional sensor is needed.
• When h > 0, we need at least
(
1 +
⌈
h
2(Rs−Rerr)
⌉)
additional sensors to guarantee a linkage
between a and b.
Therefore, we have:
N¯2(I(h`, 2, 1)) = Pzero(I(h`, 2, 1)) · 0
+ (Pone(I(h`, 2, 1))− Pzero(I(h`, 2, 1))) · 1
+
∞∫
0
(
1 +
⌈
h
2(Rs −Rerr)
⌉)
fH(I(h`,2,1))(h) dh
= Pone(I(h`, 2, 1))− Pzero(I(h`, 2, 1)) + (1− Pone(I(h`, 2, 1)))
+
∞∫
0
⌈
h
2(Rs −Rerr)
⌉
fH(I(h`,2,1))(h) dh
= 1− Pzero(I(h`, 2, 1)) +
∞∫
0
⌈
h
2(Rs −Rerr)
⌉
fH(I(h`,2,1))(h) dh.
(6.6)
Finally, N¯total(h`, 2, N(h`, 2, 1)) can be calculated by:
N¯total
(
h`, 2, N(h`, 2, 1)
)
= N(h`, 2, 1) + (N(h`, 2, 1)− 1) · N¯2 (I(h`, 2, 1)) . (6.7)
Now let’s consider the case when N(h`, 2, 1) = 1. Without loss of generality, assume the sensor
is deployed at tleft and a single coverage gap is generated to the right of the deployed sensor, as shown
in Fig. 6.5. Without loss of generality, we assume the sensor is deployed at tleft and a single coverage
gap is generated to the right of the deployed sensor in Fig. 6.5. In the second round, the leftmost and
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rightmost deployment points to fill the gap are at tL and tright, respectively. According to Theorem 8,
to guarantee this gap is filled, the rightmost deployment point for the additional sensors deployed in
the second round must be at tright. So the gap distance h = h` − zL. Since zL has the same pdf as
(6.3) and all other deployment points are evenly distributed between tL and tright, we can calculate
N¯total(h`, 2, N(h`, 2, 1)) as:
N¯total
(
h`, 2, N(h`, 2, 1)
)
= 1 +
∞∫
0
(⌈
h
2(Rs −Rerr)
⌉
+ 1
)
· fZ(zL) dzL
= 1 +
∞∫
0
(⌈
h` − zL
2(Rs −Rerr)
⌉
+ 1
)
· fZ(zL) dzL.
(6.8)
For the case when N(h`, 2, 1) = 0, the entire barrier needs to be covered in the second round.
Hence, we have
N¯total
(
h`, 2, N(h`, 2, 1)
)
=
⌈
h`
2(Rs −Rerr)
⌉
+ 1. (6.9)
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Figure 6.5 When N(h`, 2, 1) = 1, a single coverage gap is generated after the first round.
To summarize, we have the following result:
N¯total
(
h`, 2, N(h`, 2, 1)
)
=
⌈
h`
2(Rs−Rerr)
⌉
+ 1, if N(h`, 2, 1) = 0,
1 +
∞∫
0
(⌈
h`−zL
2(Rs−Rerr)
⌉
+ 1
)
· fZ(zL) dzL, if N(h`, 2, 1) = 1,
N(h`, 2, 1) + (N(h`, 2, 1)− 1) · N¯2(I(h`, 2, 1)), if N(h`, 2, 1) > 2.
(6.10)
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By plugging (6.10) back into (6.1), we have completed the definition of the optimization problem
for two-round sensor deployment, which can be solved without much difficulty using numeric methods.
This is because the search space is limited: N(h`, 2, 1) is an integer and the number of possible choices
for N(h`, 2, 1) is finite.
6.3.3 Multi-Round Sensor Deployment
Now we study the general multi-round sensor deployment problem where sensors are deployed in
m > 2 rounds to cover a barrier. Similar to the two-round sensor deployment strategy described in
Section 6.3, we assume even distribution of sensors in each gap. The goal is to, at each of the m rounds
(say, round j where 1 6 j 6 m) and for each coverage gap with a gap distance of h, determine the
optimal number of sensors to be deployed inside the gap, denoted asN∗(h,m, j), so that the barrier can
be covered with fewest sensors. We achieve this goal by using a recursive algorithm which is described
below.
Firstly, consider the general case when 1 6 i < m. Suppose that, at round i, N(h,m, i) sensors are
deployed inside the gap which may shatter the gap into multiple smaller gaps. Assume that each newly
generated smaller gap will be filled with the optimal strategy in the next round, i.e., round (i+1). Then,
the expected total number of sensors needed to fill the gap in (m− i+ 1) rounds, i.e., from round i to
round m, can be calculated as:
N¯total
(
h,m− i+ 1, N(h,m, i)
)
=
N¯ ∗total(h,m− i), if N(h,m, i) = 0,
1 +
∞∫
0
N¯ ∗total(h− zL,m− i) · fZ(zL) · dzL, if N(h,m, i) = 1,
N(h,m, i) + [N(h,m, i)− 1] · [Pone (I(h,m, i))− Pzero (I(h,m, i))]
+[N(h,m, i)− 1] ·
[∞∫
0
N¯ ∗total(h′,m− i) · fH(I(h,m,i))(h′) · dh′
]
,
if N(h,m, i) > 2.
(6.11)
where
I(h,m, i) =
h
N(h,m, i)− 1 . (6.12)
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fH(I(h,m,i))(·) and fZ(·) are given in (6.4) and (6.3), respectively. fH(I(h,m,i))(·) is the pdf of the gap
distances between adjacent sensors deployed at round iwhenN(h,m, i) > 2. Moreover, Pzero(I(h,m, i))
andPone(I(h,m, i)) are the probability that there is no coverage gap between adjacent sensors deployed
at round i and the probability that the coverage gap between adjacent sensors deployed at round i can
be filled by deploying at most one additional sensor in the next round, respectively, and they are given
in (6.2) and (6.5). Then we have:
N∗(h,m, i) = arg min
N(h,m,i)
N¯total
(
h,m− i+ 1, N(h,m, i)), (6.13)
and
N¯ ∗total
(
h,m− i+ 1) = N¯total(h,m− i+ 1, N∗(h,m, i)). (6.14)
Now consider the special case when i = m, i.e., during the final round of sensor deployment. To
guarantee that all gaps are filled, according to Theorem 7, we have:
N∗(h,m,m) =
⌈
h
2(Rs −Rerr)
⌉
+ 1. (6.15)
So, by using this special case as the boundary condition, we have fully specified how to obtain
the optimal multi-round sensor deployment strategy that uses fewest sensors to cover a barrier by
(6.13), (6.14), (6.11), (6.12) and (6.15).
Remarks: As will be shown in Section 6.5.2, there is an interesting discovery that optimal m-round
(m > 2) sensor deployment strategies all yield the same barrier coverage performance regardless
of m. In other words, the best barrier coverage performance can be achieved with the optimal two-
round sensor deployment. For this reason, we only study two-round sensor deployment in the practical
considerations next.
6.4 Practical Considerations
In practice, the distribution of a sensor’s residence point, i.e., the ferr function, may not be fully
known. For example, if we assume that ferr is a truncated two-dimensional Gaussian function with
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respect to a deployment point at (x, y = 0), as described in (6.16) below, the parameter σreal may not
be known.
ferr(x′ − x, y′) = 1
A
· I(x′−x)2+y′269σ2real · e
−
„
(x′−x)2
2σ2real
+ y
′2
2σ2real
«
, (6.16)
where
A =
∫∫
(x′−x)2+y′269σ2real
e
−
„
(x′−x)2
2σ2real
+ y
′2
2σ2real
«
dx′ dy′, (6.17)
and
I(x′−x)2+y′269σ2real =

1, if (x′ − x)2 + y′2 6 9σ2real,
0, otherwise.
(6.18)
Instead, we may only know the range of σreal based on the historical information, i.e., σreal ∈ [σmin, σmax].
We assume that Rerr = 3σmax is smaller than Rs; otherwise, barrier coverage cannot be guaranteed ac-
cording to Theorem 7. In this section, we present two practical solutions to deal with this situation.
Note that the proposed solutions can be extended to other ferr functions as long as the requirements on
ferr specified in Section 6.2.2, i.e., circular symmetry and finite closed support, are satisfied.
6.4.1 The Two-Round Minimax Solution
The two-round minimax solution works as follows:
• Let N¯ σtotal(h`, 2, N(h`, 2, 1)) denote the expected total number of sensors needed to cover the
barrier when (i) N(h`, 2, 1) sensors are deployed in the first round; and (ii) sensors are deployed
in the second round by setting Rerr = 3σmax to guarantee filling of all coverage gaps.
• Recall that N¯ ∗total(h`, 2) = N¯total(h`, 2, N∗(h`, 2, 1)) is the minimum expected total number of
sensors needed to cover the barrier when σreal is known. The difference between N¯ ∗total(h`, 2)
and N¯ σtotal(h`, 2, N(h`, 2, 1)) is then the number of extra sensors deployed due to the lack of
knowledge about σreal, and it varies with N(h`, 2, 1).
• With the two-round minimax solution, the following number of sensors are deployed in the first
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round so that the maximum number of extra sensors can be minimized:
N∗minimax(h`, 2, 1) = arg min
N(h`,2,1)
max
σreal
[
N¯ σtotal (h`, 2, N(h`, 2, 1))− N¯ ∗total(h`, 2)
]
, (6.19)
which can be obtained using numerical methods because the number of possible choices for
N(h`, 2, 1) is finite.
6.4.2 The Pilot Deployment Solution
Now we present a more efficient solution by introducing an additional pilot round prior to the two
rounds of sensor deployment. The basic idea is to use the residence points of the sensors deployed in
the pilot round to estimate σreal, which is then used to guide the next two rounds of sensor deployment.
Let Npilot and Ipilot denote the number of sensors deployed in the pilot round and the deployment
interval. The deployment could start from either tleft or tright. Recall that, in order to guarantee coverage
of the left (right) boundary of the barrier, tleft (tright) should be at a distance of (Rs − 3σmax) from the
left (right) end of the deployment line. After the pilot round, the residence points of deployed sensors
are collected and used to estimate σreal as follows. The sample variance of the deviation of the residence
points along X-axis and Y-axis with respect to the corresponding deployment points is calculated as
follows:
S =
Npilot∑
i=1
(x′i − xi)2 +
Npilot∑
i=1
(y′i)
2
2Npilot − 1 , (6.20)
based on which we propose the following estimator for σreal:
σˆreal =

σmin, if S 6 σ2min,
√
S, if σ2min < S < σ
2
max,
σmax, if S > σ2max.
(6.21)
This estimator makes sense because the truncated two-dimensional Gaussian distribution (symmetri-
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cally at 3σ) is very similar to the non-truncated version. Therefore, the deviations along X-axis and
Y-axis, i.e., (x′i−xi) and y′i, can be treated as two sets of independent samples to collectively contribute
to the estimation of σreal. The conditional pdf of σˆreal is approximately:
fσˆreal(σˆ|σreal) = B1 · δ(σˆ − σmin) +B2 · δ(σˆ − σmax)
+ Iσˆ · fΓ
(
σˆ2;
2Npilot − 1
2
,
2σ2real
2Npilot − 1
)
· 2σˆ,
(6.22)
where
B1 =
σmin∫
0
fΓ
(
σˆ2;
2Npilot − 1
2
,
2σ2real
2Npilot − 1
)
· 2σˆ dσˆ,
B2 =
∞∫
σmax
fΓ
(
σˆ2;
2Npilot − 1
2
,
2σ2real
2Npilot − 1
)
· 2σˆ dσˆ,
Iσˆ =

1, if σmin 6 σˆ 6 σmax,
0, otherwise,
(6.23)
and fΓ(·) is the Gamma distribution. The derivation of (6.22) can be found in [101]. Then, the next
two rounds of sensor deployment are planned as follows:
• For each coverage gap (with a gap distance of h) generated after the pilot round, deployN∗σˆreal(h, 3, 2)
sensors in the first round, where N∗σˆreal(h, 3, 2) is obtained based on the assumption that σreal =
σˆreal;
• For each coverage gap of size h generated after the first round, deploy
(⌈
h
2(Rs−3σmax)
⌉
+ 1
)
sensors in the second round to guarantee coverage of the gap.
Finally, we can find the optimal <N∗pilot, I
∗
pilot> that minimizes the maximum number of extra
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sensors deployed when the pilot deployment solution is used:
< N∗pilot, I
∗
pilot >= arg min
<Npilot,Ipilot>
max
σreal ∞∫
0
N¯ ptotal(h`, Npilot, Ipilot, σreal, σˆ) · fσˆreal(σˆ|σreal) dσˆ − N¯ ∗total(h`, 2)
 , (6.24)
where N¯ ptotal(h`, Npilot, Ipilot, σreal, σˆ) is the expected total number of sensors needed to cover the bar-
rier by following the above pilot deployment solution, whose analysis is similar to that of N¯total in
Section 6.3.
6.5 Performance Evaluation
We develop a custom simulator based on MATLAB and use it to evaluate the performance of our
proposed multi-round sensor deployment schemes for guaranteed barrier coverage. In the numerical
and simulation studies, we consider a barrier with a length of ` = 1000 units. Sensing radius (Rs)
is 1 unit. A sensor’s residence point follows a truncated two-dimensional Gaussian distribution with
respect to its deployment point, as described in (6.16), and the parameter σreal is within the range of
[1/30, 3/10] units, which corresponds to Rerr ∈ [0.1, 0.9] units. Results with other σreal values or other
distributions of sensors’ residence points yield similar trends and are not included here.
6.5.1 Two-Round Sensor Deployment when Rerr is Known
We first study the proposed two-round sensor deployment strategy when Rerr is known. Fig. 6.6(a)
shows the results whenRerr = 0.3 units; it plots the expected total number of sensors needed to cover the
barrier (N¯total(h`, 2, N(h`, 2, 1))) when the number of sensors deployed in the first round (N(h`, 2, 1))
varies from 0 to 1000. We also plot the simulation results as “×” marks, where each point is averaged
over 1000 simulation runs. As shown in the figure, simulation results match analytical results closely.
We have the following observations.
In general, as N(h`, 2, 1) increases starting from zero, N¯total firstly decreases (with fluctuations) till
reaching the minimum, and then increases almost linearly as N(h`, 2, 1) increases further. As shown
in Fig. 6.6(a), N¯total reaches the minimum of 593 when N(h`, 2, 1) is 572, meaning that the numbers of
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Figure 6.6 Expected total number of sensors needed to cover the barrier vs. the number of sensors
deployed in the first round (N(h`, 2, 1)).
sensors deployed in the two rounds is 572 and 21, respectively. On the other hand, when N(h`, 2, 1) is
zero, the corresponding N¯total is 700, meaning that if sensors are deployed in one round, 700 sensors are
needed to cover the barrier. This shows that, with two-round sensor deployment, 15.3% of the sensors
are saved. Note that N¯total fluctuates in both figures. This is because, when N(h`, 2, 1) increases
from small, the number of sensors to fill each gap generated in the first round decreases approximately
according to a staircase function. So N¯total fluctuates with respect to N(h`, 2, 1) until N(h`, 2, 1) gets
sufficiently large.
Now let’s take a look at the optimal two-round deployment strategy in more detail. One salient fea-
ture of the strategy is that a large number (572) of sensors are deployed in the first round, while a very
small number (21) of sensors are deployed in the second round to fill the gaps. To provide guaranteed
barrier coverage with single-round sensor deployment, sensors need to be deployed in a conservative
manner (i.e., with small deployment interval and hence more sensors are needed) to counter the de-
viation of the sensors’ residence points with respect to their deployment points. In comparison, with
two-round sensor deployment, it is safe to be more aggressive (i.e., with larger deployment interval)
in the first round and then deploy sensors more conservatively in the second round to fill the limited
number of gaps generated in the first round. As a result, a significant number of sensors are saved by
simply splitting sensor deployment into two rounds.
In the optimal two-round sensor deployment strategy, the deployment interval in the first round is
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Figure 6.7 Percentage of sensors saved and N¯ ∗total(h`, 2) vs. Rerr.
I∗(h`, 2, 1) = h`N∗(h`,2,1)−1 =
1000−2(1−0.3)
572−1 ≈ 1.75 units. Besides, we find that (i) the number of
gaps generated in the first round is small; and (ii) all the gaps are small gaps which can be filled by
deploying one extra sensor in the second round. The latter one is an important observation as it shows
that, as long as the sensors’ communication range is reasonably large (e.g., > 4Rs), when the optimal
two-round sensor deployment strategy is used, connectivity among sensors deployed in the first round
can be guaranteed, which is a critical assumption (discussed in Section 6.2) for the strategy to function
properly.
In Fig. 6.6(b), Rerr is increased from 0.3 to 0.5 units and all the above observations still hold.
Particularly, with the proposed two-round sensor deployment strategy, N¯total reaches the minimum
of 647 when N(h`, 2, 1) is 600. In comparison, when N(h`, 2, 1) is zero, the corresponding N¯total
becomes 1000, meaning that 1000 sensors are needed to cover the barrier if deployed in a single round.
This shows that, a larger portion of sensors (35.3%) can be saved when Rerr is increased to 0.5 units.
In Fig. 6.7, we vary Rerr from 0.1 to 0.9 units and show the benefit of two-round sensor deployment
in terms of the percentage of sensors saved. It can be seen clearly from the figure that although more
sensors are needed to cover the barrier as Rerr goes up, it saves more sensors (percentage wise) by
increasing the number of sensor deployment rounds from one to two. This is because a larger Rerr
requires a more conservative sensor deployment round (i.e., the only round in single-round sensor
deployment vs. the second round in two-round sensor deployment) to deal with.
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6.5.2 Two-Round vs. M-Round (M > 3) Sensor Deployment
In Section 6.5.1, we observe that significant performance improvement may be achieved by increas-
ing the number of sensor deployment rounds from one to two. In this section, we study how or whether
the performance may be improved further by increasing the number of deployment rounds more.
Fig. 6.8 compares the performances of two-round and three-round sensor deployment strategies
when Rerr is 0.3 units. Results reveal a rather surprising discovery that the optimal three-round sensor
deployment strategy produces the same N¯ ∗total = 593 as the optimal two-round strategy. As shown in the
figure, with the three-round sensor deployment strategy, N¯ ∗total = 593 is reached when N(h`, 3, 1) =
0 or 572. When N(h`, 3, 1) = 0, the number of sensors deployed in the three rounds is 0, 572 and
21, respectively, while when N(h`, 3, 1) = 572, the numbers are 572, 21 and 0. We can see that, the
optimal three-round strategy essentially only deploys sensors in two out of three rounds. We have also
done simulations with m-round (m > 4) sensor deployment and N¯ ∗total remains the same. This means
that the minimum number of sensors needed to cover the barrier is the same regardless of the number
of sensor deployment rounds, as long as the sensors are deployed in multiple rounds. This discovery
has high practical significance because it implies that the best barrier coverage performance can be
achieved with low extra deployment cost by deploying sensors in two rounds.
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Figure 6.8 Comparison of the expected total number of deployed sensors with two-round and three-
-round sensor deployment strategies.
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6.5.3 Two-Round Sensor Deployment with Rerr Partially Known
Finally, we study the scenario when Rerr is only partially know, i.e., the range of Rerr is known
(0.1 6 Rerr 6 0.9) but the actual value of Rerr is unknown. Using the proposed two-round minimax
solution, N∗minimax is 587, while with the pilot deployment solution, N
∗
pilot is 51 and I
∗
pilot is 1.69 units.
Fig. 6.9 compares the performances of these two solutions against the ideal solution when Rerr is
known, with the actual value of Rerr varying from 0.1 to 0.9 units. As shown in the figure, the two-
round minimax solution works well in most scenarios except when the actual value of Rerr is close to
0.1 or 0.9 units. In these scenarios, as many as 50 extra sensors may be needed to guarantee barrier
coverage. In comparison, with the pilot deployment solution, the number of extra sensors is reduced
significantly to no more than 9. This is due mainly to the extra pilot round of sensor deployment which
collects some preliminary statistics about Rerr and then uses them to aid the following two rounds of
sensor deployment. We have also simulated the pilot deployment solution. The results are averaged
over 1000 simulation runs and a close match between analytical and simulation results can be observed.
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Figure 6.9 Expected total number of deployed sensors vs. the actual value of Rerr (unknown) with the
proposed practical solutions.
6.5.4 Summary
We summarize the key findings from our numerical and simulation studies as follows:
• By splitting sensor deployment into multiple (>2) rounds, the number of sensors needed to
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provide guaranteed barrier coverage can be reduced significantly.
• The performance gain of multi-round sensor deployment over single-round sensor deployment
becomes more significant as the deviation of a sensor’s residence point with respect to its de-
ployment point gets larger, i.e., when more randomness is present during sensor deployment.
• With the optimal two-round sensor deployment strategy, all the coverage gaps generated in the
first round are small gaps. This means that, as long as the communication range of sensors
is reasonably large, the sensors deployed in the first round are connected, which supports the
practical feasibility of the strategy.
• Optimal m-round (m > 2) sensor deployment strategies yield the same performance as the
optimal two-round sensor deployment strategy. Thus, the best barrier coverage performance can
be achieved with low extra deployment cost by deploying sensors in two rounds.
• When the information about the deviation of a sensor’s residence point with respect to its deploy-
ment point is not fully available, the pilot deployment solution performs particularly well and is
comparable to the ideal solution.
6.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, we conduct extensive analytical and simulation studies on reducing the number of
sensors needed to provide guaranteed barrier coverage with multi-round sensor deployment strategies.
We study the performance of multi-round sensor deployment and derive the optimal strategies that
use fewest sensors to cover a barrier. We find that the efficient barrier coverage can be achieved with
the simple two-round sensor deployment. In addition, two practical solutions are presented to deal
with realistic situations when the distribution of a sensor’s residence point is not fully known. The
effectiveness of the proposed solutions is supported by numerical and simulation results.
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CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
7.1 Research Contributions
This dissertation explores the notions of connected-k-coverage, information coverage to the area
or barrier, and multi-round sensor deployment in wireless sensor networks, and studies the theoretical
foundations about them. Main contributions of the dissertation are summarized as follows.
7.1.1 Connected-k-Coverage
We explore the notion of connected-k-coverage. A region is said to be connected-k-covered if it is
k-covered by a connected component of active sensors. Clearly, such a requirement is less demanding
than requiring k-coverage of the sensing region and connectivity among all active sensors at the same
time, but can still guarantee proper functioning of the sensor network. As a result, the number of
required active sensors may be reduced, thus prolonging the sensor network lifetime. As one of the first
efforts in understanding the fundamental basics about connected-k-coverage, we analyze the critical
conditions for connected-k-coverage using the percolation theorem and demonstrate their effectiveness
through simulation-based validation. In addition, we derive an effective asymptotic lower bound on
the probability of connected-k-coverage, and propose a simple randomized scheduling algorithm and
select proper operational parameters to prolong the lifetime of a large-scale sensor network.
7.1.2 On-Demand Object Detection Framework based on Decision Fusion
Based on the probabilistic sensing model, we define ρ-coverage as a measure of the coverage per-
formance for a randomly-deployed wireless sensor network. Upon detailed analytical study, we find
that simple decision fusion-based collaborations among active sensors indeed degrade the coverage
performance due to the requirement of maintaining the target false detection probability. This counter-
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intuitive result motivates us to develop an on-demand collaborative framework for object detection. The
idea of our framework is that it no longer mandates active sensors to collaborate only with each other;
instead, upon sensing a measurement higher than the decision threshold, an active sensor triggers its
neighboring inactive sensors to collaboratively sense the environment. This way, by leveraging on the
inactive sensors we could achieve the same low false detection probability while increasing the prob-
ability of detection because the density of inactive sensors is usually much higher than that of active
sensors. The effectiveness of the proposed framework is supported by detailed theoretical analysis as
well as simulation-based validation. Moreover, since decision fusion incurs extra energy consumption
in aggregating collaborative messages, we further investigate the energy efficiency performance of the
proposed framework, and offer some interesting observations and insights on how to select proper sys-
tem parameters to maximize the network lifetime while maintaining the target coverage performance.
7.1.3 Information Barrier Coverage
We study the barrier coverage problem under the assumption that neighboring sensors may collab-
orate with each other to form a virtual sensor which makes the detection decision based on combined
sensed readings. This is also known as the barrier information coverage problem. Our goal is to
information-cover a barrier with as few active sensors as possible. This is different from the barrier
coverage problem under the conventional 0/1 disc sensing model because the size and shape of the
coverage region of a virtual sensor vary with the decision threshold and the positions of collaborat-
ing sensors. Note that the size and shape of sensors’ coverage regions affect the number of sensors
needed to provide the coverage to the barrier, which in turn determines the decision threshold. Such
mutual correlation makes this problem non-trivial and challenging. To address this problem, we pro-
pose to use coverage projection to approximate the coverage region of a virtual sensor, and design a
centralized algorithm to find a set of active sensors to information-cover the barrier. Moreover, when
sensors’ location information is only available to their neighbors, we propose a simple distributed algo-
rithm to help sensors determine their collaborating partners, in order to maximize the barrier coverage
percentage.
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7.1.4 Multi-Round Sensor Deployment for Guaranteed Barrier Coverage
We propose a line-based multi-round sensor deployment strategy for guaranteed barrier coverage,
and conduct extensive analytical and simulation studies on reducing the number of sensors needed.
We study the performance of multi-round sensor deployment and derive the optimal strategies that use
the fewest sensors to cover a barrier. We find that the optimal two-round sensor deployment strategy
yields the same barrier coverage performance as other optimal strategies with more than two rounds.
This result is particularly encouraging as it implies that the best barrier coverage performance can be
achieved with low extra deployment cost by deploying sensors in two rounds.
Furthermore, we propose two practical solutions, the two-round minimax solution and the pilot
deployment solution, to deal with realistic situations when the knowledge about the deviation of sen-
sors’ residence points with respect to their intended deployment points is not fully available. The pilot
deployment solution performs particularly well and the idea is to introduce an additional pilot round
which deploys a small number of sensors to estimate the distribution of sensors’ residence points and
then use this information to aid the following rounds of sensor deployment.
7.2 Future Works
This section describes the issues related to our conducted research, which require further investiga-
tion.
• Critical Conditions for Information Coverage
Existing studies have already found the critical conditions for both area and barrier coverage
under the 0/1 disc sensing model. Recent works show that, using sensors’ collaboration, we can
significantly improve the coverage performance. Studying the critical condition for information
area coverage or the (weak/strong) barrier coverage will help us better understand how sensors’
collaboration can improve the coverage performance.
• Connected-Information-Coverage
We have investigated the problem of connected-k-coverage (to the area) in sensor networks based
on 0/1 disc sensing model. Since collaborative object detection based on either value fusion
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or decision fusion requires information exchange among neighboring sensors, the connectiv-
ity between collaborating sensors is required. Therefore, it is valuable to study the problem
of connected-information-coverage to both area and barrier, and provide an energy-efficient de-
sign guideline. In addition, we assume that sensors make object detection decisions based on
snapshot readings in this dissertation. How to improve object detection by considering temporal
correlation among sensor readings is also challenging and worthy to be studied.
• Multi-Round Sensor Deployment for Information Coverage
When studying the problem of multi-round sensor deployment, we assume the 0/1 disc sensing
model. A potential extension to this work is to revisit the problem under the probabilistic sensing
mode (information coverage), which could save even more sensors when covering a barrier. The
work can also be extended to k-barrier coverage by making the following modifications in the
analysis. With k-barrier coverage, a coverage gap between two adjacent sensors deployed in
the previous rounds exists if there are less than k disjoint linkages between them. Therefore,
coverage gaps can be classified into multiple categories according to the number of additional
disjoint linkages that are needed to fill the gap. Different types of coverage gaps need to be
analyzed differently.
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